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A VOCATIONAL TRAINING FROM

THIS COLLEGE IS A CAREER -A
SUCCESSFUL PROGRESSIVE CAREER

We have ourselves enjoyed over 30 years of unbroken progress. WHY ?
Because of the success of our Students. There is no other reason.

SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS. LINK UP WITH US

(AN YOU
CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION ?

IF SO, YOU MAY
BE THE ARTIST
THAT COMMERCE
IS WAITING FOR.

Just try it for yourself,
trace or draw the out-
line and then put in

the features.

There are hundreds of openings in connection
with Humorous Papers, Advertisement
Drawing, Posters, Calendars, Catalogues,
Textile Designs, Book Illustrations, etc.
60% of Commercial Art Work is done by
" Free Lance Artists," who do their work
at home and sell it to the highest bidders.
Many Commercial Artists draw " retaining
fees" from various sources, others prefer
to work full-time employment or partner-
ship arrangement. We teach you not only
how to draw what is wanted, but how to
make buyers want what you draw. Many
of our students who originally took up
Commercial Art as a hobby have since
turned it into a full-time paying profession
with studio and staff of assistant artists;
there is no limit to the possibilities. Let
us send full particulars for a FREE TRIAL
and details of our coursefor your inspection.
You will be under no obligation whatever.

ce Art Dept. 76.

YOUNG MEN.
Young men physically fit and whose
careers are not definitely fixed should
join the Police Force. We have Special
Courses for Entrance and Promotion.

1/- per week brings success.
Full particulars free.

Address: Police Dept. 76.

TO STUDENTS
LIVING ABROAD
or on the high seas, a good supply of lessons
is given, so that they may be done in their
order, and despatched to us for examination and
correction. They are then sent back with more
work, and in this way a C011tifITIOUS stream of work
is always in transit from the Student to us and
from us to the Student.

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unless you are
in touch with
all branches of
industry, you
cannot see the
possibilities of
employment,
but with our
gigantic or-
ganisation w3
are in touch
with every
sphere of
activity, and
we know that
in many trades
and profes-
sions there are
more vacancie;
than there are
trained men b
fill them.

Accountancy
Examinations

Advertising and Sales
Management

A.M.I. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents.
Aviation Engineering
Banking. Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy

& Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architectura

and Clerk of Works
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All

branches
Engineering. All branches,

subjects & examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Insurance. Mathematics

We do not pro-
fess to act as

an employment

agency, but we

certainly are in

a position to give
fatherly advice

on all careers and

the possibility

of employment

therein.

We
teach by

Post in all parts of
the world and specialise

in all Examinations.
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County

Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping

Machinery
Radio Service Engineering
Road -Making & Maintenance
Salesmanship. Sanitation
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures

Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements abore, write
to us on any subject.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE.

Aiso ask for our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE),
THE HUMAN MACHINE, Secrets of Success.

STUDY

AT

HOME

IN YOUR

SPARE

TIME

.11444t

CAN HAVE A COLLEGE TRAINING IN
ALMOST ANY CAREER FOR

A FEW SHILLINGS MONTHLY.

MATRICULATION
There are many ways of commencing, a
career, but Matriculation is the jumping-

off board for all the best ones.

CIVIL SERVICE
Suitable to both sexes. Ages 15}, to 24.

G.P.O. ENG. DEPT.
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE; INSP. OF

TAXES, Etc.
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.

OPEN EXAMS.
We prepare candidates for all

INSTITUTE
EXAMS.

TECHNICAL, INSURANCE,
COMMERCIAL, GENERAL, POLICE,

Etc., Etc.

ENGINEERS ALL
BRANCHES

There are examinations which are open
and suitable to you, others which are not.

Get our advice before deciding.
The Commercial Side of

THE MOTOR
TRADE

offers exceptional opportunities for
young men of good education.

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A
COMPLETE COLLEGE.

EVERY STUDENT IS A CLASS
TO HIMSELF.

DO NOT DELAY
There may be chances for you to day for
which you may be too late to -morrow.

Every day counts in a man's career.

It is the personal touch which counts in Postal Tuition.

=tier" Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD
All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAiIER, (it:DPI:1i NEW NES, I.td.,

ti -11., Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.S. Telephone: Temple Bar 7;60.
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A Greatly Enlarged
Number. Full of
Splendid Stories, Ar-
ticles and Humorous
Drawings. Delightful
Story by Richmal
Crompton : "A Pre-
sent from 'William."
and many other
stories.

TIT -BITS
Christmas Extra

contains brilliant Stories by E. Phillips
Oppenheim, May Edginton, K. R. G.
Browne, J. W. Drawbell, and Special
Articles by Stanley Lupino, F. W.
Thomas, George Robey, Denis Dunn.
Packed with Humorous illustrations.

Newnes'
XMAS 'XTRA

A Wonderful Budget of Humour.
Over 120 Black -and -White Draw-
ings. Humorous Articles and
Stories by Ashley Sterne, K. R. G.
Browne, Maurice Lane-Norcott,
W. E. Richards, Lawrence Du Garde.

These delightful numbers are on sale at all
Newsagents and Bookstalls, or may be obtained by
post : Tit -Bits Extra 71d.and Newnes and Happy
Extras 113 each from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Geo. Newnes, Ltd.
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CRAFTSMAN'S
OUTFIT

HERE is the ideal Rawlplug
Outfit for the practical man.
Packed in a strong, black

japanned tin box, the outfit com-
prises a range of tools. Rawldrills,
and Rawlplugs in various sizes. In
addition it contains full directions
and a useful booklet entitled
" Hints on Fixing." The Crafts-
man's Outfit can be obtained
from good -class Ironmongers and
Stores everywhere. Price 5,'9

CONTENTS
40 No. 8 Assorted Rawlplugs ;
30 No. 10 Assorted Rawlplugs ;
25 No. 12 Assorted Rawlplugs ;
20 No. 14 Assorted Rawlplugs ;
1 No. 14 Rawlplug Toolholder ;
1 No. 14 Rawldrill ; 1 No. 12
Adaptable Rawldrill ; I No. 10
Adaptable Rawldrill ; I No. 8
Adaptable Rawldrill ; 1 Rawlplug
Ejector; 1 Rawlplug & Screw Gauge;
and Book of Instructions 5 9

FREE I
A beautifully produced book,
entitled " Rawlplugs for all Fixing
Jobs," will be sent to you FREE on
request. The book contains tech_
nical information and illustrations
covering all kinds of fixing jobs,
Write for your copy to-day-men-
tioning this journal.

THE RAWLPLUG CO. LTD., Rawlplug House, London, S.W.7

E. GRAY & SON LTD.,

BENCH DRILLING
MACHINES.

t in. Capacity Chuck. Guar-
anteed British Manufacture.
Height. 20 in Automatic
and Adjustable Feed. Cut
Gears. Steel Spindle. 3 -

.law Self -centering Chuck.
12/6. Weight, 14 lbs.

14/- Carriage Paid.

10-20 CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON, E.0 1

SPECIAL OFFERS !
SETS TWIST DRILLS.

Set 1.60, 8/6. Set of 29 Drills, 9/3.
From 1/16th to i mch, by 1/64ths. Complete on Stand.

Postage 9d. extra.

li
Sets in Boxes,

G
j-

o3th to i in., 2/6.

'

t 1

I 1 lit 11 1.

111 IIIHM111

THE GRAYSON SUPER 3 -INCH LATHE
Back dear, Screweutting, Quick Traverse Action
Fully Compound Slide Rest. v g/5 /fl Carr.

Price as illustrated c''''' / ''' Paid.
20-irch Model, £5/16/0.

The only Lathes at prices offered with a
Guarantee.

SPECIFICATION :-Length between centres, 12b in. ; Max Swing -over Saddle, at in. ;
Max. Swing -over Gap, 71 in.; Dia. of Mandrel, I in. Whit.; Mandrel and T iletock
bored in. clearance; Centres, No. I Morse; Dia. of Face Plate, at in. ; Dia. of Catch
Plate, 2; ; I ead Screw ; Square Thread, tin. by 8 T.P.I. ; 5 -Speed Cone Pulley; Width
of Belt. 1 inch.

ACCESSORIES: -3 -Jaw Chuck Fitted, £1 108. 3 -Speed Foot Motor, gl 15g .
Belting 5d. per foot. Power Transmission, 25s. Deferred Terms Arranged.

REG° DESIGN

PATENT No. 589735

CONSTRUCTORS
are realising more and more that the

MAI16

TRADE

" EWEBEC " i"he COIL FORMERonly

which caters adequately for
their varied requirements.

FORMERS (packed flat) 113 postage 1 1,(1.

DUAL RANGE COILS 3/9 postage 3d.

Send I id. stamp for full particulars together
with FREE diagram and instructions for
making highly efficient SELECTIVITY UNIT.

EVINGTON EL[CTRICAL MANUFACT. CO.
Beckingham Road, Leicester

The best of all Gifts is-a Book!

HOBBIES
NEW ANNUAL

Edited by F. J. CAMM
3/6 net

(by post 4/-)
Will be welcomed by every boy who is keen on making
things-and by his father as well ! It contains clear
instructions for making all sorts of scientific and Mechani-
cal Models, etc. In addition to many illustrations includes
a number of loose, full-sized patterns.

WORKING
MODELS

Edited by F. J. CAMM
3/6 net

(by post 4/-)
Gives complete directions, with illustrative diagrams for
the making of working models-ships, aeroplanes, wireless
sets, electrical apparatus and so forth. A book which is
bound to be popular with the boy of 12-18.

THE OUTLINE OF
WIRELESS

By RALPH STRANGER
8/6 net

(by post 9/-)
The author has an easy and informative style coupled with
a thorough knowledge of his subject and the rare faculty of
presenting scientific facts in simple language. The result
is a book which covers the theory and practice of Wireless
Reception from A to Z and makes everything plain, even
to the most "non -technical" reader. Fourth Edition,
revised and up to date. 816 pages, profusely illustrated.
A complete work of reference which should occupy a
prominent place in every wireless enthusiast's library.

From all Booksellers or by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
8-11 Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2

Gorge Nowass Ltd.
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Edited by F:J.CAMM-
SUBSCRIPTION RATES :

Inland and Abroad, 7s. 6d. per annum
Canada - 7s. per annum

Editorial and Advertisement Offices : " Practical
Mechanics," George Newnes Lcd., Southampton

Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by

Canadian Magazine Post.

Notes, News and Views
Practical Mechanics " Annual

READERS will welcome the statement
that we have decided to issue PRAC-

TICAL MECHANICS as a Christmas Annual
Volume, at 8s. 6d. or by post 9s. 6d. from
George Newnes Ltd., 8/11 Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Here is a golden
opportunity for you to obtain an attrac-
tively bound treasury of facts, interestingly
written and lavishly illustrated, of all of the
most interesting scientific achievements,
and a consultant on all the developments in
the world of invention, mechanics, and
progress.

A limited number of these volumes only
are available. If you require one, you must

It will make an ideal present,
either to a friend or to yourself.

By the way, if you have all of the issues,
you may obtain the binding case and index
for 2s. 6d., by post 3s., from the address
given above.
" Working Models "
A S its name implies, WORKING MODELS,
r-lspecially prepared by the Editor of this
JOURNAL, gives complete directions with
many illustrated diagrams for the making
of working models of ships, aeroplanes,
wireless sets, electrical apparatus ; in fact,
almost every type of model which works.
It costs 3s. 6d. from all newsagents, or 4s.
by post from George Newnes Ltd. (address
as above).
" Hobbies New Annual "

HIOBBIES NEW ANNUAL makes its
welcome appearance for the fourth

year in succession. Absolutely packed,
almost brimming over, in fact, with " how-
to -make " articles of every description-
electric motors, flapping -wing models,
garden sprays, midget wireless receivers,
rowing machine, games, a cycle lighting
dynamo, breech -loading guns, model rail-
ways, suspension railways, model aero-
planes, a dancing robot, magic lantern
slides, a simple lathe, cranes, a working
model chairoplane-these are but a few of
the many subjects exhaustively treated in
this attractive new annual.

Additionally, the parts are given for
making a discus pistol, an indoor tail -first
monoplane, a set of conjuring cards, a
magic book, and a model motor cycle, as
well as a free fretwork design. This annual,
too, costs 3s. 6d.. or 4s. by post from George
Newnes Ltd. (address as above).
British Engineering Accuracy
ACCORDING to a recent report fromACCORDING

East Africa the last span of

THE MONTH'S SCIENCE
SIFTINGS

The problem of getting a heavy trans-
mission cable across the turbulent Bridge
River in British Columbia, which is
300 ft. wide at that part, was solved by first
sending over a light line on a kite, then haul-
ing over a heavier line, and finally the cable.

A young Dutch inventor has claimed to
have devised a motor suitable for ordinary
motor -cars, omnibuses, and commercial
vehicles, which can be run on compressed air.

German chemists have produced a new
type of newsprint intended for news-
papers, and containing 80 per cent. of fir
timber.

A talking tape machine has just been
invented by Professor Holst in the research
laboratories at Eindhoven, Holland. The
machine is worked by 'strips of paper
treated chemically so as to record the
human voice.

A remarkable machine, the only one of
its kind in the world, has just been put into
service for keeping the Mersey Tunnel
clean. The appliance weighs 14 tons,
and is designed to clean and polish the
walls of the Tunnel with revolving cloths
and brushes which pass over the interior
surfaces at great speed.

1$.

the
Ebitor anb
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Christmas

the two -and -a -quarter mile bridge across the
Zambesi River has been successfully put
into place. Notwithstanding the great
length of the bridge, and the fact that the
mid -stream foundations were sunk 100 ft.
in the river bed, the alignment was so
accurate that the two sides of the bridge
were less than in. out when the middle
span was placed in position.
A Rocket Mail
THE first ship -to -shore rocket mail in the

world was inaugurated last month on
the River Hooghly, in India. A letter mail
was successfully rocketed 1,000 yards from
a steamer passing through the estuary, thus
obviating the mail -boat being delayed in
shoal -infested waters.

A Robot Letter -Sorter

POST
office engineers are experimenting

with a mechanical sorter which has been
installed at the Brighton Post Office. The
machine is in the form of a huge type-
writer, and the letters pass into it on a
running belt. When the operator sees a
letter addressed to London, for instance, he
just presses the London button-and so on.
The letters then fall into their respective
pigeon -holes, ready to be bundled. The
machine is capable of handling letters three
times quicker than by hand.

Radio Photography

AA
REMARKABLE achievement in con-

nection with the recent England -
Melbourne air race was the transmitting by
beam wireless from Australia to London of a
film showing the arrival of Scott and
Campbell Black in Melbourne. The film
was shown in many cinemas throughout
Great Britain, and each separate picture
making up the film took only twenty-five
minutes to transmit.
An Ingenious Bulb -making Machine

AWONDERFUL appliance, known as
the Westlake Automatic Bulb Blowing

Machine, is capable of turning out 50,000
electric lamp bulbs a day. It is driven by
an electric motor, and is controlled by one
man. Twenty-four iron arms dip one at a
time into a molten glass furnace, each
picking up exactly the right amount of
glass to make one bulb. Each blob of glass
is then dropped into a cup at the end of a
blowpipe, and formed by compressed air
into the required bulbous shape, which is
completed by iron moulds. After being
formed, the bulbs are released from the
moulds, dropped into cooling baths, and
passed through annealing furnaces.
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HANDKER -
CHIEF

AUDIENCE

FOURTH REEL (BLACK)
HIDDEN FROM AUDIENCE
BY HANDKERCHIEF

L11111,iiNilllill it

The arrangement of the apparatus for A " Reel "
Mystery.

THERE are two types of illusion, firstly,
that which relies upon what is known
as sleight of hand, and secondly, that

which is performed through the medium
of some carefully -designed apparatus.
But, with either form there must be some
skill in carrying out a movement which
disguises a fact which would reveal the
modus operandi of the illusion. This is
generally referred to as misdirection, and
without it no illusion is worth while. In
the following effects I shall describe first
the effect as it is seen from the audience's
point of view ; then explain the apparatus
which is needed for that effect, and finally
explain the move. The misdirection will
be carefully explained, and that particular
point should be carefully studied, and then
practised before a mirror in order that the
necessary moves may be made in such a
manner that the critical point is carried out
without defect. The remainder of the
effect need not be carried out with such
perfection, although to present a programme
containing these effects it is necessary to go
through them two or three times, preferably
before a full-length mirror, so as to make
quite certain that every move blends and
thus the effect appears natural.
A " Reel " Mystery

Effect.-Standing on the magician's table
is a small round tray, a short narrow paper
tube, three reels of cotton or thread, two
black and one white, and a handkerchief.
The latter is lying loosely bunched up. The
performer picks up the tray and then takes
the reels of thread one at a time and shows
them to the audience, placing them upon
the tray as they are shown ; and when the
three have been thus presented he walks
to the front row of the audience and per-
mits them to be removed from the tray for
inspection. When the spectators are
satisfied that the reels are perfectly genuine
and unprepared, they place them back upon
the tray and the performer returns to the

UN DEAY RSIDE OFRAY

.-43

3 PLY BASE
EDGE OF TRAY

The method of faking the tray so as to cause the reds
to vanish,

MECHANICAL MAGIC
ENTERTAINMENT

stage or table. Placing the tray down, he
picks up the small paper tube and hands
this for inspection. He stands the tube
upright on the tray and drops one black
reel into the tube ; then drops the white
reel in, and finally drops the remaining
black reel upon the white. He then draws
the attention of the audience to the order
of things-three reels inside the tube, two
black with a white in the centre. After
uttering a few words or waving a magic
wand, the tube is removed, and it is seen that
the white reel is now at the top of the pile,
the two blacks being underneath it. The
paper tube is placed upon the table, and
without touching the reels the performer
walks to the audience and permits them to
remove the reels for further examination.

The tray is covered with cretonne and a dark piece cut
out, as shown here.

Upon being satisfied, they are returned to
the tray and the performer announces his
intention of repeating the effect. Accord-
ingly they are restacked, white in the
centre as before, the tube is placed over
them and the tray is placed on the table
whilst the performer addresses the audience
concerning the impossibility of the reels
changing places as the tube is such a tight
fit over them, and if desired he gives a
pseudo -scientific explanation of how it
might be done. He then picks up the tray,
and asks the audience to name the order
in which they would like the reels to appear.
The performer again utters the magic word
and suddenly makes an action as though
throwing tube and reels at the audience,
when everyone is astounded to see the tube
fall gracefully from the tray (owing, of
course, to its lightness) and the reels have
vanished !

Apparatus Required
Four reels of thread or cotton. From the

popular stores large reels of carpet thread
are obtainable at 6d. each, and these are
ideal, as they are sufficiently large to be
seen from a distance. A paper cylinder
made from stout note -paper and of a dia-
meter just sufficient to pass easily over the
reels, but long enough to project about

of an inch above four reels stacked, not
three. The tray is made from three-ply
wood, circular in shape and about 10 in.
in diameter. A piece of thin wood in.
wide is carefully steamed and tacked
round the edge of the tray to finish it off,
and it is then prepared in the following

By

MYSTIC

manner. Obtain a piece of cretonne of a jazz
pattern in which black shapes are repeated
rather often over an area as large as the
tray surface. Carefully glue this to the
upper side of the tray. With a fret -saw
cut out one of the black shapes, ascertaining
that the shape is large enough to permit
each of the reels to pass through. On the
back of the tray fit a thin slide, preferably
of tin, with side runners and a bent end so
that it may be moved with a finger tip.
The top of the slide is covered with a piece
of black material cut from the same cre-
tonne, and the complete arrangement is as
shown on the left. If carefully made the
tray should bear a fairly close inspection
without the removed section being dis-
cernible. The edges of the opening should
of course be blackened, and if the wood is
sufficiently thin the opening will only be
visible when attention is drawn to it. The
turned edge of the slide should be near
enough to the edge of the tray to permit the
finger to reach it easily. The table upon
which the effect is performed should be
provided with a small well, the bottom of
which is covered with cotton -wool to a fair
depth. The reason for this will be seen in
the working instructions, which now
follow.

Presentation
The tray is placed on the table with the

three reels standing side by side near it.
A clean handkerchief is unfolded and care-
fully bunched to give it the appearance of
having just been opened, and is then placed
at the side of the tray. Behind this is
stood the remaining (black) reel of thread,
and by its side is placed the tube. It will
be seen, therefore, that the handkerchief is
used as a screen to hide the extra reel. The
various items are now presented to the
audience as already described, and if care
is taken in handing the reels to the audience
from the tray the cut-out will not be
noticed as the attention is focussed on the
reels, and the audience will
automatically conclude that
the tray is free from guile.

Effect No. 1.-The
audience's view of

the apparatus.

This is the first misdirection, and therefore
some care, should be exercised in placing the
reels upon the tray so that when picked up
they will not disclose the cut-out. Returning
to the table the tray is placed upon it and
the tube taken and shown. The first diffi-
cult move now arrives. On returning to the
table the tube is carried in the right hand
and the last member of the audience who
examines the tube should be on the left of
the hall or room as viewed from the per-
former's table. Thus, the return to the
table is made from the performer's left.
On arriving at the table the tube is placed
over the black reel standing behind the
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FOR CHRISTMAS
A few interesting illusions which rely for their effect
principally upon mechanical apparatus and which are suitable
for drawing -room or stage presentation.

handkerchief, whilst the left hand picks
up the handkerchief, and these two moves
should be carefully combined so that the
effect is merely that the tube has been
placed down whilst the handkerchief has
been picked up. When the latter is re-
moved from the table the tube will be seen
standing alone and no suspicion of trickery
will arise. The hands are carefully wiped
with the handkerchief, which is then
tucked carelessly in a pocket or placed else-
where on the table as the tray is picked
up with the left hand. The right picks up
the tube by the bottom, gripping the reel so
that it will be removed at the same time,
and in this condition they are stood upon
the tray. Now a black reel is picked up
and deliberately dropped down the tube,
the noise of it falling upon the reel already
concealed in the tube being mistaken by the
audience for the noise of the reel striking
the surface of the tray. Then the white reel
is taken and dropped in, and finally the black.
The attention of the audience is directed to
the order of things, and then after the
utterance of the magic words or the mani-
pulation of the wand, the tube is removed
by gripping the upper reel through the
tube, which is placed upon the table with the
reel downwards. Thus the tube is in-
verted. This move requires a little care in
order to execute it cleanly, but there is
little risk of detection as the attention of
the audience is focussed upon the now
rearranged reels upon the tray. I execute
this move by standing to the left (my left)
of the table, and then as the tube is lifted I
commence to walk towards the audience on
my right, passing the table en route and
placing the tube thereon under cover of
my body. By looking at the audience as
you proceed, and not at the table, this move
is indetectable.

When the reels are again examined you
return to the table and repeat the procedure,
the reel now in the tube becoming the
bottom one ; but, this time,
stand the tube upon the moving

Effect No. 2.-All
that the audiencecan
see of this illusion.

flap. Take up a position slightly at
the rear of the table and when the
reels are safely in the tube walk to the
table and in placing the tray on it, slide the
flap away, retaining the tube in position
with the other hand, thus permitting the
reels to drop into the well, the cotton -wool
deadening the sound of their falling. As
soon as you hear the last one go, or if you
can look into the tube without it being too
obvious, and see the last one go, slide back
the flap and stand the tray firm. This may
sound difficult but is actually very simple
to accomplish. Now after addressing the
audience, it only remains to pick up the

tray carefully (do not move it quickly or
the draught will knock the tube over) and
then jerk the tray towards the audience,
when the tube will fall lightly and the
vanish is thus effected. The complete effect
takes approximately four minutes and is
perfect in its action.

The Stout Trick
Effect-Performer picks up a tumbler

from the table and also a bottle of stout.
This is opened accompanied by the usual
fizz, and he pours out a glass of the liquor.
Toasting the audience, he drinks about
half of it, or alternatively permits one of
the audience to do so. A small tray is
picked up from the table and the glass half
full of stout is placed on the tray. A sheet
of paper is next taken and placed over the
glass and draped round it. Taking the

AUDIENCE
covered glass from the
tray it is stood upon
a small glass stand or

pedestal. A
lighted taper

Iffin11111111111111M11111111thIlf111111

SHELF AT BACK
OF TABLE

771-;

A side view of the table for Effect No. 2. Note the
fake glass concealed from the audience's view by the

tray.

is waved round the glass, the magic
words are uttered, and there is a sudden
flash which leaves the glass stand perfectly
empty. Paper and glass of stout have
vanished, leaving no trace !

Requirements-One ordinary drinking
glass, one bottle stout (the darker the better),
one ordinary tray prepared as follows.
Affixed to the centre are two pieces of thin tin
as shown above (right). The surface of the
tray should be decorated in such a manner
that the tin strips are hidden in the pattern.
A small glass stand, conveniently made from
a disc of plate glass supported upon three
bent iron legs. As a makeshift, a glass cake
stand can be used. One sheet flash -paper,
and finally, a fake which has to be prepared
in this manner : From thin celluloid make
a tumbler as nearly as possible of the
same shape and size as the real tumbler.
A simple shape as shown in the sketches is
easiest to make, although a barrel is not
difficult to make up. A disc of the same
material is used for the bottom, and this is
cemented in place by means of amyl acetate,
or one of the film cements now obtainable
from a good photographic dealer. Across
the bottom a strip of stiff celluloid must be
affixed, and this should project about

in. outside the bottom of the tumbler.
The size must be such that it will fit inside
the two strips of tin on the tray. To com-
plete the fake, a strip of glazed black paper
should be stuck inside the glass to resemble
the stout, and the appearance should be
completed by using brown paint to resemble
the froth. If a glass of the above -men-
tioned liquor is poured out and half of it

CELLULOID .STRIP

CELLULOID STRIP LOCKS
UNDER CLEATS

,4-ZolkjZ

CLEATS SCREWED TO TRAY

Full details for making the glass fake.

is drunk you will see how the froth remains
on the side of the glass and it is very simple
to copy this. On the back of the table a
',mall flat shelf should be fixed. The actual
method will depend upon the table in use.

Presentation
The glass pedestal stands in the centre of

the table, with the tray resting against it.
Behind the pedestal stands the celluloid
fake, and in front of the tray is the clean
glass and bottle of stout. Picking up the
latter, a glassful is poured out, suitable
patter being delivered, and then half is
drunk. Not much practice is required to
drink sufficient to enable the remainder to
resemble the hidden fake, although it is
difficult for the audience to discern the
difference of f in. or so. Now for the
critical move. From the right-hand side
of the table the glass held in the right hand
is lowered to the shelf at the rear of the table
whilst the left takes hold of the tray.
Before this is removed the right is raised
from the real glass and is placed just on the
upper rim of the fake. At this moment the
tray is removed, and if these moves are
carried out cleanly the effect will be that
the glass has simply been placed on the
table whilst the tray has been picked up.
Now pick up the glass " fake " and stand
it inside the tin strips and a half -revolution
will lock the strip inside the tin. Pick up

the sheet of
flash paper
and drape it
over the

THE WIRE FRAME

X :.WIRE HINGES

SCREENS
ROSFRON ON FRAME

The production screen, and the frame
upon which it is assembled.
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glass, shaping it as you do so and making
certain that the lower edge bends and
permits the paper to keep more or less firm.
Now lower the tray, but don't raise the
paper, and as the tray goes down let the
back turn towards the audience. In this
manner the fake, now securely held in the
clip, will be supported on the side farthest
from the audience and the tray may be

.
RING Y

SOLDERED
TO FRAME

How rings are attached to the screen frame or attaching
the panels.

placed on the floor resting against the table
leg. By looking carefully at the hand
holding the paper whilst this is done the
mind of the audience is concentrated on the
glass and the fact that the back of the tray
is presented to them will be lost. Now stand
the paper shape on the glass pedestal, and
if the shape has been carefully made it will
stay put. Light the taper, wave it over the
shape, mutter the usual words, touch the
paper, and in a flash everything is com-
pleted.

A Production Screen
Effect.-A triangular wire framework is

produced and placed on the table. Next
a board is picked up and shown both sides
and then clipped on one side of the frame-
work. Next a second board is produced and
fitted to the frame, whilst finally a third is
attached to the rear of the triangle. The
whole is then turned round to show each
side free from deception, when the conjuror
places his hand inside and produces various
goods. This is continued for some time,
the screen being opened from time to
time to show that it is empty. The boards
are very thin three-ply and are obviously
incapable of concealing the produced
goods.

Requirements
Two solid wooden panels of the size

chosen for the screen, and one faked as
shown on the right. This may be carried out
by using a very thin fret -saw blade and then
using the removed piece for the panel.
To conceal any possible saw -cut the screen
panels should be suitably decorated. A
stiff wire frame, hinged as shown, should
be made up to hold the boards. Small
brass rings soldered to the frame, with
brass hooks or stiff wire to drop into them
is quite sufficient. The goods to be pro-
duced should be of the collapsible type and
packed into a small linen bag attached to
the rotating panel by means of good press -
studs.

Presentation
If the table has a well, the faked panel

should be laid down on the table with the
parcel resting in the well. The board will
thus lie flat and be apparently free from
deception. The remaining two panels rest
upon this one. The wire frame is shown,
stood up with one side away from
the audience. The top board is picked
up and shown both sides and then
clipped on one side of the frame. The

second board is similarly fitted, leaving the
last board to be fitted at the rear. Pick it
up by tilting towards the audience and place
it on the rear of the frame whilst square to
the audience. As soon as it is in position,
rotate the panel, and in the same movement
turn the screen round. Thus the audience
have apparently seen both sides of the last
board and the whole screen is turned until
this comes to the rear again. By placing
the hand inside the screen the goods may
be produced, and at any moment, as a
particular item is removed, the panel may
be swung back and the screen opened to
show that it is free from deception.

PANEL PIVOT POCKET

PLAN VIEW OF
SCREEN

The secret of the production screen, and working
details.

To School by Air
AMONG the interesting facts noted

recently by officials at the London
air -port is the growth which is taking

place in the number of children who make
journeys by airway. Some of these
juveniles, despite the fact that they are
still so young, are already becoming
experienced aerial travellers. Take, for
example, the case of little John T. Fowle,
aged five, who arrived at Croydon the
other morning to make his fourth flight
with his parents between London and
Koweit, on the Persian Gulf. Afte greet-
ing the captain of the air -liner, and taking
a glance into the control -cabin, be sat
down in one of the saloons and became
engrossed at once with a jig -saw puzzle.
An air journey was such a normal affair
for him that he saw no reason at all to
become excited. The matter-of-fact atti-
tude of this little boy is typical of the
majority of children who travel by air.
No need to appeal to them to become " air -
minded." They take to flying like ducks
to water.

Just recently there was the case or a six
weeks' old baby boy whose parents took
him for a trip by air even before he had
made a journey by train. Not long ago
an American family, on alighting at
Croydon from the Continent, declared
that they had not used trains for several
years, making all their journeys by air,
except when crossing the Atlantic by
steamer. But they added that they had
made up their minds to go down to South-
ampton by train, just because the children

IN THE NEWS
had said that they wanted to try the novelty
of a railway journey.

When the air -mail from Africa reached
the London air -port the other day, one of
its passengers was a child of three, who
had flown more than 6,000 miles to London
from Salisbury, in Southern Rhodesia.

Quite often one sees boys and girls of
not more than six or seven alighting from
our air -liners arriving from the Continent.
Many of the children travelling by air are
Hying to and from their schools ; and in
addition to those who make such trips
between London and the Continent, quite
a number now fly for long distances on the
Empire routes. Children who are at school
in England, and whose parents may be
living at points thousands of miles away,
can now fly home for the holidays in a
matter of days, whereas if they travelled
by land and sea such journeys might take
weeks and-remembering that the time
of the trip both ways has to be taken into
consideration-would often occupy so long
that they would be out of the question.
Frequently, nowadays, children travel
alone by air, being placed in the care of the
airway staff and making their journeys
in perfect safety and comfort.
A Mammoth Camera

TAT ED to be one of the largest cameras
...Pin the world, a huge instrument has
recently been installed at the U.S. Bureau

of Commerce building in Washington.
Weighing about 14 tons, it is 31 ft. long,
20 ft. wide, and is capable of reproducing
on one negative large charts, 50 in. square,
with an accuracy of one or two -thousandths
of an inch. The plate end of the camera is
partitioned off to form a dark room in which
the plates are sensitised, exposed, and
developed.

Printing in the Air

THE U.S.S.R. have recently built and
tested an aeroplane which is virtually a

flying printing works. It contains a
printing shop, an editorial office, a photo-
graphic laboratory, and a store -room for
paper. The news can be received by wireless
on board the aeroplane, and illustrations
can be produced from photographs taken
during the trip. All this material is passed
on to the aeroplane's printing room, is
printed, and then distributed in the required
quarters.

A Gramophone for the Deaf
AGRAMOPHONE which enables stone-

deaf people to hear music was shown at
the London Medical Exhibition held in
London recently. While the instrument
plays a record, no sound can be heard no
matter how near one stands to the revolving
disc. The music is conveyed electrically to
small pads mounted on handles. When the
pads are held lightly against any part of the
skull, a person, otherwise stone deaf, can
hear through the bones of the head. The
apparatus can be driven electrically from
any house -lighting plug.
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FUN WITH PHOTO -CELLS
A description of simple and interesting tricks that can be performed by the use of a photo -electric cell

in conjunction with the wireless receiver

THE principles upon which photo-
electric and similar light-sensitive cells
depend for their functioning have been

fully explained in previous issues of NEWNES
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, whilst a number of
methods of using them have also been
dealt with. It is not intended in this
article, therefore, to repeat any of the
information which has been given before,
but rather to supplement it by describing
a number of interesting
tricks and experiments
which might be carried out.
Perhaps it would be helpful
to some readers, however,
to know that the previous
articles on light-sensitive
cells were given in the issues
dated February, March and
September, since it might
in some instances be desir-
able to refer back to these.
Connecting the Cell and

Relay
There are innumerable

amusing and apparently
" magic " tricks to be per-
formed with the aid of
photo -cells, and these in-
clude the setting into opera-
tion of all kinds of electrical
apparatus without the use
of any visible switch, and
merely by moving the hand
in space. To make this
statement quite clear it
should be pointed out that
any light-sensitive cell is
an insulator when it is in
darkness, but immediately
a light is directed on to it
the cell becomes a conduc-
tor of electricity. Thus, if
a cell is included in an electric circuit,
a flow of current will take place when
the cell is illuminated, but will cease
as soon as the light is cut off. Unfortu-
nately, photo -cells are only capable of
passing an extremely small amount of
current, and thus they cannot generally be
used directly to operate an electric circuit.
Instead, they have to be connected to the
input side of some form of (wireless) valve
amplifier, the output circuit of which
controls the main electric circuit. The
general arrangement is shown in Fig. 1,
where it will be seen that the low -frequency
amplifying portion of an ordinary wireless
receiver is used in conjunction with the
photo -cell and a suitable relay ; the latter
is connected to the terminals normally
provided for the loud -speaker.

The photo -cell is connected to the pick-up
terminals in series with a 16 -volt G.B.
battery, whilst a 5-megohm grid leak is
joined directly between the pick-up termi-
nals. Connections to the pick-up terminals
should be exactly as shown, care being
taken to connect the anode of the photo -cell
to that pick-up terminal which is joined to
the grid of the amplifying valve. There are
five terminals on the relay-which com-
ponent, incidentally, can be bought from such
firms as Electradix Radios, Grafton Electric
Co., and Audiovisor Ltd.-and two of these
go to the speaker terminals on the set,
whilst two of the other three are joined to

the circuit it is wished to control. Of these
three terminals, the centre one must always
be employed, but it may be in conjunction
with either of the other two. The point is
that if, say, terminal 1 were used, the
circuit would be " closed " (switched on)
when the light was directed on to the cell,
whilst if terminal 2 were employed the
circuit would be " broken " as the light
was shone on the cell.

RECEIVER

5 MEG
GRID LEAK

PHOTO-
ELECTRIC
CELL

TO CONTROLLED
CIRCUITS DOUBLE ACTING

RELAY
Fig. 1.-Showing the method of connecting a photo -cell and relay switch

to an ordinary wireless receiver (battery or mains type).

16 V. GA BATTER)

Using a Selenium Cell
With regard to the photo -cell, it should

be explained that this is the most expensive
item required, but as it can be used for a
variety of experiments quite apart from
the amusing ones to be dealt with, the
expense will, in most cases, be justified.
If the cell is not likely to be used very often
it might be considered desirable to save
expense by making a selenium cell (as
described in the March issue), or to buy a
cell of this type from Messrs. Audiovisors.
The selenium cell can be used in exactly
the same manner as the more -sensitive

END

photo -electric component, but it wil
generally be necessary to increase the
voltage of the bias battery shown in Fig. 1
to a figure between 30 and 60.

Arranging the Cell and Light Source
When the apparatus is to be used for

producing various " magical " effects, it
will have to be disguised in some way, and
rather different methods of directing light
upon it will have to be employed from those
dealt with in previous articles. One of the
greatest difficulties, when using white light
at any rate, is to shield the cell from the
normal room illumination, and this can best
be done as shown in Fig. 2. Here the cell is
mounted in a small box fitted with a hood
or cowl ; the cell is placed directly behind
a 1 -in. diameter hole to which is fitted a
focussing device. The latter is not abso-
lutely essential, but it is very useful, and
might consist of the focussing tube taken
from a toy magic lantern.

The cell assembly must be placed in line
with a beam of light, which might well be
produced as also shown in Fig. 2. An
ordinary electric lamp is placed in a second
box provided with a hole, and also, if
convenient, with a second focussing
tube.

Supposing now that an electric motor
and the battery used to operate it are
connected in series with two terminals on
the relay some interesting effects can be
observed. For example, if the hand is
held in the beam of light the motor can be
started. If the alternative relay terminals
were used a motor which was running could
be stopped by placing the hand in the path
of the light beam.

It will be apparent that the motor could
be used to operate various.kinds of mecha-
nism, such as, for instance, a cam which
touches the underside of a table or con-
venient board when it rotates. By this
means some amusing " table -rapping "
tricks can be performed, and by combining
this with the " ghost " described on p. 139,
a " seance " might be arranged. As an
alternative, the motor might be used to
wind up a length of string, carried over a
couple of pulleys and attached to a door.
Thus, when the hand was held between
the light source and the cell, the door
would open, as if by magic. The whir
of the motor would probably be heard,
but this would add to the " mystic "
effect.

OF BOX. OPEN END FORMING
COWL

PHOTO CELL
TO AMPLIFIER ELECTRIC

Fig. 2.-This sketch shows how two similar boxes can be LAMP
used to house the photo -cell and light source. The lens assemblies are not essential, but help to

concentrate the light.

LENS
ASSEMBLY
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Using " Invisible " Light
If it were desired to perform these tricks

in semi -darkness it would be necessary to
use a form of " light " which was not
visible. Infra -red is very suitable for this,
and can be produced by the very simple

LAMP USED TO
ILLUMINATE ROOM

TO L.S. TERMINALS

means of placing a thin sheet of
ebonite between the electric light and
the focussing -lens assembly. The
ebonite should be as thin as ever
possible, otherwise it will absorb too
much of the light, so that there will be
insufficient to operate the photo -cell.
When a suitably thin sheet is not available
a strip of thicker material can be rubbed
down on a sheet of emery cloth. It should
be mentioned that infra -red illumination can
only be used with photo -electric cells of
suitable type, although selenium cells are
all responsive to infra -red.

Another interesting trick, where there
are children in the party who have an
electric railway, is to break one of the leads
from the battery or transformer to the
track and connect the two ends to the relay
terminals. The train can then be started

A

GROUND -GLASS SCREEN

LAMP TO
ILLUMINATE
CARD

6 VOLT
ACCUMULATOR

Fig. 3. - The relay,
lamp and accumulator
c mnections for the
- magic- cord tricks
described. Normally,
when a light beam is

directed on to the photo -cell, lamp A is alight and B is
not. When the light beam is interrupted, A goes out and

B comes in, revealing the" magic card.

by movement of the hand, as before ; by
reversing the connections to the relay it
can be arranged that the train is stopped
when the light is intercepted.

For Conjurors
A rather more complicated trick, which

will appeal to conjurors, is to hold a card in
the hand and show it to the audience.
When this has been done, pretence is made
to throw the card into the air. As soon as
the hand has been waved the card is seen,
rather hazily but illuminated, in a corner
of the room. The idea of this trick is that
a card has previously been placed behind
a ground -glass, or semi -opaque, screen in a
dark corner, whilst a concealed light has
also been arranged to show on to the card.
When the conjuror pretends to throw the
card away he merely conceals it, but hie
hand intercepts the photo -cell light beam,
so switching on the lamp that illuminated
the concealed card. This trick can be made
still more effective if the room is rather
dimly lighted by means of a small 6 -volt
lamp connected, as shown in Fig. 3, to the
relay and a 6 -volt car accumulator. In this
case, as soon as the light beam is interrupted
the normal room light is extinguished and
the concealed light brought into circuit
with the accumulator. It will be seen that,
as soon as the conjuror's hand is removed
from the photo -cell beam the light connec-
tions return to normal.

An alternative is to place the " magic "
card on a sheet of black cloth in such a
position that it can be seen by the audience
through a mirror. Again, a lamp is
arranged to illuminate the card when the
light beam is interrupted.

Another fascinating, though rather start-
ling, trick can be performed by pretending
to throw a card, coin or other object at the
wall. When this is done the room light
goes out and a bright flash is seen where
the object " hits " the wall. This is done
by replacing the lamp marked B in Fig. 3
by a short length of i-amp. fuse wire
running through a small pile of photographic
flash powder. Both this and the previous
trick could be done by using the mains
electric supply, provided that the relay has
a sufficiently high current -carrying capacity,
but this is not recommended unless the
reader is thoroughly conversant with
electric wiring and has a convenient power
point available.

The Weighing Machine Fraud
Five children with ingenuity worthy of a

better cause hit on the idea of getting
themselves all weighed at an automatic
machine at the cost of a single penny. Two
of them got on the stand at the same time
and one of them changed places with another
until all the ten possible pairs had been
weighed. The results recorded in pounds
were as follows : 114, 115, 118, 119, 121,
123, 125, 126, and 129. A big brother
succeeded in working out from these figures
the individual weights of the five. Can
you do it ?

Which House does He Live In ?
The houses in a terrace are numbered

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. A man lives in a certain
house, and all the numbers on one side of
him, added together, equal the numbers
on the other side. How many houses are
there, and what is the number of his house ?
It is known that there are more than 50
houses in the terrace and fewer than 500.

How Old was Mary ?
The combined ages of Mary and Ann are

forty-four years, and Mary is twice as old
as Aim was when Mary was half as old as
Ann will be when Ann is three times as old
as Mary was when Mary was three times as
old as Ann. How old is Mary ?

Average Speed
In a recent motor ride it was found that

PROBLEMS AND POSERS

the driver had travelled at the rate of ten
miles an hour, but he did the return journey
over the same route, owing to the roads
being more clear of traffic, at fifteen miles
per hour. What was the average speed ?

A Mathematical Nut
A piece of marble weighing 40 lbs., falling

upon the pavement was, by a most singular
accident, broken into four pieces of such
varying weights that by means of them a
neighbouring groceryman was able to weigh
articles of any integral weight from 1 to
40 lbs.

Required, the weights of the four pieces.

How to Tell a Person's Age
Let the person whose age N to be dis-

covered do the figuring. Suppose, for
example, if it is a girl, that her age is fifteen,
and that she was born in August. Let her
put down the number of the month in
which she was born and proceed as
follows :-

Number of month . . 8
Multiply by two . . 16
Adds .. . . 21
Multiply by 50 .. .. 1,050
Then add her age 15 .. 1,065

Then subtract 365, leaving 700
Then add 115 . 815

She then announces the result, 815, where-
upon she may be informed that her age is
fifteen and August, or the eighth month. is
the month of her birth. The two figures to
the right in the result will always indicate
the age and the remaining figure or figures
the month the birthday comes in. This
rule never fails for all ages up to 100. For
ages under 10 a cipher will appear prefixed
in the result, but no account is taken of this.

A Time Puzzle
How many minutes is it until six o'clock

if fifty minutes ago it was four times as
many minutes past three o'clock ?

What was Her Surname ?
Five ladies, each accompanied by her

daughter, purchased cloth at the same shop.
Each of the ten bought as many feet of
cloth as she paid farthings per foot. Each
mother spent 88. 51d. more than her
daughter. Mrs. Robinson spent 6s. more
than Mrs. Evans, who only spent about j of
what Mrs. Jones did, while Mrs. Smith spent
most of all. Mrs. Brown bought 21 yards
more than did Bessie, one of the girls, while
of the other girls Annie bought sixteen
yards more than Mary, and spent £3 Os. 8d.
more than Emily. The other girl's Christian
name was Ada ; what was her surname ?

(Answers will appear next month.-ED.)
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QUICKLY OVIADE GAMES
FOB CHIOSTMeAS

Fig. 5.-A novel game made from a cotton reel
and odd pieces of wood.

DURING the festive season indoor
games usually are in great demand,
and with the aid of odd pieces of

wood, screws and paint, many amusing and
instructive games can be made quite
cheaply at home.

WOODEN BLOCK

Table Skittles
It will be seen from Fig. 1 that the board

has nine skittles arranged at one end of a
raised platform, and these skittles have to
be knocked over by a hardwood ball which
swings from the top of a wooden rod fixed
at one side of the board. By pulling the
knob at the front of the board all the skittles
can be quickly brought up in position again.

The baseboard consists of a piece of
five-ply wood 2 ft. long and 1 ft. 3 in. wide,
one end being cut to a right-angled point,
as indicated in Fig. 4. The raised platform
on which the skittles stand can also be cut
from a piece of five-ply, and should be in.
less in length and width than the baseboard.
Set out the positions of the nine holes, as in
Fig. 4, and bore these through the platform
with an fin. bradawl, after which cut five
pieces of 1} x } in. stripwood to the

Two novel and amusing games which can be cheaply constructed from
odds and ends.

required lengths, and screw or nail the
platform on to these, so that they come
flush with the edges, as in Fig. 1. Bore a
hole in the centre of the front strip to take
a piece of fin. dowel rod (about 5 in. long)
and fit a screw -eye to act as a guide for the
rod. A wooden drawer knob can be
screwed into one end of the rod.

A small block of wood measuring 3 x 2 x 2
in., having a On. hole through it, is screwed
to one of the sides, as in Fig. 4, and holds
the vertical rod firmly in position. The
hole in the block is, of course, continued
through the platform.
Making the Skittles

The skittles, which are 4 in. long, can be
cut from a piece of 1 -in. dowel rod-a
broom handle would do equally well. The
bottom ends of the skittles must be quite
square with the sides, while the tops can be
rounded, and smoothed with glaaspaper.
In the bottom end of each skittle bore a
hole about in. deep, as in Fig. 3, and glue
in the knotted end of a piece of twine 18 in.
long. Before the glue sets push in a thin
wooden wedge. After the glue has set hard
pass the pieces of twine through the holes
in the platform, pull all the ends together
so that all the skittles stand upright, and
then bind the ends of the twine to the end
of the short piece of dowel rod, as shown in
Fig. 4. When the twine is taut the knob

Fig. 4.-The under-
side of the table skittles
board, showing the
strings for pulling the
fallen skittles in

15
position.

4

should be about
1 in. from the front
of the board. After
the twine has been
fixed satisfactorily
the baseboard can
be secured in place,
from underneath,
so that an equal
amount projects all
around the raised
platform.

The rod from
which the ball
swings is a 2 -ft.
length of }-in.
dowel rod slightly
rounded at the top
end, in the centre Figs. 1 to 3.-General view, and details of table
of which a hole is skittles showing how the ball is swung from the post.

made to take a 2 -in. wood screw as shown
in Fig. 2. A wooden ball -foot, about the
same diameter as the rod, has a hole drilled
through it so that it fits the screw loosely.
A smaller hole is made through the stem of
the ball -foot for one end of the fine string
which holds the hardwood ball. The other
end of the string is tied to a screw -eye driven
into the ball, as shown in the sketch. The
string should be just long enough to allow
the ball to clear the top of the platform.
If desired, a different number can be
painted on the board beside each skittle,
for scoring purposes.

" Nokitup "
For want of a better name the nova

game, shown in Fig. 5, is called " Nokitup."
It will be noticed that it somewhat resembles
the apparatus, often seen at fairs, which
required a strong man with a heavy mallet
to ring the bell at the top. With this simple
toy the same sort of fun can be had in
miniature on the dining -room table.

The Base and Trigger Piece
The box -shaped base is built up of pieces

of }-in. wood screwed together as indicated
in Fig. 6. Near one end of the top of the
box a rectangular hole is cut, and near the
other end a circular hole to take half a
cotton reel, which forms a guide for the
small plunger (a 11 -in. length of -in. dowel
rod). Mounted inside the box, between two
wooden bearing pieces, is a trigger -piece,
shaped, as shown in Fig. 7, from a piece of
hardwood. This pivots on a piece of iron
rod cut from a straight French nail. Two
pieces of soft rubber are fixed to the base-
board, one below each end of the trigger -

POST
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WASHER
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piece, to act as buffers, and a rubber band,
held in place by a strip of wood nailed to the
baseboard, holds the slotted end of the
trigger down till the plunger is hit with the
mallet.

A piece of I -in. dowel rod, 20 in. long,
will now be required, and also a cotton reel.
Choose one with narrow flanges and enlarge
the central hole so that it is an easy sliding
fit on the dowel rod. Through the side of the
reel bore a -in. hole, at right -angles to the
central hole, and cut a short piece of rod
which fits the hole loosely, and projects
about ' in. when the inner end touches the
dowel rod. Cut a notch in the projecting
end of the short piece of rod and pass a fine

ke DOWEL ROD

IIIII !I

81/2RUBBER PIECES OF
BAND RUBBER

Figs. 6 and 7.-Section through the base of the
" Nokttup" game, and details of the striker trigger.

rubber band round the cotton reel so as to
engage in the notch, as shown in Fig. 8.
The pressure on the little plunger must be
sufficient to hold the cotton reel in any
position as it is knocked up the dowel rod.

\ Fig. 8.-Details of the cotton reel and plunger.

It may be found necessary to double the
band twice round the reel to give the
required pressure. The cotton reel can be
covered with a casing of thin cardboard, as
indicated in the accompanying sketches.

Fixing the Upright Rod
For supporting the dowel rod, two side

pieces, each 20 in. long and shaped as
shown in Fig. 5, are screwed on each side
of the box, and between the top ends of the
side pieces a cross -piece of k -in. square
wood is screwed. In the centre of this
cross -piece a k -in. hole, # in. deep, is made,
to take the top end of the dowel rod, the
lower end of which rests in a hole recessed
into the baseboard. Two strips of k -in.
plywood or stiff white cardboard can be
nailed on to the front edges of the side -
pieces, after marking a scale on them for
scoring purposes, as shown in Fig. 9.

For a game of this sort we must, of course,
have a bell, and one taken from a discarded
alarm clock will answer the purpose admir-
ably. Fix it to the middle of the cross -piece

with a long screw, using a piece of brass or
other tubing as a distance piece. For the
hammer, bend a piece of iron wire to the
shape shown, solder a small iron disc on one
end, and screw it loosely to one of the side -
pieces so that the hammer strikes the bell
on the inside edge when the player scores
100.

The Striker Mallet
The little mallet for striking the plunger

is easily made from two pieces of dowel rod
of the sizes given in Fig. 5. After the
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Fig. 9.-Part sectional front view of the °' Nokitup
game, showing the scoring scales.

cotton reel has been knocked to any
position up the dowel rod, it is simply
pushed down again to its starting position
ready for the next blow of the mallet.

A coating of cellulose paint in one or two
different colours would enhance the appear-
ance of the finished toy, but the dowel rod
up which the cotton reel works must be left
plain.

EXTENSIONS to the famous " His
Master's Voice " research labora-
tories at Hayes, Middlesex, will be

completed shortly, which will make them
the largest of their kind in the British
Empire. At the same time, new canteens
are being built at Hayes to cater for the
increased number of employees. More
than 3,000 workers will be accommodated,
at one sitting. The new building containing
rooms specially designed for radio research
is at present being equipped with novel
apparatus for testing and designing new
radio instruments. The walls and ceilings
of some of the rooms are completely covered
with wire netting in order that scientific
tests of apparatus can be made without
being affected by atmospheric or other
electrical disturbances.

Special Apparatus
Some of the special apparatus used in

the laboratories is believed to be the only
type of its kind in the world, and the
buildings are guarded night and day.
Each of the 523 expert radio and acoustic
engineers have taken an oath not to divulge
any details of his work. More than 400
different radio experimental models are
evolved in the course of a year, from which
production models are chosen. All these
laboratory receivers and radio -gramophones

NEW RESEARCH LABORATORIES
FOR RAp10

are burnt in order that details of the experi-
ments may remain secret. Many of the
new rooms are soundproof, and have dummy
walls, being ventilated by an air condi-
tioning plant. A high-powered generating
equipment which can produce up to 15,000
volts is being installed in order that tests
may be carried out to ensure that the
components of new radio instruments will
not break down in use.

12,000 Employees
These extensions are part of an ambi-

tious scheme to make 1935 the largest
year in British radio marketing. More
than 12,000 employees are at present at
work in the great 80 -acre H.M.V. factories.
Practically every part is made in the fac-
tories, where 1,150 tons of raw material
are used each week. They now have their
own foundry, electric generating station,
bakelite moulding plant, timber yard and
saw mill and railway sidings.

Within the next few days the fifty -
thousandth popular - priced radio -gramo-
phone will be produced. At the same time,

" His Master's Voice " are introducing a
new radio -gramophone of their Five -
Forty series, which incorporates " silent
tuning." This feature ensures that even
the most distant foreign station is heard at
equal strength throughout a programme,
counteracting fading, and cuts all atmo-
spheric and electrical noises between the
stations. The H.M.V. Five -Forty -A, as
the new instrument is called, is to be
marketed at 22 guineas, and is believed
to be the first inexpensive radio -gramo-
phone to incorporate this feature. Hitherto

silent tuning " has only been fitted to
radio -gramophones costing double the
price.

A Large Demand
Mr. Richard Haigh, English Manager of

" His Master's Voice," said in an interview :
" We anticipate such a large demand for
this new popular -priced radio -gramo-
phone that we have made arrangements to
work night and day on many shifts in the
factories between now and Christmas, and
expect to produce more radio -gramophones
in this period than at any other time in
our history." An official of the H.M.V.
factories said that a special catering staff
were being engaged to supply meals to
night workers. Some thousands of men
would have their " lunch " at 2 a.m.
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A typical example of fireside photography.

FIRESIDE photography presents no
real difficulties, and beyond the usual
apparatus required for ordinary

photography, nothing else is required
except a few feet of magnesium ribbon.
This is very cheap and can usually be
obtained at any photographic store.

The arrangements should be made on
the lines of the sketch, Fig. 1. The sitters
who are to appear on the photograph should
be grouped to one side of the fireplace so
that the firelight illuminates their faces, and
a pleasing group is formed when viewed
from the position of the camera. Arrange
the people closely together, and as far as
possible keep them at the same distance
from the camera.

Firing the Magnesium
The operator should sit on the other side

of the fireplace, holding the burning
magnesium ribbon in a pair of tongs in such
a manner that the light shines on the group
but not on to the lens.

If the camera has visual focussing, this

Various types of flashlight bulbs which are now on the
market.

can be done by holding an electric torch
about the centre of the group so that it
shines towards the camera ; the filament of
the torch can then be focussed quite easily.
Some such provision is necessary because
the image will probably be too dark to be
seen on the screen. A camera which has a
scale for focussing can be set for the appro-
priate distance in the usual manner, while

FIRESIDE 4? +

THOTOgcReAPHY
Photography by the fireside opens up a new field to the amateur who has previously limited
his activitie8 to outdoor " snaps," and enables him to obtain a lasting record of his Xmas

festivities.

with a box camera the portrait attachment
for " close-ups " may be required.

Having arranged the group and focussed
the camera, the room lights should be
switched off and the shutter opened. The
exposure will, of course, commence imme-
diately, but the light from the fire will have
very little effect on the plate in the few
seconds it will be allowed to act; but do
not let the firelight shine direct into the

SITTERS

were taken with magnesium ribbon in the
manner described above.

The photo of the man lighting a cigarette
shows another application of the magne-
sium ribbon  as a source of illumination.
The photographer can take his own photo
in this case. He just stands in front of the
camera at a suitable distance which he knows
to be in focus and holds a match in one hand
and about 2 in. of magnesium ribbon in the

,FIREPLACE 7lzz /////'

//1\\* CAMERA

OPERATOR HOLDING
MAGNESIUM RIBBON

Fig. 1.-The sitters who are to appear in the photograph should be grouped as shown.

lens. The operator should then seat himself
between the fire and the lens and ignite the
magnesium ribbon with a match: It does
not ignite very readily, but will eventually
burn with an intense white light. About
6 in. to a foot of ribbon will give a suitable
exposure. It must be held fairly still, must
not be allowed to shine on to the lens and
the sitter must, of course, keep still while
the ribbon is burning.

An alternative method of fireside photo-
graphy is to use flash powder. The
group and camera are arranged as
already described and the required
quantity of flash powder screwed
up in a loose packet of tissue
paper and thrown on to the fire.
In this case the operator can take
his place in the group before throw-
ing the little packet of powder on
the fire, having taken precautions
to shield the lens from direct
light. The exposure in this case
is an instantaneous one.

A Flashlight Bulb
Perhaps the best method of all

is to use a flashlight bulb connected
up to a pocket -lamp battery. In
this ease the flashlight material
is enclosed in a glass bulb like an
electric lamp and is ignited by the
battery. The flash than takes
place inside the bulb, so is free
from danger, smoke or smell.
Naturally, however, the bulbs are
considerably more costly than a
small piece of magnesium ribbon,
and they can only be used once.

The illustrations to this article

other ; a wire paper clip will serve to hold
the ribbon. The magnesium is then ignited
and allowed to burn out while one keeps
quite still. The light is, of course, very
bright, and one feels almost blinded for a few
minutes after, but this soon passes off. It
probably does no harm on a single occasion,
but might be harmful if repeated frequently.
The photograph should, of course, be taken
in a darkened room and the lens opened
before lighting up the magnesium ribbon.

A family group round the fire.
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Fig. 1.-Showing
the completed coil.

THE coil shown above, which is simple
to make, and efficient in use, will work
a small X-ray tube and quite a large

Tesla Coil, providing sufficient entertain-
ment for the home mechanic for several
years, as there is always something new to
X-ray. A list of the required materials
is given below with the approximate prices
(these will, of course, vary slightly), and the
exact outlay will depend on the material in
the scrap box, as wood, sheet brass, screws,
etc., have not been listed.

LIST OF MATERIALS REQUIRED
5 lb. No. 36 S.C.C. Wire . . .
9 -in. Ebonite Tube, 11 in. outside

£2 0 0

diameter. 11 in. inside diameter . 0 2 0
lb. No. 22 Soft Iron Wire, 9 in. long . 0 0 9
in. No. 16 Platinum Wire . . 0 6 6

2 lb. Paraffin Wax . . . . 0 1 2
1 lb. Thin Tinfoil ; 25 sheets 14 x 11 in. 0 2 6
1 lb. No. 17 D.C.C. Wire . . . 0 1 9

About a ream of paper suitable for the
condenser and the insulating discs is re-
quired, and also a piece of clock spring and
odd bits of brass and iron rod.

There is quite a large amount of wood-
work to be done in the construction, and it
is essential that this should be undertaken
before the electrical work is commenced.
The base is made in the form of a shallow
wooden box from I- or f -in. wood. A small
felt washer or disc should be glued at each
corner to act as a foot. The coil is assembled
and tested before the woodwork is finally
finished, as this would be damaged during
the subsequent operations. Fig. 1 shows
the construction of the base.
The Coil Cheeks

The cheeks are cut from fin. wood and
are bored to fit tightly on the ebonite tube ;
this may most easily be done in a lathe,
otherwise a pad or fret saw must be used.
The cheeks are planed on one edge, and
when they have been sandpapered and
finished they are immersed in a bath of

WITH
EBONITE DRILL
AND TAP THESE

HOLES
Fig. 2.-Details of the cheeks.

MAKING A FOUR -

INCH SPARK COIL
The construction of this type of coil is well within the means of the average
amateur, as the tools required are of the simplest, and a lathe is not
necessary, even in connection with the winding operation. The cost of the
necessary materials is not a heavy item if this is compared with the list
prices of the complete coils, as they cost from £6 to £8, depending on finish

and small refinements.

molten paraffin wax for about 30 minutes.
Take care during this operation to see that
the cheeks do not rest on the bottom of
the bath ; if they do, charring will result.
The coil cheeks are supported on two wooden
blocks measuring 14 in. X 54 in. X 4 in. ;
after the coil is wound these are secured to

ROUND ROD

BOBBIN

SUPPORT

Fig. 3.-A plan view of the coil holder.

the cheeks and are fixed to the base. Fig. 2
shows a complete cheek.

After finishing the woodwork, the next
task is to make the coil -winding apparatus.

Fig. 4.-How the coil -winding device is made.

The secondary of the coil is wound in a
large number of sections approximately
f in. thick. The wire used is so arranged
that it passes from the main bobbin through
STARTING WIRE

LOOP OF
ADHESIVE

TURNS TAPE

FINISHING
"'WIRE

LOOP OF TAPE BENT
BACK AFTER LAST
TURN IS IN PLACE

Fig. 5.-The starting and finishing ends of the wire
tor the core.

molten paraffin wax and then to the coil
winder. It is essential that these parts be
made perfectly rigid so that there is no fear
of them collapsing when in use ; the appear-
ance does not matter, and hence any
number of screws and strengthening pieces
may be used. A holder for the bobbin is
first made, and this consists of two uprights
firmly fixed to a base with a cross -piece
between, two deep slots about fr in. wide and
2 in. deep being cut in them. On the outsides
of the uprights two thin pieces of wood are
secured over the slots so that when a rod is
cut down to fit in between them it cannot
possibly slip out. The bobbin should be a
slack fit on this rod. Fig. 3 shows a view
of the coil holder.

The wire must pass through molten
paraffin wax before it is wound into sections,
and this is done in the following manner:
obtain a tin that is paraffin -wax -tight,
measuring 8 in. X 4 in. X If in. To the
bottom of the tin a small bracket, in which
a pulley revolves, is soldered ; the bracket
may be made from a short length of round
rod with a groove filed in it. It is essential
that the pulley revolve freely and be covered
with wax ; if it does not the enamel will be
scraped off. The winding machine consists
essentially of a rotating spindle on which
a suitable former is mounted. The former
must be made of wood at least I in. thick,
otherwise the sides will warp, causing some
turns to slip down on to the shaft. File one
end of the spindle square so that a crank
may be slipped on. It is made from a length
of }-in. wood, the handle being a cotton reel
secured with a large round -headed wood
screw and washer ; the bobbin should be
quite free so that it will not turn in the hand.
Cut two discs of f -in. wood 4 in. in diameter,
and drill them to fit on the spindle. The
inner faces of the discs should be perfectly
smooth and the edges should be bevelled
over. A disc 14 in. in diameter must be
made from metal in. thick ; this should
have flat edges and be drilled to fit on the
spindle (see Fig. 4).

Keep the Wax molten
As it takes from 15 to 30 minutes to wind

a section, the wax will solidify unless some
precautions are taken. The easiest way to
keep the wax molten is to place a Bunsen
burner underneath the tin and suitably
regulate the flame to prevent the wax from
burning. Small immersion heaters to work
off 12 volts are available, but as these only
consume about 18 watts they would be
successful only in very small tins.

EBONITE TUBE WAX

VOODEN PLUG WINDINGS

Fig. 6.-A section through the primary.
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DIRECTION OF WINDINGS

Fig. 7 .-How the sections are connected. The arrows
indicate the directions in which the coils are wound.

The wax bath must be securely fixed
between the bobbin and the winder; this
will present some difficulty, as the bath
must always be easily removable for remelt-
ing. A very simple and yet effective plan
is to cast a lead bar of 1 in. section and 8 or
9 in. long ; this is placed across the bath in
the region of the pulley.

In theory each section of the coil should
be in. wide and 1 in. thick, but it will be
found that the thickness varies considerably
as does the width ; this does not matter as
long as the instructions as regards the
insulation are carefully followed. Those
makers who wind by hand will not get so
much wire on as those using a power -driven
machine, this will not matter as long as the
number of sections is between 37 and 43.

A large flat vessel measuring 22 in. x 14 in.
is required in which to melt the wax and
immerse the paper for the condenser and
insulating discs. The paper for the condenser
and the coil discs must be cut to shape before
it is waxed. The discs are 4 in. in diameter
with a centre hole just large enough to slip
on the ebonite tube-about 200 will be
required. Test each disc to see that it fits
tightly on the ebonite tube. Exactly four
discs may be cut from each sheet of paper.
Melt the wax to a depth of in. in the tray
and immerse the discs a few at a time.
When air bubbles have ceased to rise
remove the papers, hold them for a moment
until any surplus wax has run off and then
place them singly on a sheet of clean paper
to set. This part of the construction may
be left until the sections are assembled, as
200 discs, when spread out, occupy a
considerable area. Some special discs
without the centre holes are required, and
about 20 should be made and waxed ; these
are for use with the section winder and must
have a hole cut in their centres just large
enough to pass on to the spindle. The
apparatus is now ready for the commence-
ment of the winding operations.

Winding Operations
Screw the bobbin holder and winder

firmly to the bench, melt the wax and place
the tin in between them and arrange the
apparatus for heating the wax. On to the
two winder discs press a piece of paper and
fix it in place by warming it over a Bunsen
flame-the wax will melt and secure the
paper. Put one disc on the spindle and push
up to it the metal washer. Now take the end
of the wire, after it has been passed round
the pulley, and place it between the washer
and the disc, put on the next disc and screw
the nut up tightly. This method of securing
the wire will be found both simple and effec-
tive. Make sure that the wire is passing
round the pulley and that it is revolving
and not sticking. To wind a section with
this apparatus it is only necessary to turn
the handle, as the tension on the wire will
be just sufficient. When the wire is up to

Fig. 11.-The armature and contact screw.

the bevel, cut it between the former and
the wax bath, allow the apparatus to stand
for five minutes to give the last few turns
time to set, unscrew the nut and securely
grasp, the former in one hand and unscrew
it from the spindle. Insert the warm blade
of a knife between a wooden and paper disc,
not between the wire and paper, and remove the
disc. Do not overheat the knife, as the paper
will scorch very easily, losing its insulating
properties. The section may be removed
from the other disc in a similar manner.
The wax will still be in a fairly plastic
condition, and as the centre washer has been
removed with the coil one paper disc must

Fig. 8.- Z./ie./oil should be cut as shown to avoid waste.

be stripped off before winding can be
recommenced. Wait until the wax has set
quite hard before this is attempted, and peel
the paper off with a circular motion, and not
across the section. To save time when
waiting for the wax to set, it is a good plan
to make two metal washers, as one section
may be wound while the wax on the other

TOP
SHEET

PAPEF

LUG OF PREVIOUS SHEET

Fig. 9.-Details of the condenser.

is setting. The paper discs may be used
several times over. Continue winding until
all the wire has been used or about 40 sec-
tions have been wound.

The Primary
Take the core wires firmly in one hand and

wrap the core from end to end with insulat-
ing tape so as to hold the wires firmly
together. The core is wound with three

layers of No. 17 in-
sulated wire, double
cotton covered, leav-
ing 12 in. over at
each end for con-
nections.

Start the wire by
the method shown
in Fig. 5 and finish
in a similar manner.
The wire must be

INTERRUPTER
Fig. 13.-The connec-

tions for the coils.

ADJUSTING
KNOB

Fig. 12.-Constructional details of the contact screw.

wound within 1 in. of each end of the core,
because small plugs are made to support
the core in the ebonite tube. Cut two plugs
from f -in. wood to fit tightly in the tube
and on the core. The 'end of the tube at
which the uneven end of the core projects
has all spaces filled with plastic wood to
make a wax -tight joint. Heat some wax
until it just smokes and pour it into the
tube until it covers the turns. Some con-
traction takes place due to the absorption by
the cotton, and this should be made good
before the wax sets hard. Insert the end
plug and fill up any cracks as before. When
the wax is quite set the secondary may
be assembled on the ebonite tube (see Fig. 6).

Take one of the cheeks and push it on to
the 'ebonite' tube for a distance of 1 in.
until about I in. projects through it; this
distance will depend on the number of the
segments and should be adjusted to the
special requirements of each coil. Have
the tray of molten wax ready with a supply
of paper discs ; the discs may be taken
straight from the wax or allowed to cool.
Place four discs over the tube and press them
down, using a warm flat iron ; on this place
a coil section with two discs on its upper
surface and press the whole well down. If
any of the papers are burnt they must be
removed and new ones substituted. The
arrangement of the coils will seem queer,
but there is a definite reason for it which
will become clear when they are connected
together ; they are put on so that the first
is wound clockwise, the second anti -clock-
wise and the third again clockwise, and so
on. If we consider the sections as wound
in opposite directions, the end of the first
coil is left free and the beginning is connected
to the start of the second. The work is best
performed in the following way : stick two
paraffined discs on to each face of the
segments before they are pushed down the
tube, using the warm iron ; place on the
tube and push down until there is a space
of about 1 in. between the two segments ;
draw out the wits and solder, making a
small neat join. The loop of wire is then
twisted round the tube and the top section
pressed into place, making sure that the join
is on the ebonite. Fig. 7 shows how the
sections are connected together. A non-
corrosive flux must be used on all these wires.
The end of the second segment is connected
to the end of the third, and the start of the
third to the start of the fourth, and so on

(Continued at foot of next page.)

HOLE TAPPED FOR TENSION SCREW

SLOT FOR SPRING

SCREW FOR SECURING
SPRING

TAPPED 1/4 WH IT.

Fig. 10.-The armature
support.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF A GRAVITY RAILWAY

ET us imagine that a tunnel has been
constructed right through the centre
of the earth from England to Australia,

and that down this bottomless pit falls a
man ; what would happen to him ?

First assume that the tunnel is full of air,
and secondly that the air has all been
pumped out.

In the first case the man should fall
faster and faster until he reached the earth's
centre, but, owing to air friction, would
never get there, having been burnt up long
before, just as a " shooting star " is burnt
up by air friction on entering our atmo-
sphere.

You may say that a man is not burnt
up when he falls from a balloon, but he
only falls a few miles at the most, and it is
about 4,000 miles to the earth's centre.
Moreover, the air gets denser and denser as
you go down, actually increasing roughly
by a thousandth of its amount for every
26 ft. you descend.

Falling in a Vacuum
Now let us take the second case and see

what would happen supposing the man
was enclosed in a suitable structure to
enable him to make the journey in an
airless tunnel. He would fall (according to
the laws of falling bodies) with an ever-
increasing acceleration, until he reached the
earth's centre, and there being nothing to

stop him, carry on because of his terrific
impetus. But from the moment of passing
the earth's centre he would no longer be
falling in the ordinary sense, but shooting
upwards towards its opposite surface, his
velocity quickly diminishing because he is
now travelling against gravity, which
always acts towards the earth's centre.
Supposing that the centre of the earth was
equidistant from the ends of the tunnel,
he would just reach the opposite end of
the tunnel from which he started. He
must then be " caught " or " landed " or
he would fall back again and perform the
whole of his journey in the opposite direc-
tion, arriving back exactly where he started
from, and continue falling backwards and
forwards so long as the earth and gravity
endured.

Seven Miles a Second
How long would it take to perform a

single journey and what would be your
greategt velocity when passing the earth's
centre ? Your maximum velocity would
be some seven miles a second and the time
of your journey a trifle under forty minutes.

Supposing the two ends of the tunnel
were at the same sea level, then you would,
as already stated, come to rest at the end
of the tunnel.

But suppose one end started from the
top of Ben Nevis, 4,406 ft. high, and the

other end in Australia was at sea level,
then a person who jumped in at the top of
Ben Nevis would not stop at sea level, but
would shoot out like a rocket with a velocity
sufficient to carry him to the height of Ben
Nevis above the Australian plain. Likewise,
a journey in the other direction would be
impossible because he would never reach
the mouth of the tunnel through Ben Nevis.

Notice that these journeys would be
made at no cost of power whatsoever.
Unfortunately, however, this very rapid and
convenient means of transport can never
be put into operation.

A Further Supposition
Now let us consider a third case where a

little air had been left in the tunnel. Then
there would be some air friction, but not
enough to burn up anything.

Let us suppose the ends of the tunnel
equidistant from the earth's centre, then a
man jumping in at one end will not quite
reach the other end ; he will thus fall back
and travel not quite so far towards the
other end of the tunnel and so on, vibrating
like a pendulum up and down about the
earth's centre and finally coming to rest at
the very centre of the earth.

MAKING A FOUR -INCH SPARK
COIL-continued

until the last segment is in place. When the
coil is complete, test it for continuity and
solder the end wires to telephone type ter-
minals screwed into the cheeks. Fix the two
coil feet to the cheeks and secure the whole
to the base by means of screws and glue.

A condenser is made for connection across
the interruptor, and consists of 100 sheets
of tinfoil interleaved with paraffined paper.
The sheets must measure about 6 in. x 54 in.,
with a 2 -in. lug projecting. The size of the
individual sheets can vary as long as the
total area remains the same. Fig. 8 shows
how a piece of foil measuring 14 x 11 in., a
standard size, can be cut to the required
sizes with very little waste. The paper is
cut to size before waxing, and measures
If in. larger each way than the foil. Start
the work by waxing two pieces of stout
cardboard the same size as the paper, place
one on the bench and on it a piece of paraf-
fined paper, next a piece of tinfoil with its lug
projecting and then another piece of paper
and then a piece of tinfoil with its lug at the
opposite end of the paper to the first one ;
this is repeated for all the sheets (see Fig. 9),
which shows_how the pieces are arranged.

Cut a piece of f -in. round brass rod as
shown in Fig. 10, file it to shape and drill
and tap the necessary holes. The spring
measures -025 in. x 4 in. x 34 in. and may
be taken from a clockwork movement. The
large washer is cut from On. brass and is
If in. in diameter ; a similar washer is placed
under the baseboard. The armature support
and spring should be mounted and then the
exact position of the armature may be found ;
this is a Fin. length of 4 -in. soft iron rod
secured by an iron cheese -headed bolt
passing through the spring. The contact
is made so that it is removable without
dismantling the whole of the interruptor ;
this is done by drilling the spring to take a
?-in. bolt to the end of which one of the
platinum contacts is silver soldered ; this
contact is in. long. The nut when
screwed off will remove any excess borax ;
the end of the platinum must be filed quite
flat with a very fine file (see Fig. 11). The
pillar supporting the contact screw is of
4 -in. brass rod with a f -in. hole drilled and
tapped in its upper extremity ; it is secured
to the base in a similar manner to the
armature. Before the contact screw hole is
drilled the pillar should be mounted and
then the exact position for it is marked.
This is just opposite the contact on the

armature. A lock nut is made by either
tapping a ti -in. piece of brass or soldering
a suitable nut on to a piece of brass. The
armature is mounted in an elongated hole
so that its position in relation to the core
may be adjusted or varied ; no measurement
is given for this, as it depends on the charac-
teristics of the coil in question. The tension -
adjusting screw is provided with a lock nut
so that once it has been adjusted it may be
left; a plain nut and bolt is quite suitable
for this (see Figs. 11 and 12).

The connections in the base of the coil are
made with two strands of No. 17 wire, suffi-
cient of which will be left over from the core ;
when possible the joints should be soldered.
The condenser is fixed in place in the base by
means of thin strips of wood, and is con-
nected across the interruptor (see Fig. 13).

Connect the coil in series with a 6 -volt
accumulator and a good switch, using heavy
wire, pass two knitting needles through the
secondary terminals and place the points
about 3 in. apart, the other ends having
balls or discs soldered to them to prevent
excessive brush discharge. Adjust the
contact screw and tension screw until
sparks are passing freely, and using a 6 -volt
accumulator there should be no difficulty
in obtaining sparks 4 to 44 in. long.
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AMUSING BALANCING
JR Hi TRICKS Hi Hi

Simple -and amusing lunch -table tricks which can be per-
formed with ordinary household utensils, etc.

Fig. 1.-Balancing a coin on the edge of a bottle.

HERE are some amusing Christmas
tricks that call for no special appara-
tus or stage setting, but which will

provide an interesting half an hour's
entertainment.

The first experiment is a very simple one.
Partly fill a bottle with water ; then take
a cork, and make a slit in one end in
the direction of its length, into which insert
a coin. Next stick two forks into the cork,
on opposite sidesand near the other end, at
angles of about 30 degrees. With the forks
so placed, as balance weights, it is an easy
matter to balance the coin upon one edge
of the mouth of the bottle, as in Fig. 1.
With a steady hand it is also possible to
execute an effective finish to the experi-
ment, i.e., to slope the bottle gradually so
as to pour out a glass of the contents, at the
same time retaining the coin in equilibrium
upon the neck of the bottle.

A Coin Balanced on a Needle
By a slight variation of the previous

arrangements the coin may be balanced
edgeways upon a needle point and made to
revolve rapidly thereupon. Fig. 2 shows
the experiment in operation.

The Walking Cork
In this case a cork with two balance -

weights attached in the shape of forks as
previously employed is provided in addition
with a pair of legs, formed by the insertion
of a couple of stout pins or small round -
headed nails into the bottom of the cork,
as in Fig. 3. The figure is placed upon an
inclined narrow slip of wood at the highest
point of the incline and set gently oscillat-
ing, so that the weight is thrown alterna-
tively on one side and then on the other,
which will cause the figure to make the
descent of the incline in a series of jerks.

The Spinning Plate
A further applica-

tion of similar princi-
ples to those in No. 3

Fig. 8.-The balanced
tumblers.

Fig. 2.-A coin balanced on Fig. 4.-The spinning
a needle. plate.

and a plate may be balanced and spun
upon the needle -point. The corked bottle
with the needle in position remains as be-
fore. Two other corks are taken and split
into two by a vertical cut. Into one end
of each half -cork upon the flat side are stuck
the prongs of a fork, and thus the forks are
hung at equal distances around the edge of

Figs. 5 and 6.-(Left) The
revolving coin, and (right)
The, balanced shovel and

tongs.

the plate. Then, with a little care, the plate
will be held in perfect equilibrium, as in
Fig. 4.

The Revolving Coin
Bend up a piece of stiff wire,such as a

hairpin, into the shape shown in the lower
right-hand corner of Fig. 5,
with a hook at one end and a
clip at the other, the latter
adjusted to grip a coin tightly.
By hanging a fairly heavy
finger -ring upon the hook as a
counterweight, the whole may
be balanced with the penny
upon the point of a needle, and
made to revolve on it.

Fig. 7.-A pencil balanced in a
horizontal position.

Fig. 9.-The revolving coin.

Fig. 3.-The walking cork.

The Balanced Shovel and Tongs
A delicate test of balancing may be

attempted with the shovel and tongs. The
position of the two implements is shown in
the illustration, Fig. 6. The extremity of
one arm of the tongs is rested against the
inside of the shovel, and the other extremity
is placed at an angle formed by the junction
of the shovel with the .handle. By delicate
poising the two may be induced to remain
in equilibrium in the position illustrated-a
formation which permits of the tongs being
engaged with the shovel after the manner
shown is an important factor.

A Needle Balanced in a Horizontal Position
This experiment is practically a variation

of some of the previous ones, the only
difference being that a long needle is driven
into the upper cork as well as in that of the
bottle. By a little careful manipulation the
forks can be made to balance in the position
shown in Fig. 7, and by a gentle touch the
whole may be made to revolve.

The Balanced Tumblers
Here is a little after -dinner experiment

requiring some delicacy of manipulation.
The end in view is to balance three tumblers
one upon the edge of the other as in Fig. 8.
With two tumblers the experiment is
comparatively easy ; with the third it
becomes a genuine test of skill.

The Revolving Coin (Fig. 9).
A simple experiment for impromptu

performances at the table can be made with
a couple of pins and a coin. The accomplish-
ment consists of picking up the coin by two
opposite edges between the points of the
two pins, in which position it may, with
steady hands, safely be held. By blowing
smartly upon one edge of the coin it may be
made rapidly to revolve between two
points. The feat has the appearance of an
exhibition of considerable skill, but, as a
trial will show, it is in no way difficult of
execution. The selection of a milled -edged
coin will facilitate the matter (see Fig. 9).

The Balanced Wine -Glasses
This experiment is not a case of pure

balancing, but depends principally upon
the nice adjustment of the two pieces of
stick by means of which the position of the

Fig. 10.-The balanced wine glasses. Fig. 11.-Balancingia pail of water.
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two glasses is maintained. A couple of
slender penholders may be used, and must
be trimmed down at the ends until the right
length is obtained. The position of the

Fig. 12.-Balancing
a bottle by means of

a walking stick.

Fig. 14.-The pencil
trick.

sticks and the manner in which the glasses
are supported can best be gathered by a
study of Fig. 10.

The Balanced Bottle
This is a very effective balancing feat,

and all that is required is an ordinary

bottle, a crooked walking -stick or umbrella,
and a piece of cord. Then insert the handle
of the stick into the neck of the bottle, and
the bottle may be balanced in the supported
cord in the manner shown in Fig. 12.

The Balanced Pail of Water
Fig. 11 looks a little startling ! There is,

however, no risk if the experiment is
properly conducted. The requirements
are : a kitchen table, a pail of water, a
stout flat stick 3 or 4 ft. long on which to
hand the pail, and another and slighter
piece of stick. The larger stick is first laid
upon the table with about one-third of its
length projecting over the edge. The pail-
empty-is next hung upon the projecting
end of the stick. The smaller stick is then
placed with one end against the inside angle
of the bottom of the pail at the point nearest
the table, and the other end cut away at
such a length as will permit it to wedge
tightly against the underside of the main
stick, at which point a notch may be cut
in the latter to prevent slipping. The pail
may then be partly filled with water, when
it should remain balanced as shown.

The Egg Trick
For this experiment the bottle, cork, and

forks are again brought into play. Before
inserting the forks, however, a slight cavity

should be cut into one end of the cork so
that it fits nicely over one end of an egg.
Then rest the cork with the forks as
counterweights upon the end of the egg to
which the cork has been made to fit (see
Fig. 13).

The Pencils

A pencil is first thrust through the centre
of a cork, and two forks into the sides of the
cork. This will permit of the pencil being

Fig. 13.-The egg trick.

balanced horizontally, as in Fig. 7. A
second pencil is balanced by the insertion
of two pen -holders into its side, and so
arranged that it may be balanced upon the
unsupported end of the first pencil (see
Fig. 14).

SINCE the establishment by Imperial
Airways, not long ago, of a department
dealing with the transport of livestock

by air, the work of this department has
been increasing constantly. Many more
pedigree dogs, among other animals, are
now being consigned by the air routes from
London to the Continent. The other
afternoon,. for example, a visit to the air
port showed that the officials had in their
care, just at that particular moment, seven
dogs which had arrived from various con-
signors for dispatch by air liner to different
points throughout Europe, each animal
being housed in a comfortable travelling
box.

" A good many of the dogs entrusted to
us," explained one of the experts, " are
travelling over to be exhibited at shows on
the Continent. They not only complete
their journeys so much sooner if they go
by air, but they receive special care and
attention from members of our staff while
they are in transit. " Apart from livestock
consigned to and from the Continent," he
added, " there are some strange cargoes
nowadays which reach us from destinations
along the Empire routes.

Live Locusts !
" The other morning, when one of the

services arrived from Africa, we found we
were handling a big crate containing live
locusts. These had been sent to England
from the heart of Africa in order that
scientists over here could try on them the
effect of certain chemicals with which it is
intended to fight the locust plague. On
another occasion recently an incoming ser-
vice from Africa had on board a special
box which contained a number of live mos-
quitos. They, too, had been consigned for
experimental purposes to laboratories in
this country ; and they had been kept
alive during their air voyage to England by
feeding them with stagnant swamp water,
a supply of which, in glass containers, had
been shipped with them.

A Cargo of Lady -birds
" The value of air travel in transporting

QUEER AIR
TRAVELLERS

livestock rapidly from point, to point was
shown in a remarkable way in Tanganyika
not long ago. Out there the coffee planta-
tions are apt to suffer from a pest known
as the ' mealy -bug.' The destruction of
these insects by spraying is almost im-
possible owing to the expense involved, and
the difficulty of exterminating them com-
pletely. But it appears that they have one
natural enemy, the lady -bird. Lady -birds
consider the mealy -bug a tasty morsel, and
their presence in any locality keeps the pest
in check. Unfortunately, there were no
lady -birds in Tanganyika, and so the
Government turned to the air service to
remedy this defect. It was imperative that
the lady -birds should arrive at the earliest
possible moment as the mealy -bug pest was
beginning to get a firm hold. Therefore an
urgent cable was sent to the Government
entomologist of the Union of South Africa
at Port Elizabeth. He at once sent a
number of live lady -birds by air to Tan-
ganyika, where they were released immedi-
ately in the plantations with very beneficial
results. The Government entomologist
stated that, prior to the days of high-speed
air transport, it had been most difficult to
send beneficial insects for any considerable
distance owing to the great mortality
among them. But in this particular case,
in spite of the length of the journey, only
one of the lady -birds died on the way.
They were, incidentally, furnished with a
quantity of mealy -bugs on which to feed
during their flight.

Monkeys, Crocodiles, Parrots, etc.
" A feature of animal transport by air is

the contrast between some of the consign-
ments we have to handle. One moment we
may be dealing with a number of racing
pigeons, going out in their cages to some
point on the Continent, to be released for a

race back to England. And then we may
go across to an incoming machine and find
among its cargo a number of live crocodiles,
monkeys, parrots, or tropical fish in tanks.
There are regular dispatches to London by
air from the Bay of Biscay, of the queer
little fish known as sea horses. These are
needed to replenish the tanks in the aqua-
rium at the Zoo. They travel in metal
containers full of Bay of Biscay water.
These containers have an arrangement like
a bicycle pump attached to them, and
every few hours during the air journey one
of the crew of the air liner has to make a
few strokes with this pump in order to keep
the water aerated.

Performing Animals
" Performing animals, travelling to and

from menageries and circuses on the Con-
tinent often make their journeys by air.
Not long ago a fully -grown lion flew over
to London in a cage inside one of the cargo
'planes, its trainer travelling with it, sitting
just outside the cage. It had been feared
that the lion might become upset during
its flight. But actually the animal seemed
soothed, rather than otherwise, by being in
the air, and by the time it reached Croydon
it was so quiet that its trainer went into
the cage, put a chain on the lion's collar,
and walked out with it, just as though the
animal had been a big dog. And the lion,
perfectly docile, just stood looking quietly
round until it was led into a travelling cage
to be taken up to town.

Performing Tigers
" On another occasion a machine from

the Continent brought in several per-
forming tigers for a circus in London. On
another day a performing horse-also
travelling in a special compartment inside
one of the big machines-was landed at
Croydon from Paris ; whilst just recently
a clever chimpanzee, flying to London from
the South of France to take part in films in
this country, walked up to the air -liner cap-
tain, and shook hands with him solemnly,
after its keeper had lel it from the
machine."
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WORKING BETWEEN CENTRES,
WORKrof a:sh aft -like character that

requires machining all over is
finished between the centres. The

work having previously been centred up,
and where necessary roughed out as already
described, remove the chuck from the nose
of the lathe and fit the catch -plate. Of the
two centres supplied with the lathe, the live
one, or the one that fits into the headstock,

Fig. 1.-Showing a short shaft mounted between the
centres.

is the soft one. One other point ; this centre
when in position must run perfectly true on
the coned portion. It is obvious that if this
is not so, when the work has been finished
at one end and turned round to finish the
opposite end, the two sets of machined
surfaces will not be concentric.

A good plan is carefully to clean the
taper hole in the nose of the lathe and clean
the fitting end of the live centre. Put the
centre in position and lightly tap home
with a soft mallet. Start up the lathe and
make absolutely sure that the centre runs
true. Should any doubt on this point exist,
set the top slide round to 30 degrees and
lightly skim up the nose of the centre,
finishing it off smoothly. Then make a
small dot on the front of the nose of the
lathe and a dot immediately opposite on
the centre. Where a sleeve is fitted this
should also be marked. These dots are then
lined up each time the centres are used, and
this simple precaution will ultimately save
a lot of time.

Fig. 1 shows a short shaft mounted between
the centres. A suitable carrier is attached

Fig. 2.-Most lathes are made with a set -over tail -
stock, adjustment made by turning a screw as shown.

to one end of the work, the tail on it
engaging with the driving pin in the catch
plate. The centre at the tail -stock end
must be well lubricated. At this point
mention is again made of the importance of
clean centres in the work. This applies to
the smoothness of the countersink, the
angle of same in relation to the nose of the
lathe centre and adequate clearance at the
bottom of the countersink. Where the
holes have been drilled with a combination
countersink drill, no trouble (providing that
the short drill at the front has not been
unduly reduced in length by grinding)
will be experienced. Otherwise a small
pilot hole should have first been drilled and
opened out with a 60 -degree countersink,
leaving a little of the original pilot hole at
the bottom.

A common fault is to drill a shallow pilot
hole and open out at the front with a twist
drill. Even with careful grinding, an
indifferent centre will result, and owing to
lack of a good bearing the countersink will

Fig. 3.-Sharper tapers are formed by adjusting the
top slide round to the required angle and operating by

hand.

wear quickly as the turning progresses.
There is no guarantee that this wear will be
even, and therefore different portions of the
job may run out of truth with each other.
When the pilot hole is drilled too shallow
so that the point of the centre touches the
bottom of it, oval work will be produced.

Setting the Lathe to cut Parallel
Where long portions have to be turned

between the centres, a slight misalignment
of the centres in relation to the ways of the
bed will make itself noticeable by the
tapering of the work. Most lathes are made
with a set -over tail -stock, adjustment being
made by turning a screw as shown in Fig. 2.
Where the small end of the taper is at the
tail -stock end, the centre is moved in a
direction away from the tool or vice versa.
Although a datum line is usually made on
the adjoining edges of the fixed and movable
portions of the tail -stock, the coincidence
of these lines will seldom ensure that the
lathe is going to cut parallel, owing to the
slight lateral movement that is almost
bound to occur when the tail -stock is
locked to the lathe bed. Unless the centres
are aligned with a test bar and indicator it

is usually a matter for trial and error to
get the cut parallel over a respectable
length.

General Remarks
Long, slender work will require additional

support, either in the centre by means of a
fixed *three-point steady or by a travelling
steady operating behind the cut. Where a
fixed steady is used a true track is first
turned for it near the centre of the shaft
or bar, and when a travelling one is used it
must be adjusted up to the work each time
that a fresh cut is taken.

Fig. 4.-Carrying out a drilling operation.

After finishing the work at one end insert
a brass pad under the end of the carrier
screw to prevent it damaging the finished
turning. For the same purpose, when one
end has been screwed, put a nut on to the
thread to form a carrier hold. Sometimes
it is desirable to finish light work without
having to reverse it end for end. This can
be done by square centring the driving
end with a square 60 -degree punch after
centre drilling in the usual way. A special
square centre in the head stock provides
the means of driving. This is only suitable,
however, for light operations, but is a
method which is extremely useful on certain
classes of work.

Taper Turning
In the same manner that the tail -stock can

be adjusted for cutting parallel, so can it for
the production of slow tapers. This applies
only to work that is held between the
centres. Sharper tapers are formed by

Fig. 5.-The parting tool shown has a specially
sectioned blade ground throughout its entire length.

adjusting the top slide round to the required
angle and operating by hand as shown in
Fig. 3. The production of accurate tapers
is not an easy matter and is an item that
cannot be dismissed after such a casual
reference, but as this is a subject which
falls into an advanced stage it will be dealt
with at length later on.

Drilling
Small bush -like and hollow parts not

made from cored castings are roughed out
internally by drilling and finished by boring,
or drilled, and finished by reaming. In
Fig. 4 a drilling operation is being carried
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out. After facing and centring the front of
the work, drill a pilot hole first where the
hole is to be a large one. It is not advisable
to carry out drilling operations after
finishing the work externally. First rough
the outside down to within reasonable
limits of finished size, and carry out any
drilling, reaming or boring afterwards.
When this is not done, more often than not
it will be noticed that after finishing the
hole the roughed -out portion does not run
true with the bore, hence the advice. Also
when producing " thin walled " parts the
drill is apt to expand the metal slightly, and
even if the job does not move a fraction
during the drilling, refinishing externally
becomes necessary.

The remarks regarding the alignment of
the tail -stock apply also to drilling and
reaming. Particularly is this so when deep
holes are to be drilled, as, if the drill has to
be sprung into the centre when started, the
resultant hole will most likely have " run "
in its length. Sometimes it may be neces-
sary to drill very long holes right through
a shaft or bar. Where this length exceeds
that of the drill the drilling is done from
each end.

In such cases and where a true hole is
required, true the bar up in the four -jaw

chuck, gripping it by in. or so. The outer
end of the bar is then supported in the fixed
steady so that it runs true throughout.
After drilling as deeply as possible reverse
the job and drill from the other end.

Parting off
So much depends on the tool when cutting

off by this method that the points concern -

Fig. 6.-A solid type boring tool in use.

ing the tool will be dealt with first. In the
first place the width of the tool should be in
proportion to the size of the lathe. With

a solid tool see that the side clearance is
accurately ground in relation to the base of
the tool. The sides of the tool are also
made slightly back, tapering from the nose.

To a large extent the front clearance
controls the rate of feed, so that the angle
of this should not be made too great. For
brass leave the tool flat topped, but for steel
grind a slight top rake by holding it against
the radius of the grinding wheel. Set the
tool exactly right for centre height and feed
in slowly. Use plenty of lubricant for
cutting steel, and see that the chips are
coming off clean. If they have a rough
appearance the tool will most probably
break before it has penetrated to any depth.

The parting tool shown in Fig. 5 has a
specially sectioned blade ground throughout
its entire length with the correct side and
back clearances. Reshapening therefore is
only required at the front or top to provide
top rake. Another advantage of this type
of tool lies in the fact that only a sufficient
portion of the blade need be projected to
suit the requirements of the work in hand.

Fig. 6 illustrates a solid type boring tool
in use. This is only one form in which
boring operations may be carried out, and
the next article in this series will deal with
the matter fully.

SIMPLE HOME BROADCASTING
AAGREAT deal of entertainment may
be obtained from your wireless set
with the simplest of apparatus that

can be picked up second-hand for a few
shillings. All that is required for the
experiments to be described are a micro-
phone, costing anything from 5s. upwards,
and a telephone or microphone trans-
former that can be obtained from any
dealer in second-hand electrical apparatus
for about the same amount.

A glance at the accom-
panying illustration will
show how simple the
connections are. It is
advisable to have the
transformer and battery
close to the microphone,
and the extension leads
can then be of any length
from the secondary of
the transformer to the
pick-up terminals on the
wireless set. If you have
no pick-up terminals on
the set, connect one wire
to the grid of the detector,
or first L.F. valve, and
the other to L.T. negative
or earth. To operate the
microphone 14 or 3 volts
will be necessary, so that
a small 3 -volt torch bat-
tery may be used instead
of a 9 -volt grid -bias battery. An on -off
switch can be inserted in the microphone
circuit, so that the microphone can be
switched on and off quickly.

Simple Experiments
Now for one or two experiments that

can be carried out with this simple hook-up.
First of all let me warn you that if the
microphone is at all sensitive and the
amplifier is at all powerful, it will not be
possible to operate the microphone any-
where near the set or loudspeaker, as low -
frequency oscillations will be set up that
will result in a deep howl.

If the microphone is very sensitive, you

HOW TO ARRANGE YOUR
OWN WIRELESS PROGRAMMES

will then find that to hear
low conversation that is going on in the
room ; or if the microphone is placed in the
hedge in the garden, you will hear snatches
of conversation of people as they pass by.

Hand
Afic.rophone
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This sketch shows how a microphone, of the type not provided with a transformer and battery,
can be connected to the pick-up terminals of the receiver.

A motor -car will sound like the end of the
world ! and you will be able to hear the
footsteps of pedestrians quite a long way
off. However, this abnormal amplification
of sounds becomes tiring in time, so then
you can try the following experiments,
using two valves-i.e., one stage of L.F.
transformer -coupled amplification. Sus-
pend the microphone in a separate room at
a convenient height to speak into, and then
experiment with a friend and find out the
right distance and the right tone in which to
speak.

Novel Entertainment
Having done this, arrange for some

friends to come and listen to your special
surprise item. With the audience in one
room and you in the other with the micro-
phone connected up, an evening's enter-
tainment can easily be arranged.

Do not tell your friends that they are
not listening to an ordinary broadcast
item. While your assistant is per-
forming you slip in the room where the
others are listening and note what they
are doing. One might be smoking a pipe

or another eating. Just
before the item is drawing
to a close excuse your-
self and slip out of the
room into the next, and
make an announcement
such as the following :
" Before going on to the
next item will ' So -and
so ' " (your friend's name)
" please put out his pipe ? "
(Or stop eating sweets,
etc.)

Eavesdropping
With the aid of one of

the smaller microphone
buttons some interesting
eavesdropping may be
carried out by an exactly
similar means. Attach
the button to the glass

of a fairly large picture, or some other
similar surface where the sound waves
may have an amplifying effect before
being picked up by the button. Run the
wires from the button to the amplifier,
but conceal them if possible. Now, by
wearing headphones attached to the loud-
speaker terminals, and fitting a suitable
volume control, it will be possible to over-
hear conversations carried on at quite a
fair distance from the concealed micro-
phone, the only limiting factor being the
secondary noises which arise. The volume
control will prove of value in cutting down
this noise and thus assisting in picking
out the fainter sounds which normally
would be drowned.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT
HYPNOTISM

'I'i I'i 1)1,
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Fig. 1.-The " Svengali" type of
hypnotist who establishes dominion
over his victim with a flash of the
eye has, fortunately, no existence

outside fiction.

FAR from being a modern growth, the
birth of hypnotism is well nigh lost in
the dim mists of antiquity, for there

is concrete proof that it was in frequent use
among the Persian Magi thousands of years
ago, and indeed it permeates the history of
the Orient to a very remote time.

In the Western Hemisphere, however, it
was not until the latter part of the
eighteenth century that this strange force
came into prominence through the experi-
ments and teachings of Mesmer-a Viennese
surgeon-who named it " mesmerism " or
animal magnetism. His theory was, briefly,
that all human beings were imbued with a
mystic " fluid " of a magnetic nature,
which was stored up in their bodies (much
as the current is stored in the body of the
Gymnotus or electric eel) and the con-
centration of the " fluid " enabled the
operator to make the subject's will sub-
servient to his own.

Crude as were Mesmer's methods, he did
much really sound work on the subject and
effected many genuine cures, but the
faculty of his day looked askance at any-
thing outside the old methods of bleeding
and boluses, with the result that Mesmer's
work was scoffed at unmercifully. For
fully a generation the new science lay
dormant, to be revived by serious investi-
gators with, however, the taint of char -

CAN THE STRONG WILL OVERCOME THE WEAKER ?

latanry clinging to it-a taint which even
to -day persists.

Braid, of Manchester, probably did more
to put the science on a sound footing than
any other individual worker, and it was he
who introduced the term " hypnotism,"
specifically discarding the old " magnetic "
theory. The word " hypnotism " is derived
from the Greek, and signifies " plunging
into sleep." Braid's work, however, was
almOst the only important investigation in
this country at that period, while, in
France, a proper school of hypnotic sugges-
tion was founded at Nancy which has, ever
since, been the world headquarters of
hypnotic experiment.

The Inducement of Hypnosis
In brief, the hypnotic state is induced by

the subject fixing his gaze on a bright
object held slightly above and in front of
the eyes. Ease and tranquillity of both
mind and body are important contributing
factors, so it is usual to compose the subject
in a comfortable chair and a quiet room,
while he is requested to purge his mind as
far as possible of wandering thoughts, and
attempt to make his mentality as nearly
negative as possible. Once the subject has
reached this stage, vocal suggestion is
added and, in a quiet firm voice, pitched in
a monotone, the operator repeats that he-
the subject-is calm and peaceful, resting
tranquilly and gradually becoming more
and more drowsy. In this relation it may
be stated that different methods apply to
different types, and one type will react to
a specific form of suggestion, or even sound,
while another will not. In the East the
interminable throb of a stringed instrument
or sustained note of a gong is often used to
this end, while the rythmic " passes " so
beloved of novelists, are little used nowa-
days. Given a willing subject, a very large
percentage of humans can be hypnotised
by one method or another, but the idea of
any one being forcibly immersed in the
hypnotic sleep is absurd. Acquiescence in,
and concentration on, the desired result is
of primary importance, and it is this fact,
as much as any other, which makes it
almost impossible to hypnotise young
infants or mentally deficient adults.

With a view to making the production

WINDMILL ARMS WITH
PIECES OF MIRROR
ATTACHED.

BACKBOARD COVERED
WITH BLACK VELVET.

MIRRORARMS
SLIGHTLY CONCAVE
TO MOUS THE
WHIRLING LIGHT.

Agt.0741111106figirdirgillreiM

Fig. 3.-Lug's " Miroir Rotatif " for the mechanical ARMS ' OTATED BY SMAU..
induction of the hypnotic state. MOTOR(OR CLOCKWORK)

of hypnosis easier, there has been in use
for quite a long time, a simple yet ingenious
device known, after its inventor, as " Luy's
Miroir Rotatif," and this is shown in Fig. 3.
The arms of the device, fitted with mirrors,
whirl quickly and silently round, reflecting
into the subject's eyes gleaming discs or
rings of bright light. In difficult cases this
instrument relieves the operator of much
strain and will induce hypnosis in many

A. FRONT CHAMBER OF EYE
CONTAINING WATERY HUMOUR.

B. _PUPIL THROUGH WHICH
RAYS PASS TO

C. CRYSTALLINE LENS.

D.D. VITREOUS HUMOUR ENCLOSED
IN CELLS.

E. _ARTERY SUPPLYING BLOOD
TOG & ACTING AS C.ORE OF Co,

F. COATS OR WALLS OF EYE.

G. OPTIC NERVE.

H. SHEATH FOR SAME.
I. RETINA.
J. IRIS.

Fig. 2.-A vertical section of the human eye.

instances when all other methods fail. Once
the sleep has supervened the operator takes
control and procedure is as usual.

Forms of Hypnosis
The hypnotic state is divided into various

classes, but for our purpose may be regarded
as " light " and " deep " hypnosis. In the
first state the subject is utterly passive,
cannot open his eyes unless ordered to do
so, automatically duplicates the muscular
action shown him, and generally acts like
an automaton, though quite conscious of
his actions. This muscular control has been
the stock in trade of many " showmen "
hypnotists who have used it to place the
subjects in ludicrous positions and so provoke
laughter on the part of the audience. It is
good to note that the " showman " hypno-
tist and " bloodless surgeon " of the old
music hall days are no longer with us.

In the deep hypnotic state the reactions
are much more profound. The subject re-
sponds to practically all suggestions (with
one important reservation to be dealt with
later) and upon being awakened has no
recollection of having performed these
actions unless specifically ordered to do so.

In this state the entire sensory system
may be played upon like an instrument in
the operator's hands. For instance, sensa-
tion may be completely reversed, a good
example being when a penny-or any other
coin-is handed to the subject. He is tad
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that the coin is normal and quite cbld ; then
the operator in a series of cumulative
sentences tells him the coin is becoming
warm, hot, red-hot, burning his hand, and
the patient suffers the sensation of burning
so that he drops the coin in anguish.
In rare cases the sensation has been so
real as to leave marks on the
hand exactly as though the skin
,had actually been scorched.

Again, a piece of soap, given
with the assurance that it is a
choice portion of cake or sweet-
meat, will be eaten with relish
and gusto, while a real piece of
cake, if alleged to be something
particularly nauseating, will not
only revolt the subject, but, if
persisted in, actually make him
sick !

Lastly, we have catalepsy
(from the Greek, meaning " to
seize ") in which the body and
its muscular organism becomes
rigid or fixed in the position
predetermined, and to all intents
and purposes becomes a rigid
corpse save for the fact that the
heart and lungs continue to
function. In this state the sub-
ject may be laid across two
stools so that his body forms a
bridge and will support, without
injury, the weight of several
persons upon it or even allow a
mass of stone to be broken with
a sledge -hammer (see Fig. 4).

Hypnosis and Crime
A very curious phenomenon of hypnosis

is " post -hypnotic suggestion," which means
that a suggestion made to a patient while
under control, and to the effect that he will
perform such and such an action upon a
given date and at a specified hour, will be

performed though the patient is wide
awake and far away from the operator. In
fact, the subject knows nothing of the
suggestion, and, as a rule, regards the action
as the result of an overpowering impulse
engendered in his own brain.

This is, of course, a rather dangerous
weapon, for while it has been
proved that a subject will not

BREAKING A 25048 STONE
BLOCK TO DEMONSTRATE THE
RIGIDITY OF HYPNOTIC

CATALEPSY.

Fig. 4.-Hypnotic catalepsy
causes the body and its
muscular organism to become

rigid as shown.

perform an action which is contradictory to
his own fundamental instinct, there are
cracks in the natures of many of us which
only ourselves know, and depths in human
instinct which do not bear too close scrutiny.
It is, therefore, all to the good that the public
should appreciate the fact that the first
hypnotising of a subject is, as near as can be,

an impossibility without that subject's con-
sent and co-operation. It is easy to see
that the amazing control of sensory nerves,
muscles, and will -power places a powerful
instrument in the hands of medical men
and psychiatrists for the relieving of chronic
phobias such as seasickness and claustro-
phia (or fear of being closed in), while
stammering, insomnia, and the whole galaxy

of acquired bad habits are more
or less amenable to suggestive
treatment. Thus experimental
work in hypnosis has contributed
a vast amount to our knowledge
of the brain and its working.

What the hypnotic sleep itself
really is still remains much of an
enigma. It is thought that, as
the fixity of the gaze produces
a form of paralysis in the optic
nerve (see Fig. 2), this in turn
Causes a form of dissociation in
the brain cells, certain of them
becoming dormant, while others
remain active ; but the whole
question is nebulous and little
more than guess work. As re-
gards the blind obedience of the
subjects, psycho -analysts have
formulated the interesting theory
that, in the subject's sub -con-
sciousness, the operator takes
over the latent instinct of
parental respect, and becomes a
sort of projection of the all-
knowing parent to the child
mind of the hypnotised person,

who renders blind obedience to, and belief
in, the operator.

Be these theories, and the many others
extant, whatever they may, there is no
evading the fact that hypnotism is a proved
and powerful force for good or ill, and
decidedly not a form of casual amusement
as it was regarded not so very long ago.

IN many cases recently conclusive evi-
dence has been forthcoming of the value
of aircraft from a medical point of view.

The other day Imperial Airways were
consulted by a physician, one of whose
patients had just undergone a serious
operation, and wilt, was in an extremely
weak condition. It had become urgently
necessary, however, that this patient
should, if possible, travel to Zurich, in
Switzerland, to undergo a special course of
treatment at a clinic there.

A 7,000 Miles Journey
In view of the patient's condition, a

train and boat journey was out of the
question, and the only chance lay in making
the trip by air. In these circumstances it
was arranged that the forward saloon in one
of the big four-engined air liners on the
Croydon -Zurich service should be reserved
for the patient's accommodation. A bed
was arranged in this saloon in such a way
that the patient, while lying in it, could
obtain an excellent view outward through
the windows of the air -liner, and there was
ample space in the saloon, also, for the
doctor, a nurse, and one of the relatives of
the patient. A motor ambulance from a
West -end nursing home was driven right
up beside the air liner at Croydon, and the
patient was conveyed immediately to the
bed in the saloon. The flight began at
8 a.m. and by 2.15 p.m. the same afternoon
Zurich was reached. The patient, who had
suffered no ill-effects whatever from the
aerial journey, was transferred at once to a
waiting motor -ambulance, and an hour
later was under treatment in the Zurich
clinic.

Another recent case was that of a patient

THE AMBULANCE 'PLANE

at Johannesburg, in South Africa, Whose
doctors wished him to go to London for a
special form of treatment. At the same
time, owing to his condition, only the
smallest amount of physical movement was
desirable, and for this reason the doctors
were doubtful about allowing him to travel
by train to the coast and on by steamer to
England. It was decided, therefore, that
the patient should be transported to London
by air. Chairs and tables were removed
from the saloon of one of the air liners, and
a specially -arranged bed on which the
patient could travel was substituted.
Arriving at the Johannesburg airport in an
ambulance, he was carried at once into the
air liner, and a doctor accompanied him on
the whole of the flight through to London.
On arrival at Croydon, after an air journey
of 7,000 miles, this patient seemed actually
better in health than when he had left
Johannesburg, and it is satisfactory to be
able to record that the treatment he
received in London had the desired
effect.

Avoiding Air Bumps
" It is the absence of jolting and fatigue

in air transport which has such valuable
aspects from a medical point of view,"
explained an official of the Special -Charter
Department of Imperial Airways, " and a
case not long ago illustrated this particu-
larly. The patient was suffering from a
grave spinal complaint, in which any
sudden movement, implied serious risk.
Yet it was urgently necessary that a journey

should be made to the Continent for a
course of treatment by a certain specialist.

" Surface transport, in such a case, could
not be contemplated. So the doctors came
to Imperial Airways, and the interior of one
of our special -charter saloon 'planes was
transformed into a flying ambulance, a bed
for the patient being slung on springs in the
centre of it. Provision was also made for a
doctor and nurse, who flew with the patient,
to have everything they might require close
at hand. Thus well-equipped, the journey
to the Continent was started, the pilot
taking the machine up to a height where
any bumps or disturbed air might be
avoided. The result was a smooth, swift
journey which the patient bore extremely
well, the doctors concerned being delighted
at the success of the experiment.

" Aircraft capable of flying long distances
at high speeds are now at the disposal of
patients and invalids who make journeys
by air. As regards the question of cost, it
may be interesting to note that a cabin
aircraft, with all the comforts and security
which goes with the multi-engined enclosed
type of 'plane, and piloted by one of our
route -captains, accompanied by an engineer
wireless operator, can be chartered at a few
minutes' notice to fly an invalid and doctor
to any destination at a rate as low as
eighteen pence a mile. In the cabin of such
a machine a comfortable bed can be
arranged, and patients can make their
entire journey in a reclining or prone
position. The use of ambulance -planes has,
in fact, now become a regular and estab-
lished feature of aerial travel, and they often
enable patients to make journeys under
medical supervision, which would be
altogether impossible by any other means."
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Professor / says,

" I unreservedly recommend the
Institute to all who wish to prepare for an engineering
examination or for one of the higher paid engineering
appointments.

The planning of your career is so vitally important
that you cannot afford to make any mistake.
That is why you should have the advice of a
thoroughly sound organisation such as the
B.I.E.T. There are thousands of opportunities
around you, but unless you know just where they
are, and how to prepare for them, the chances are
that your opportunities will pass by unheeded.
If you are ambitious for something more than a
" bread and butter " job, we want to link up with you.
The first step is to send for our Free Hand -book

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
This is not just a pamphlet but a unique 256 -page
guide to modern engineering careers. The book
explains how we can, in the privacy of your own
home, multiply your earning power. Among other
things, the book gives details of all salary -increasing
qualifications, such as
A.M.I.C.E.,A.M.I.Mech.E.,A.M.I.A.E.,A.M.I.W.T.,
outlines over ioo courses in all branches of
CIVIL, MECH., ELEC., MOTOR, RADIO AND
AERO ENGINEERING, and shows how our private
Employment Department operates.

WE GUARANTEE " NO PASS-NO FEE"

Even if you go no further in the matter our free
Hand -book must at least put you on the right
road to a worth -while career. Send for your copy
to -day, FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Principal : Prof. A. M. LOW, D.Sc.

410 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
29/31 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1

South African Enquiries : Box 4701 Johannesburg

Australasian Enquiries : Box 3597 Sydney.

HE NLEY'S 20th CENTURY BOOK OF

1 0,0 0 0
MONEY - MAKING FORMULAS,
PROCESSES & TRADE SECRETS

(Complete in one large volume)
At this very moment there are millions of people who want to make
more money, but cannot think of an idea ; this book will be a wonderful
help to such persons-it explains fully how to make and sell almost
everything under the sun.
BIG MONEY - MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
are waiting for both men and women.
With very little capital and without risk you may exploit thousands of
proved ways of amassing wealth easily and quickly
Fortunes have been made through this book, and thousands of people,
with very little cash, are launching small business ventures, many of
them based upon these formulas. Furthermore, numerous concerns, the
owners of which were facing failure, have taken on a new lease of life,
simply by seizing upon an idea contained in this vast storehouse of
money -making facts and formulas. In many cases the costs of materials
for starting a small manufacturing business are practically nil, owing to
the utilisation of waste and by-products. There are, without doubt,
hidden sources for profit -making which this book will disclose ; it will
show you how to break fresh ground, how to exploit avenues of money-
making that at present seem non-existent.

THIS BOOK IS AN INVESTMENT THAT
WILL PAY YOU A THOUSANDFOLD

No licence or fee whatever is required to use any of these 1 0,000
Money -Making Formulas, Processes and Trade Secrets-for the purpose
of making things or using the methods.

Descriptive particulars on request.
(C.O.D. 25/6)

PRICE 25/- or 10/- deposit, and three \l
(Post Free) \ monthly instalments of 6/-/

C.O.D. and Instalment terms not applicable to Overseas Orders.
The Scientific & Commercial Publishing Co. (Dept. P.M.4),

Artillery House, Westminster, London, S.W.1.
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SAMPLE
PARCELS

IF THESE SELECTIONS OF APPARATUS ARE NOT WHAT YOU REQUIRE. WRITE
FOR OUR CATALOGUE CONTAINING FULL DETAILS OF OTHER SETS FROM 218
TO 105, ALSO DETAILS OF

INEXPENSIVE APPARATUS,
CHEMICALS MINERALS &TEXT BOOKS

A large range of Chemicals in bottles is available from 3d. each. An
extensive selection of Laboratory Glass Ware, Stands, Basins, etc., and
 new section on Minerals, the whole being supported by a complete
section giving full details of up-todate Text Books.

Write now to: BECK (Scientific Dept. A)

60 High Street, STOKE NEWINGTON, N.16
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THE PERIODIC LAW -ATOMIC
WEIGHTS AND NUMBERS

LONG before the days of modern science,
the early Greek philosophers dwelt upon
the problem of the ultimate constitu-

tion of matter and developed two schools of
thought. The first held all matter to be
essentially continuous in its nature, so that
one could divide and sub -divide it inde-
finitely without finding any gap or change
in its make-up.

At first sight there is much to be said in
favour of this point of view. The surface,
for instance, of a clean liquid discloses no
break or discontinuity even when ex-
amined under the most powerful micro-
scope. Similarly, a drop of soluble dye will
colour quite evenly and uniformly a volume
of water many million times its own bulk.

The second school of thought favoured a
different theory. They said that matter
was fundamentally discontinuous in its
structure-and that it filled the space it
occupied, only in the way that a quantity
of small shot can be said to fill the vessel
into which it is poured. In other words,
there are as many gaps or interstices in any
kind of matter as there are solid points of
substance.

Dalton's Atomic Theory
This, in fact, goes very close to the point

of view reached by Dalton in the early part
of the nineteenth century. Dalton's atomic
theory is, however, based on actual quanti-
tative experiment, whilst the Greeks were
content to let the matter rest in the realm
of pure speculation.

Dalton said : (1) The chemical elements
are composed of very minute particles of
matter, called atoms, which preserve their
own individuality in all circumstances ;
(2) all the atoms of the same element are
identical in all respects, though different
elements have atoms of different weight.

He knew, of course, that the atom was
almost infinitesimally small, and therefore
made no attempt to measure its absolute
weight. He did, however, succeed in
finding out how the atomic weights of
certain of the elements compared with that
of hydrogen.

The superior weapons of the modern
scientist have enabled him to solve the first
problem, and we now know the absolute
weight of the hydrogen atom, and therefore
of all the rest.

It may be interesting to give a concrete
example of the kind of
dimension one is dealing
with in the case of atoms.
Take a cubic decimetre of
lead weighing 11.37 kg. and
imagine it to be cut along
three lines at right angles,
so as to form eight smaller
cubes, each one -eighth the
size and weight of the

In spite of its apparent diversity, all 'the
known forms of matter can be reduced to a
sum total of ninety-two different elements.
These are the" bricks," so to speak, out of
which Nature has built up the complicated
structure of the world.

original piece. Consider all this as one com-
plete cutting operation, and then proceed to
repeat the performance a number of times
in succession. . At the twelfth cut, the
resulting cube will just cease to be visible
to the naked eye. At the eighteenth cut it
can just be seen in a powerful microscope.
At the twenty-sixth cut each cube will
contain exactly sixty-four atoms.

Or again, instead of dividing the original
cube into smaller cubes, imagine it cut
first into thin plates one atom thick, and
these plates next sliced up into threads or
strings of atoms. If placed end to end the
latter would stretch over six million million
miles-which is roughly equal to the distance
light will cover in a year, travelling at some-
thing under 200,000 miles a second.

Measuring Atomic Weights
Although chemists were occupied in

measuring atomic weights for more than
half a century after Dalton, they did not
discover any link tending to bind the
different elements together, until Newlands,
in 1863, observed that if they are arranged
in the order of their atomic weights, every
eighth element in the series " is a kind of
repetition of the first-like the eighth note
in an octave of music."

In 1869 the Russian chemist, Mendeleef,
put this discovery on a more definite footing.
He started with the assumption that there
must be some bond of union between the
individual properties of ekch element and

(I)H (2)He

N

1.31-1 (4)8e (5)3 (7)N (8)0 (9)F (10)Ne

(1 )No ( 2)M9 1131/41 (14/5b (15 P 1105 (17)CI (1S)A

)19)K (20)Ca (21) Sc (22)11 (23)v (24)Cr 1251%, (26)Fe (27)Co(201L 29) C4., (30)711 (31)C4 (32)G? (33)As (34)Se (35)8,- (30K,

(48)Cd(49)1r, (50)Sn(51)Sb 52)Te (53)1 (54))(

(55)Cs (56)82 (57)1.5 (58)Ca (59)P. (60)Na t61111 (o2)5. (6.3)C. )6416d 165% (66/Ds (67)No ( 68)E, (69)Tm 170/Yb MIL. (721HE 03rra (75)Re(76)0s (77)1r (78)Ft (79)A. (80big cairn (R)Pb (83)B, (£15)Am(86),4

its atomic weight, and by carefully assorting
and classifying the known elements and

- their typical properties, he drew up his
famous Periodic table, which shows that as
the atomic weights steadily increase, the
properties of the elements periodically ebb
and flow in regular succession.

Mendeleef arranged the elements pro-
gressively, first in horizontal rows of eight,
called periods. He then split up the table
so formed into eight vertical columns or
groups. When so arranged the elements
in one line turn out to be closely similar to
those immediately above them in the pre-
ceding line. All the halogens, fluorine,
chlorine, bromine and iodine, for instance,
fall into the same column ; similarly, the
strongly alkaline elements are grouped on
one side of the table with the acid-forming
elements at the opposite side. Many other
similarities occur which are too numerous
to be set out in detail.

" Missing " Elements
One very practical result of the Periodic

table is the fact that it indicated the posi-
tion of certain " missing " elements, and
allowed their properties to be predicted
before they were actually discovered.
Among the rare elements discovered in this
way are Scandium, Gallium, and Ger-
manium.

In 1897 Sir J. J. Thompson discovered
the existence of the electron and proved it
to be the ultimate negative charge or
" atom " of electricity.

The behaviour of the so-called radio-
active elements-of which radium is the
outstanding example-next established the
fact that the atoms of these elements are
continually shooting off both electrons and
positively charged particles.

As they do so the nature of the radio-
active element changes. Starting first with
Uranium, the gradual loss of electrons and
positive particles of electricity changes that
element first into Radium and then into
Lead. There are a number of intermediate
stages, but the outstanding fact is that one
element is converted into another different
element simply by the loss of a certain
amount of electricity. Simultaneously,
Helium gas is observed to be formed as part
of the process.

This set the stage for an entirely new
outlook upon the constitution of matter.

It is now held that all
atoms are built up of a
central, massive nucleus of
positive electricity together
with a number of relatively
light electrons, which rotate
about the nucleus in much
the same way as the planets
rotate about the sun.

88)R. 091A, (90/1h 191)PG 192)U

(37) Pb (38)5, (39)Y 1401Zr f41)Nb (42)MoP1/3/K1 IOU 4.5)Ril 1461R1147)A

A modern Periodic Table showing the elements
grouped according to their atomic numbers. The con-

necting lines show elements which are closely related to each other.

The Connecting Link
Here we find the connecting link. All

atoms are made up of charges of elec-
tricity, bound together by the force of

(continued on page 122.)
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WHAT

YOU CAN

MAKE WITH
CONSTRUMENTS

High PLIVer Microscope.

11011114'
Astronomical Telescope.'

Dissection Microscope.

Mai. Pere, Miormope.

AND LOTS OF OTHER
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

Dina: aim Prejacter

lerrnsed Daylight Pi -Merin,

Professor Low Writes :
"I advise all parents to see
that their boys and girls
are provided with a Set of
Construments."

-you can make scores of exciting
things with CONSTRUMENTS
These are the jolliest construction sets. You can make almost anything with
them. Real things, too, that you can use in hundreds of thrilling ways.
Cameras, Telescopes, Microscopes, Magic Lanterns, Kaleidoscopes-we can't
tell you all the wonderful things, but look at the pictures. Just think of the
absorbing interest of looking through a real microscope and all the wonderful
knowledge you will gain. Then with the Magic Lantern what jolly evenings.
Show this to Mum or Dad they will be as keen as you are on you having one
of these splendid sets. You can start with the lowest priced set and by means
of " plus outfits " work up to the larger sizes. The 200 is the " de luxe "
model, from which the full range of scientific instruments can be built,
and in addition three efficient Home Cinemas to take either 9.5 mlm or
16 mlm non -inflammable films.

WRITE FOR AN ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET

10 Set

I 011'

PRICES OF SETS
20 Set 100 Set

18/6 37/6
200 Set

47/6

CONSTRUMENTS
Obtainable at any Toy or Departmental Store. If any difficulty, apply to the Sole Concessionnaires :

L. REES & CO. LTD. (Dept. P.M.), 12 NEW UNION ST., LONDON, E.C.2
royas
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Are you a Scientist ?
Are you keen on Chemistry ? Then ask your Dad
for a Lott's Chemistry Set this Christmas. You
will then have your own laboratory and will be
able to carry out scores of experiments with real
apparatus and just the same chemicals as in the
school « lab." The equipment varies with the
size of set, and includes test tubes, crucibles,
Bunsen burner, retort stand and many chemicals.
Full instructions for the
experiments and notes on
the use of the apparatus by
a Doctor of Science are
supplied.
Complete Sets at 2/-, 3/6, 6/-,

10/6, 15/6:and 21/-.
Larger Students' Cabinets at
31/6, 42/-, 73/6, and 105/-.
Spare supplies of all Chemicals
and Apparatus can be obtained.

LOTT'S ELECTRICITY
These sets provide the equipment
for performing a really remarkable
rangeof experiments in magnetism,
static and current electricity.
Working models and instruments
such as the following can be
made :-buzzer, relay, electrically
operated railway signal, traffic
signal, gold -leaf electroscope,
electric motor, etc., etc.
Sets at 6/-, 12/6, and 21/..

LOTT'S

Box 5 Price 211 -

Box. 2. 84 experi-
ments: measuring
of current, resist-
ance, magnetism,
relay,buzzer,traffic
signals, etc. 2 Lee-
lanch4 cells with
chemicals. 12,6.

CHEMISTRY AND
ELECTRICITY SETS

Obtainable at all leading Toy Dealers and Stores
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED LISTS OF ALL LOTT'S PRODUC7S
Dept. N.1., LOTT'S BRICKS LTD., WATFORD, HERTS

Qrelco ARh

WHY NOT FIT YOUR BOAT WITH AN ELECTRIC MOTOR
THIS CHRISTMAS READY FOR THE BRIGHT DAYS TO COME
FOR SMALL BOATS THERE IS NO

The
Challenger "

Marine: Motor as
illustrated,

4 v '6A, 11/6
4 v under 5A, 7/6
Mounted at the
right angle for

boats.
Others at 4/ -

Boat Accumula-
tors from 7/6.

BETTER

Illustrated Catalogue of Everything Elec-
local. 105 pages. 3d. Post free.

GRAFTON ELECTRIC CO.
(DEPT. P)

54 Grafton Street,
Tottenham Court Rd., London

MOTOR THANA CHALLENCER
Geared Motors
for Meccaro,

etc., 4 v or .0 v
with revers ng

switch,
9;6.

All types of
motors from

2/6.

" Briton " 7/6.

MARINE STEAM ENGINES

STEAM PLANT. Complete 9/6
Postage 6d.

If"
OSCILLATING ENGINES. From 3/- 2"

Boilers. Steam Fittings. Accumulators.
Write far Catalogue, 2d.

PROPELLERS

Post 2d.
SHAFTS. Complete
with stern tube.
Rigid ... 7" ...
Flex ... 9-1" I; -

Post 2d.

F. YATES & SON LTD.,
144 Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8.

The "UNICORN" Electric Drill
IS INDISPENSABLE TO ALL MECHANICS

Efficient, a model of accuracy
and workmanship, and trouble -
free qualities are the features
of this drill. Its equipment
comprises a powerful A.C. or
D.C. Motor, voltages 100/120,
200/230, 230/250, with
Armature Shaft in ground
alloy steel. Mobbed gears in
metal housing. Hoffman ball
thrust. Keyless chuck, i-in.
capacity. Aluminium die cast
handle. Current consumption
17.5 watts, using }-in. drill on

8 ft. Cab trye flex with earth wire. Weight 5 lbs.
These drills are British Made and are designed for drilling up to }-in. diameter
and are guaranteed under these conditions for six months and are now in
constant use in many factories. Send for illustrated leaflet to :-

CORONA ENGINEERING CO Leighton Place, Kentish Town, N,W.5
Tele. : GULLIVER 3739

PRICE

£2. 15.0
Carriage Paid.
Please stole voltage.

mild steel.

MICROSCOPES FOR ALL
SPECIAL OFFER OF 1,700
BRAND NEW STUDENTS'
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES,

as illustrated.
Each model has inclinable
body, awing mirror, stage
clips, and is nicely finished in
Black Crystalline Enamel and
bright Nickel Plating.
SHARP DEFINITION IS
OBTAINABLE and GOOD
WORK CAN BE DONE
Model C.
Model D.

Model E.

Model F.

C D
Height 51 in., sliding focus, magnification 25 x linear. Price
Height 7 in., sliding focus, circular stage magnification

50 x linear ... ... Price
Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, magnification

50 x linear, square stage ... Price
Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, triple nose -piece, ALL3 lenses, magnifications 25 x , 50 x , 100 x , in wood case,

with set of Diksecting Instruments.... ... Price SOLD
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK. Post Free in Great Britain

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.
63 FLAORNRDI ON NG D EO Nc 1ROAD

TRADE

F

5/-

9/6
12/6
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THE CATHODE -RAY TUBE
A\D ITS APPLICATION
IN its very broadest sense the cathode-ray

tube is essentially an instrument for
observing, measuring or photographing

the behaviour of varying electrical voltages
and currents, and now that the nature of
its performance is becoming more clearly
understood, together with material im-
provements in manufacture, it is proving of
considerable value in nearly all branches of
scientific and industrial research. Further-
more, the latest developments in television
seem to hinge very considerably on the
utilisation of the cathode-ray tube, especi-
ally at the receiving end, as a ready means
for producing a modulated scanning field
to build up the television image in a non -
mechanical manner.

The tube itself consists of a pear-shaped
glass bulb of varying length, according to
the diameter of the circular end screen.
This is joined to a cylindrical glass section
which houses the electrode assembly, the
construction of a standard tube of this
character being seen clearly in Fig. 1, the
electrodes being brought out to side studs
which fit into an eight -contact base.

The large end of the bulb is flattened to
form a viewing screen, and on the internal

CATHODE OR FILAMENT CIRCULAR ANODE

As was the case with the early valves and
photo -electric cells, the cathode-ray tube has
been regarded as a piece of highly -scientific
apparatus. This position is now com-
pletely changed, however, and modern in-
dustry is using this device in increasing
numbers. Learn how it functions by read-

ing this particularly interesting article.

SHIELD VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL
OR GUN DEFLECTOR PLATES

Fig. 2.-The arrangement of the electrode assembly for a
standard cathode-ray tube.

surface of this is deposited a coating of
fluorescent salts. This is for the purpose of
rendering the pattern traced by the electron
stream visible to the eye and also photo-
graphically active.

Electrode Details
According to the specific purpose for

which the tube is used, the electrode con-
figuration is varied, but as a general rule
it follows somewhat on these lines. First
of all, there is a cathode of the directly or
indirectly heated type which is rendered
" active " by the passage of an electric
current through it, this current being fur-
nished by means of a mains step-down
transformer or large batteries. As in an
ordinary thermionic valve, the current flow
" boils off " or releases electrons (minute
negative charges of electricity) from the
cathode surface. Once these are released
they must be guided towards the front
screen, and this is done by first of all sur-
rounding the cathode with a narrow metal
cylinder open at both ends, and then
placing before this combination an anode
consisting of a flat circular disc having a
small hole bored through its centre.

The anode is given a high positive poten-
tial with reference to the filament, and the
free electrons are thus attracted towards it.
In order to make the resultant electron

beam as narrow as
possible, and so in-
crease the number of
electrons which
actually pass through
the anode hole and
progress at an ex-
tremely high velocity -
to the front fluor-
escent screen, the gun
or shield which sur-
rounds the cathode is
given a negative bias,
and this acts as a
focussing control.

Ionisation
Normally, thebeam ,k

consisting
as it does
of a stream
of electrons, would diverge owing
to the mutual repulsion of
these minute negative electrical
charges, and as a further aid to
focussing many cathode-ray tubes
have a small amount of gas
introduced.

Then by a very careful adjust.
ment of the gas pressure it can be
arranged for the electrons during
their passage from the filament
towards the screen to "strike" the

C

SBy H. J. BARTON
CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch.,

B.Sc. (Hone.), etc.
a beam which cannot be made to converge
satisfactorily, is sufficient to render the tube
quite unsuitable for a large number of
purposes.

Controlling Spot Movement
Under the cathode, anode and shield

conditions just described the electron beam
would be directed straight to the fluorescent
screen, and appear as a bright stationary

Fig. 1.-Showing the appearance of a standard cathode-ray tube fitted
into an eight -contact base.

la 1
MIt V V V

spot owing to the electronic energy being
transformed into visible light energy. For
observation purposes, however, this spot
must be made to move the screen area
according to the physical or electrical condi-
tions it is desired to investigate. For this
purpose two pairs of small rectangular
deflecting plates are introduced between
the anode and the screen within the
cylindrical glass part of the tube. In each
pair of plates the surfaces are parallel to
one another, but the two pairs are mutually

at right angles, the complete
electrode arrangement being indi-
cated in Fig. 2.

Generally, one pair of plates is
A horizontal and the other pair ver-

tical, and for reference purposes
they are often called the x and y
deflectors, just the same as we
have the x and y co-ordinates
in any graphical representation

on squared paper.

--)- TIME
Fig. 3.-A "Lissajou"
figure for frequency
relation of 3 to I with a
90 degrees phase differ-

ence A leading on B.

gas molecules and
ionise them,. The ions
being "massive" and
slow -moving in com-
parison with the elec-
trons, remain for an
appreciable time
within the beam, and
in this way act

as a positively -charged guiding column
which draws the electrons on the outside
of the beam towards the centre. The
focussing of the electron beam so that the
ultimate visible spot seen on the fluorescent
screen is both small in size and sharply
defined is a very important feature of any
cathode-ray tube. A spot which gives a
" fluffy " appearance, or which results from

wz

I

Tracing on the Screen
Supposing now that the horizontal pair

of plates is given an electrical charge while

Fig. 4.-Using coils to produce a magnetic field for
deflecting the electron stream.
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the electron beam is passing between them
on the way to the screen. If this charge is
a steady one, the beam will be diverted
from its previous straight path, being
attracted towards the positively charged
plate. The beam will therefore strike the
screen at a different point vertically above
its " quiescent " position, the amount of
the deflection being proportional to the
potential to which the plates have been
charged.

A reversal of the plate potential will
make the beam take up a position below
the steady condition, and if this potential
reversal is maintained, say, for example by
applying an ordinary alternating voltage
between the plates, then the spot will move
vertically up and down at a rate corre-
sponding to the frequency of the alterna-
tions and so draw or trace a thin vertical
pencil of light on the screen. This will
remain visible to the eye and appear as a
steady line of constant length, provided the
frequency of the voltage alternations is fast
enough and that the changes are cyclic
in character.

Lissajou " Figures
If now a second variable voltage is

applied to the vertical pair of plates, the
deflection due to this will be horizontal-
that is, at right angles to the previous
traverse. Of course the beam cannot move
in both directions at the same time, and
what happens is that the spot of light
registers the resultant direction and a plain
figure is traced on the screen. When both
variables are cyclic and the ratio of their
frequencies is a small integer, then a sta-
tionary figure will result, this being known
technically as a " Lissajou " figure. This
constitutes an actual plotting or tracing in
rectangular co-ordinates by the spot of
light, and has a most useful application in
that it enables frequency ratios to be
identified and the effects of phase shift to
be examined.

As a simple example of this, reference can
be made to Fig. 3. Here the sine -wave
voltage variation A applied to the vertical
pair of deflecting plates is three times the
frequency of the sine -wave voltage B
applied to the horizontal pair of deflecting
plates, while in addition A leads B by
90 degrees. The pattern or "Lissajou "
figure shown at C is the result.

Further Details
In addition to employing electrostatic

deflection by means of the deflector plates
just described, the movement of the electron
beam can be accomplished quite readily by
the use of two magnetic fields or, alterna-
tively, one magnetic field and one electro-
static field. These coils are placed at a
constriction in the tube neck, Fig. 4 showing

a tube with coils in position for this purpose.
Owing to the very nature of its assembly

and mode of operation, the direction of the
electron stream is particularly susceptible
to both magnetic and electric external
influences, and it is preferable therefore in
many cases to house the tube in a screened
box assembly, somewhat as shown in
Fig. 5. Local sources of interference, such
as transformers, generators and so on, do
not then upset quantitative measurements.
Furthermore, if the terrestrial magnetic
field has to be neutralised, this can be done
very readily by the field from a permanent
magnet or from a coil -carrying current. A
magnet of this
character is also
particularly useful
for centring the
light spotwhen

slight varia-
tions in the
mechanical
alignment of
the electrode assembly are
present.

Important Applications
Coming now to the applications of the

cathode-ray tube, that dealing with fre-
quency comparisons and the effects of
phase displacement has been mentioned. In
addition, there are many other uses which
necessitate the employment of what is
termed a linear time -base potential. This is
a voltage generating device which makes
the spot move in one direction at a constant
speed and then return very rapidly to its
original position, when it commences the
same action all over again. One very
modern use in this connection is in tracing
out a television image in the form of a large
number of parallel light lines whose intrinsic
intensity in the direction of the spot scan
is proportional to the light and shade of

the subject being televised from the trans-
mitting end.

Linear time bases form a very essential
part of the auxiliary equipment for tele-
vision reception under these conditions,
together with mains -exciter units and ampli-
fiers. Under service conditions the com-
plete assembly is built preferably as one
complete structure. The tube is encased in
a metal shroud, being arranged at average
eye level for observation purposes.

Other periodic phenomena which can be
observed very conveniently are wave -form
studies of alternators, transformers, valve
oscillators, amplifiers, D.C. ripples on

Fig. 5.-For
most purposes

it is advisable to mount
the cathode-ray tube in
a screened box assembly.

rectified mains supplies, etc. Then
it is possi')le to set up the tube
so that it records transient effects,
and in this connection can be called
to mind circuit breaking, electric

sparks and atmospherics, the last named
being a particularly important phase of
research now being carried out at Slough by
the Radio Research Board.

When both sets of deflecting plates or
coils derive their operating voltages from
the circuit itself as apart from an inde-
pendent time -base function, the utility of
the tube is very broad in character. By its
simple " mechanism " we can observe valve
characteristics ; compare amplifier input
and output ; study modulation and detec-
tion ; carry out monitoring work in gramo-
phone recording, talking -picture and aural
radio ; or make the tube function as an
ammeter or voltmeter at ultra -high fre-
quencies.

THE PERIODIC LAW
(Continued from page 118.)

mutual attraction. They only differ, one
from another, in the number and disposition
of these charges.

One method of investigating the structure
of an atom is to examine the way in which
it responds to light and similar short-wave
radiation. By using the methods of
spectrum analysis, Rydberg found that the
" lines " given by elements occupying
similar positions in the Periodic table were
closely alike.

Further light was thrown on the subject
by Moseley, who in 1913 devised an in-
genious method of analysis by means of
X -rays. These rays, it should perhaps be

explained, are produced by the impact of
the electron stream against the anode of a
high -voltage cathode-ray tube.

Moseley employed, in turn, anodes made
of the different elements, and he resolved
the X-rays into a spectrum by passing them
through a crystal of potassium ferro-
cyanide. Just as Rydberg discovered a
definite link of connection between the lines
in ordinary spectrum analysis, so the X-ray
spectrum produced by each chemical ele-
ment shows a " line " which shifts up or
down the scale according to the atomic
weight of the element in question.

If now we classify the various elements in
the order of the X-ray frequencies they
produce, we find that they fall automatically
into the same order as that given by

Mendeleers table (given on page 558 of our
September issue). The property of each
atom is defined by a whole number which
varies by unity in passing from one atom
to the next. Moseley showed that his ex-
periment could be completely explained on
the assumption that the progressive change
in his X-ray spectrum was due to a pro-
gressive increase in the nuclear charge on
each atom.

The nuclear charge-which must, of
course, be balanced by an equal number of
free or " satellite " electrons-is now called
the Atomic Number. It defines the position
of each element in Mendeleers original
Periodic table, and in modern practice is
widely used in place of the older atomic
weight.
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ANNOUNCE THE

D.H. "COMET"
Price 2/ -

For the air -minded no hobby is so fascinating
as the making of scale model Aeroplanes.
SKYBIRDS provide the best means of assembling
a collection of accurate 1 /72 scale models. New
models and accessories are always being added.

NEW NUMBERS:
The above is a photograph of our No. 24
The FAIREY "SEAL" assembled and painted
This set costs 4/6 and contains Fittings for a
Land or Seaplane version.
Note the accessories : Pilot, Observer and Machine Gun
These are obtainable for a few pence

Ready shortly a famous model of the GREAT WAR

The "ALBATROS DIII "
For prices of assembled and painted models, see price list.

FOR THE GERMAN WAR -TIME MACHINES
a complete set of Mechanics, Pilots, etc., can now be
obtained ... ... Price 1,3
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

SKYBIRD CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
An attractive Xmas card, designed by Mr. J. H.
Stevens, for members of the SKYBIRD LEAGUE,

obtainable in sets of six cards and envelopes.
Post free I /2. ::::::::::::::::X:::::::::::::::::

SKYBIRD
LEAGUE

JOIN THE SKYBIRD LEAGUE:
Full particulars on apfilication.

SKYBIRDS Publications :
NOW READY.-The SKYBIRD No. 4, a fascinating
little magazine which appears quarterly and
contains all the latest news about SKYBIRDS and
also many interesting articles upon aeronautical
matters. Post free Great Britain, 7d,

Vol. I, bound complete, 5/6.
Binders for Vol. I, price I, 3.

The CHRISTMAS NUMBER of THE SKYBIRD
will be ready in December, price 7d. post free.

For list and address of nearest agent write:

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO LTD.
(Desk P.M.),

3 Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C.2

`BABY' SUPERHET GANG
3 -gang - - - - - 161-

Once again a Jackson Bros. Baby'
Superhet gang has been specified-
this time for the MECHANICS'
3 -VALVE SUPERHET. Use J.B.
and be sure of the best results.

AS SPECIFIED
46

for the

MECHANICS
3 -VALVE SUPERHET

0
Jackson Bros. (London) Ltd., 72 St. Thomas Street,
London, S.E.I Tel.: Hop 1837
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WHICH ARE YOU ?

CC

Whilst many readers of " Newnes Practical Mechanics " like to
build their own receivers, there are others who no doubt contem-
plate buying a modern superhet ready to be put into service
immediately they receive it. These are the readers we wish to
convince of the outstanding qualities of the " Amplion " Radiolux
Superhet.

Amplion, whilst truthfully stating the features which have made this receiver
so popular, believe in giving to you the unbiassed opinions of the Editors of
technical journals who have actually put this "Amplion " receiver through
severe tests.

In next month's ssue Mr. F. J. Camm, the Editor of " Newnes Practical
Mechanics," will publish a full test report on the " Amplion " ; in the
meantime, we quote you extracts from other test reports. We are confident
that Mr. Camm will be able to confirm the high opinions expressed by the
Editors of the papers quoted.

Wireless Magazine" says :-
"Stands out above all others. . . The ' Amplion Superhet gives that
little bit more which will make it so popular during the coming season. . . .

There was a marked absence of second -channel whistles. . . . Selectivity
was little over 8 kilocycles. . . . We were able to receive almost every
European station worth hearing.. . . Even the ' private' station, Luxem-
bourg, was entirely free from interference. . . . We heard over 50 stations
without any difficulty at all. The loudspeaker really does give excep-
tionally good quality."

Amateur Wireless " says :-
" No one will be disappointed with the results given by this receiver. When
tested in company with several sets costing the same amount, and in some
cases more, there was no question that the background noise level was of a
very low order. . . . Stations that on some sets would have been swamped
with ' mush ' were tuned in quite clearly. . . . It brought in Luxembourg
without a whistle. This, by the way, is a good test for a receiver. . .

Selectivity was very satisfactory. . . . Operation is simple. . . . The tuning
calibrations are accurate, so stations can really be identified by the markings
on the scale. Altogether we feel sure you will agree that it is a very good set
for the money."

Write at once for full details of the

19 in. High. 15 in. Wide. 12 in. Deep

D.C. MODEL 190/265y.

H.P. Terms : LI 8 0
Deposit and 12
Payments of El 2 9 13 GNS,

"RADIOLUX"
SUPERHET
RECEIVER

5 -Valve including rectifier. For
A.C. Mains 190/265 or 110 volts,

40,100 Cycles.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CON-
TROL, NEON LIGHT VISUAL
TUNING, FULL VISION
SCALE ILLUMINATED, AND
CALIBRATED IN METRES

AND DEGREES, ENERGISED
MOVING COIL SPEAKER,
GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
AND EXTERNAL SPEAKER

CONNECTIONS.

TWO-TONE WALNUT
CABINET.

A.C. MODEL.

H.P. Terms : El 6 6 12
Deposit and 1 2
Payments of LI 1 0

Descriptive Literature free on request.

GNS.

AMPLION "LION " SPEAKER AS SPECIFIED FOR THE
"MECHANICS " 3 -VALVE SUPERHET ... PRICE 47/6.

AMPLION (1932) LTD.
82-84 Rosoman Street, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 5440-5441

SOLELY SPECIFIED
for the

"MECHANICS"
3 -VALVE SUPERHET

2 I.F. TRANSFORMERS
LIST No. BP84 (I 10 kc/s.)
PRICE (each) - - 8/6
Specified components are the most
reliable. Use these Varley I.F.
Transformers for your " Mechanics "
3 -Valve Superhet and get the best
results. Remember, there is 36 years'
experience in specialised electrical
engineering concentrated in every
Varley product.

FOREMOST AS PIONEERS

ileya
(Proprietors Oliver Pell Control Ltd)

Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Bloomfield Road,
Woolwich, S.E. IS. Tel.: Woolwich 2345
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ALL RADIO
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

FREE.

THE £5 Superhet Three described in
recent issues of our companion journal,
Practical Wireless, has met with

such phenomenal success that it was
decided to design a somewhat similar
receiver for the benefit of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS readers. Most constructors
will find no difficulty in building this set
with the aid of the wiring diagram, but for
the sake of beginners it is proposed to give
full constructional details. The con-
structional work should be commenced by
drilling the chassis holes for the valve -
holders, on/off switch, terminal strips, and
the numbered wiring holes. A 11 -in. drill
is used for the first valve -holder, and a 1 -in.
drill for the remaining two holders. When
the strips and holders are fitted, care
should be taken to keep the pins clear of
the metallised edge of the hole, in order to
avoid short-circuits. All the components,
except the fixed resistances and the
Westector may then be screwed to the
baseboard, care being taken to scrape away
the metallised surface beneath the potentio-
meter bracket. It should also be noted that
the moving vanes of the ganged -condenser
connect to the common negative line
through the condenser casing, and therefore
this should be tightly screwed to the base-
board, and a metal washer should be placed
under every screw marked M.B., in order to
ensure effective contact with the metallised
surface.

Wiring
The wiring is very straightforward and

no special instructions are necessary in this
respect, but as the filament wires are
nearest to the baseboard it will be advisable
to fit these first and then continue with the
remainin4, wiring, commencing with the

276,

WAVECNANGE

541//701

3

5.,,

3"

THE MECHANICS " THREE-
VALVE SUPERHET

Full constructional details of a
superheterodyne receiver which

employs only three valves

coils and the tuning condensers and follow-
ing the valve sequence-V.1, V.2, V.3-as
indicated on the wiring plan. A .01 mfd.
condenser is included in the list of compon-

Every Question
must be accom-
panied by the

Coupon on
page iii of Cover.

ents, but this is not shown on the diagram
as it is not necessary if the set is used in con-
junction with an Amplion " Lion " speaker.
Some speakers accentuate the treble, how-
ever, and for these a tone control is re-.
quired-the O1 mfd. condenser will serve
this purpose if connected between the
P terminal of V.3 and the metallised base-
board. After the wiring has been com-
pleted the batteries should be connected,
L.T. + and L.T. - leads being connected
to the accumulator, H.T. + 1 then being
inserted into the 60- or 72 -volt socket,
according to the particular valve in use ;
H.T. + 2 to the 120 -volt socket ; G.B. - 1

This photograph shows the neat and compact layout of the" Mechanics"
superhet three.

VOL CONTROL

1/"
Details of the knob layout.

to the 9 -volt negative socket of the grid
bias battery, and G.B. - 2 to the 4.5 -volt
negative socket. The G.B. + plug should
then be inserted into the positive socket o
the grid bias battery and the H.T. - lead
into the negative socket of the H.T. battery,
when the battery circuits will be com-
pleted.

Economy of Operation
It may be mentioned here that the cur-

rent consumption of the last valve may be
reduced by increasing the voltage applied
to G.B. - 2, the 6 -volt or 7.5 -volt socket
of the grid -bias battery being tried in order.
to reduce the voltage where economy is of
prime importance. On the other hand, a
power pentode may be used in the last stage
if H.T. current is being supplied from a wet
battery or an eliminator, and the G.B. -2
plug should then be inserted in the 9 -volt
socket. The use of a power pentode will
increase the maximum undistorted output
and better quality reproduction will be
obtained than with the economy type of
pentode.
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LIST OF COMPONENTS
One Set 3 -gang Superhet Coils (Ward &

Goldstone).
One 3 -gang Superhet Midget Variable

Condenser, Type 2124B and Disc
Drive (J.B.) [(Varley).

Two I.F. Transformers (110 kc/s.)
One .002 mfd. Formodenser (Formo).
One 50,000 ohm Potentiometer (Graham

Farish).
One 1 mfd. Fixed Condenser (Graham

Farish).
Two .5 mfd. Fixed Condensers (Graham

Farish).
One .01 Tubular Condenser (Graham

Farish).
Two .0001 mfd. Fixed Condensers

(Graham Farish).
Three Ohmite Resistances, 150,000,

100,000, 30,000 (Graham Farish).
One L.F. Transformer (B.T.S.).
Two Potentiometer Brackets (Peto-

Scott).
One 3 -point on/off Switch (Graham

Farish).
One 7 -pin Sub -baseboard Valve -holder,

Terminal Type (Clix).
One 5 -pin Sub -baseboard Valve -holder,

Terminal Type (Clix).
One 4 -pin Sub -baseboard Valve -holder,

Terminal Type (Clix). [house).
One Westector, Type W.6 (Westing -
Three Wander Plugs (H.T. + 1, H.T.

+ 2, H.T. -) (Eelex). [Eelex).
Two Spade Terminals, L.T. L.T. -
Three G.B. Plugs, G.B. +, G.B. - 1,

G.B. -2 (Eelex).
Two Terminal Strips, A.E. and L.S. (Clix).
One Metaplex Chassis, 11 x 10 in. with

2f -in. Runners (Peto-Scott).
Three Valves 210 P.G. (Cossor), VP.215

and Y.220 (Hivac).
One Amplion " Lion " Loud -speaker.
One 120 -volt H.T. Battery.
One G.B. 16f -volt Battery.
One L.T. 2 -volt Accumulator.

Kits or separate parts are supplied by
Peto-Scott Ltd.

Operating the Receiver
The aerial and earth leads and

speaker leads may now be plugged
into their respective sockets and
the receiver switched on by means
of the three-point switch. Satis-
factory reception of the local station
will probably be obtained if the
tuning dial is rotated to the appro-
priate setting, and the volume
control is set near its maximum
position. But it will be necessary
to adjust the gang condenser and
the I.F. transformer trimmers in
order to obtain optimum sensitivity.
The trimming should be effected in
the following manner : Switch to
the medium waves by means of
the coil switch (white spot at the
top) and tune in a moderately
strong transmission. Now adjust
the I.F. transformer trimmers for
maximum response. It should be
noted that there are two trimmers
on each of the transformers, one
being of the concentric type adjust.
able by means of a small screw-
driver, and the other by means of the
hexagonal brass nut. A station at the
lower end of the scale (about 250 metres)
should then be tuned in and the trimmers
of the gang condensers Cl and C2 adjusted
for maximum response. After this has been
done, a station at the upper end of the
scale (about 500 metres) should be tuned
in, and it should be noted whether or not
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COMPLETE WIRING PLANS OF THE " MECHANICS " SUPERHET
THREE, FROM WHICH YOU CAN EASILY TRACE EVERY

CONNECTION
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YOU NEED A Petce- Scott TOOL -CHEST

SIZE : 2 ft. 2 in. high by 201 in. wide (closed) by 7I in. deep.
THE CABINET Strongly made cabinet with thick

laminated plywood doors, sides and
top, chromium -plated moulding, tool racks and shelves, and
durable varnished finish.

THE TOOLS The following British tools are included
in the Cabinet : MODEL " B "

20 in. Sheffield Steel Handsaw; 10 in. Sheffield Steel Tenon CABINET and TOOLSSaw ; Padsaw ; Brace ; Bits (four) ; Gimlet ; Glasspaper
Block , Beechwood Jack Plane with 2i in. iron ; Beechwood Another splendid cabinet in thick
Smoothing Plane with 2} in. Iron ; 9 in. Wood and Metal laminated plywood, with Yours for

in. I 'in., 1 in. Chisels ; Beechwood 'SpOkeshave ; 4 in. an ings, shelves and racks for Si
Square  Mallet ; Warrington Hammer  Claw Hammer in.,chromium - plated mould -

6 in.
in.,

; Bradawl ; Soldering Iron ; Pincers ; Pliers ; tools, and tine varnished
Marking Gauge ; 2 ft. Folding Rule ; Mitre Block ; Yellow Lake finish, with a complete set and 11
Oilstone ; Roll of Glasspaper ; 8 oz. Tin Croid ; gross Packet of strong British - made monthly
of Nettlefolds Screws ; Tin Plastic Wood ; Tin 011it ; Box of tools. Cash or C.O.D. payments
Assorted Nails; Handled Wood File ; Spirit Level ; Handbook. Carriage paid, 60/-.

irAKE up the latest ideas in furniture . . . . do
IVIthose hundred and one little jolts that need
doing around the house .. . . there are HUNDREDS
of ways you can brighten your home with a Peto-
Scott Tool Chest. EVERY tool you need for ANY
job . . . . British Made, strong, guaranteed. Neat
and compact varnished cabinets with chromium -
plated mouldings, attractive pieces of furniture in
themselves. Your home is not complete without one of
these fine chests. Send to -day.

751 AND
MODEL CABINET

TOOLS

CASH or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

Balance in 11
monthly payments

of 7/3.
Carriage and
Parking Paid.

5/9.
SEND FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE Mri,;,dd.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.
EST. 1919

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E .C.1
West End Showrooms- Phone: Clerkenwell 9406/7
62 141 h Rolb.rn, London W.0.1 Phone Holborn 3248

BRITISH MADE

THROUGHOUT

with CHROMIUM

MOULDINGS
and HANDLES

PILOT AUTHOR KIT

"MECHANICS"
3 -VALVE
SUPERHET

KIT" A" Author's kit of First Yours for

Specified parts, less 10/3
valves, cabinet and speaker. Cash or Bal.."in11
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £5 11 6.

monthly pay-
ments of 10/3

KIT " B." As for
Kit " A," but includ-
ing set of 3 specified
valves, less cabinet and
speaker.
Cash or C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid, £7 11 0, or
12 monthly payments
of 13/9.

KIT " C." As for
Kit " A," but includ-
ing valves and Peto-
Scott Walnut Conso-
lette Cabinet, less spea-
ker. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, £9 6 0,
or 12 monthly pay-
ments of 17/-.

If Amplion M.C.22 Speaker is required with above
Kits, add £1 12 6 to Cash or C.O.D. prices, or 3/-
to each monthly payment.

You pay the Postman. We pay post
charges on all orders over 10/-,

GREAT BRITAIN ONLY.
1 Peto-Scott Metaplex Chassis, 11"x10"x2i" £0 3
1 B.T.S. L.P. transformer
1 set Ward & Goldstone superhet coils ... 1 18
1 J. B. 3 -gang Superhet Condenser with

disc drive . 0 19
1 set of 3 Specified Valves 1 19
Peto-Scott Walnut Consolette Cabinet ... 1 15

KIT -BITS

0
6
6

9
6
0

N1VAC
THE SCIENTIFIC

VALVE

BRITISH MADE

SPECIFIED FOR THE

" MECHANICS " 3 -VALVE SUPER -HET

Chosen for the " Mechanics " 3 -Valve
Super -het because they are perfect
companions for all components selected
for this exceptionally fine super -het

BATTERY
TYPES
FROM

MAINS
TYPES 9/6FROM

These are the valves specified for the

" MECHANICS " 3 -VALVE SUPER -HET
VP 215-10/6. Y220...10/6.

Obtainable from high-class dealers and Curry's branches.

HIGH VACUUM VALVE CO., LTD.,
113-117 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.

Telephones : Clerkenwell 7587 & 8064.

RESILIENCE

Specified for the
"MECHANICS "

3 -VALVE SUPERHET
Clix Chassis Mounting Valve -
holders and Clix Chassis
Mounting Strips.

From all dealers.

CL IX
Points of'

Ao'van6age

Each individual socket in
Clix Chassis Mounting
Valveholders is formed
with a definite waist
which, in conjunction with
the helical slots, affords
unique resilience and gives
perfect contact with every
type of valve pin without
possibility of collapse.

Folder " F " Free.

LECTRO LINX LTD.
79a Rochester Row, London S.W.1
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The circuit diagram.

an alteration of the setting of Cl and C2
trimmers is necessary in order to obtain
maximum volume. If so, C3 trimmer
should be adjusted one way or the other
until a position is found where the settings
of Cl and C2 trimmers hold at both ends
of the tuning range. A slight readjustment
of the I.F. transformer trimmers may then
be tried in conjunction with the setting of
the I.F. transformer coupling adjustment,
this being the small screw which protrudes
through the slot in the side of the trans-
former. It has been found that very satis-
factory results are obtainable with the
adjuster set at the half -way position.

The Long Waves
After good medium -wave reception has

been obtained the coil wave change switch
should be turned to the long -wave position
(white spot at the bottom) and the Droitwich
transmission tuned in. The small pre-set
padding condenser should then be adjusted
until maximum volume is obtained, the
setting probably being found where the
adjuster is screwed fully home.

Gramophone Record Reproduction
The receiver may be employed for

the reproduction of gramophone records,

A plan view of the set.

Z.7" -

aft -r

Z. T

although, owing
to the fact that
there is only one L.F. stage, the amplification
which is afforded will not permit of
very loud signals being
obtained. The first consi-
deration, therefore, is to
obtain a really sensitive pick-
up, one which will give an
output requiring not more
than one L.F. stage. There
are two or three components
of this type at present obtain-
able, and your local dealer
will no doubt be able to
assist you in your choice.
The most suitable connection
is across the secondary of the
L.F. transformer, although it
is also possible to include it
direct in the grid circuit of
the output valve. For this
connection, one side of the
pick-up is joined to the grid
of the pentode valve, and the
other side of the pick-up is
joined to the grid -bias bat-
tery, at about the 9 -volt
tapping. To enable a change-
over to be effected, and to

ag-a,

6.9-2

examining the wiring diagram it will be seen
that these two points are connected to the
L.F. transformer, and leads from these
two points may be taken to the pick-up
sockets.

Automatic. Volume Control
By a simple modification it is also possible

to introduce a small amount of automatic
volume control to counteract fading on weak
or distant stations. Firstly, the value of
resistance R2 must be increased to .25 meg.
(250,000), and secondly, a separate 9 -volt
grid bias battery must be obtained ; this
must be joined across resistance R3, the
negative pole of this battery being joined
to the negative pole of the Westector. The
control thus afforded will help to relieve the
effects of ordinary fading, and the manual
volume control will still be operative to
control the output on the local or other
high-powered stations as desired. Obviously
it must not be expected that this type of
A.V.C. will maintain all stations at the
same strength, but there are many high-
powered' stations which provide good enter-
tainment, but which are spoiled by slight
reductions in strength due to fading, and

An underneath chassis view showing the component layout.

exclude theradio pro-
grammes when
records ,are
being played, a
simple single -
p ole change-
over switch
may be used,
the arm of the
switch being
joined to the
grid, and one
side of the
switch to the
L.F. transfor-
mer. The re-
maining side
on the switch
is then joined
to the pick-up ;
the alternative
method is to
connect the
pick-up be-
tween conden-
ser C9 and the
G.B. negative
2 lead. By

these are admirably controlled by the
modified circuit.

It should be noted that the circuit in its
present form represents the most advanced
technological practice, and the full super-
heterodyne principle is thus employed with
the smallest number of valves which is
possible to -day. With mains valves of the
A.C. type, it is possible to dispense with the
Westector, by employing a double -diode -
pentode or triode in the outputs stage, and
utilising one of the diodes for rectification
in its place. The benefit of this, is, however,
very doubtful, and the Westector probably
functions quite as efficiently, with the added
advantage of being able to employ a step-up
transformer between the rectifier and  the
output valve.

Amplion Radiolux Superhet Receiver
Owing to lack of space, we are unable

this month to publish a test report .on the
above receiver, but we shall do so in next
month's issue. In the meantime, all readers
interested in purchasing a superhet ready
for immediate use are invited to get full
details of this receiver from Messrs. Amplion
(1932) Ltd., 82-84 Rosoman Street Rose-
bery Avenue London E.C.1.
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1GOLTONE-THE 'MECHANICS' THREE
VALVE SUPER -HET.

FREE

IRON CORED TUNING
COILS
The outstanding technical merit of these Gol-
tone " Iron -Cored Coils has prompted the
designer of the " Mechanics " Three Valve
Super -Het. to specially select them for use in
this up-to-date receiver.
A high degree of selectivity, accuracy of matching
and large voltage amplification are pre-eminent
features.
RI 1.336. 3 -coil Switch Chassis, as specified,
complete with Q.M.B. switch ... 36/6
Full technical data and details of the six types
available are given in a special folder. Free on
req uest.

Circuit diagrams supplied with each coil.
" Goltone" Radio components are obtainable
from first-class Radio Stores-refuse sub-
stitutes-If any difficulty write direct.

ON REQUEST 1934/35 60 -page
RADIO CATALOGUE, of in-
terest to every Radio enthusiast. and5Goidston

PENDLETON 4zsmANcrifsruz

USED EXCLUSIVELY
BY DESIGNER

EXTRA
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It is "Preri.

good co lrt/ cuta4

£5 3 -Valve Super

GOLD-MINE"RADIO
The sign of VALUE
HIGH ABOVE THE PRICE

1002 RESULT

GUARANTEED 115 VALUE FOR
Kit " A." Full set of components, with chassis

and all sundries
Kit "B." As Kit "A." with the addition of set

of valves jtypes as specified ..
Kit "C." As Kit " B," with the addition of

consolette cabinet and Stentorian
or Ormond speaker

Kit " D." As Kit "C, with complete set of

507. SAVING

6716.

67/6
97/6
16/10/0
X7/7/0

vGOLO-MINE" STORES
Radio 'f/(c..4424 -Peace elf tAt 741,1,-Cce

£5 3-v. SUPER
Amazing Wholesale

Offer !
100% RESULTS
GUARANTEED

We unconditionally guaran-
tee 100./0 results with every
E5 Superhet 3, A.C. or Bat-
tery Model, which leaves
our premises, or the full
purchase price will be re-
funded immediately. Every
Kit complete to the last
screw and sundry, and
including free copy of

Practical Wireless" with
blueprint
XMAS BARGAIN LIST
3 stamps to -day secures the
"RADIO GOLD -MINE"
XMAS NUMBER. Literally
packed with hundreds of
brand new surplus lines
offered at unprecedented
prices. Illustrated and
produced in three colonic

LONDON EAST CENTRAL TRADING CO. (Dept. R. 1021, ENCLOSE 3d. STAMPS
23 Bartholomew Close, London, E.0.1. 'Phone: National 7473. TO -DAY.

gfLEV1SION elk
Television is the coming At the WIRELESS
boom in wireless-it will COLLEGE students
bring even greater pros- receive training in all the

perity to the industry and latest developments in all
create many more opportunities for a branches of the Wireless profession.

career. Men who foresaw the broadcast- Marine, Aircraft, Manufacturing, Design-
ing boom made good-be trained and ing, Experimenting, Sales and Service, etc.
prepared for this television boom which College on sea jront. Write fee free
must follow as surely as night follows day. pro3Pectus.

STUDENTS ACCEPTED AS BOARDERS. TRAINING
FEE CAN BE PAID AFTER APPOINTMENT SECURED

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
c0 LWY N BAY

N. WALSAY

THE NEW ADANA
H1GH-SPEED
AUTOMATIC

PRINTING MACHINE

FREE
with every
Machine

100 PAGE BOOK

85 WAYS OF
MAKING MONEY

WITH A
PRINTING
MACHINE "

In order to celebrate the
success of the Adana Printing
Machine and to provide the
utmost assistance to all pur-
chasers, it has been decided to
present FREE OF CHARGE a
copy of a 2/6 Book, " 85 Ways
of Making Money," by the well-
known expert, Mr. C. A. H.
Aspinall. With this book, con-
taining over a hundred pages
and fully illustrated, the owner
of the small ADANA printing
outfit has the key to " The
Road of Success."

CASH OR
EASY TERMS

A Real Automatic Machine- in every detail
Accurate Metal Diecastings (having a tensile
strength of over 20 Tons) from costly mould
have made:it:possible to market this fine piece
of machinery at this remarkably low price.
Nothing has been spared to produce a smooth
running, high-class, fast Printing Machine.
The result is wonderful. No words can ex
plain what fine adjustments can easily be made
to produce a perfect print, and which, once
set, is permanently maintained throughout the
job, as the impression ise nti rely mechanical.;

1,000 COPIES PER HOUR

A thousand copies per hour are easily obtain-
able. Any size of paper, card, or made-up
cartons, etc., can be printed. It is therefore
possible to do an unlimited number of jobs
that are in everyday use. The inking
mechanism is all that can be desired. Standard
printer's type and blocks of all descriptions
can be used as well as line, colour, register
and half -tone work. Adjustable lay gauge is
provided to do away with the necessity of
gauge pins.

MONEY - MAKING POSSIBILITIES
WITH THIS MACHINE ARE

GREATER THAN EVER

Write at once for full Illustrated
Particulars and Samples of Work

D. A. ADANA
(Dept. P.M.I0) 17/18 CHURCH STREET

TWICKEN HAM
London Dept. :

I Ludgate House, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
Manchester : 60 Oldham Street.
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HIGH SPOTS from BASSETTLOWKES WORKS!
THE CONVENIENCE OF CLOCKWORK!

THE POSSIBILITIES OF ELECTRICITY!
THE APPEAL OF STEAM !

NEW L.M.S. MOGUL. This is the latest of our gauge " 0 " steam productions and is modelled on
Mr. Stannier's new design with tapered boiler, correct pattern cab and modified Walschaert's Valve Gear. A most
attractive new gauge " 0 "steam engine for 5 guineas with long run and good hauling power. In correct standard
block (red lines) or L.M.S. Red. Price £5 5s.

L.M.S. POST OFFICE MAIL VAN. This is a correct model in steel of the latest travelling Post Office Van, as
built at Wolverton Works in 1932. With a train of these you could make up a G.P.O. "special."

In Gauge " 0 " El I Os. Gauge I £ I I 4s.
Scale model " pick up ",apparatus for same from Ss. and 7s. complete.

L.M.S. MIDLAND COMPOUND. Before the amalgamation this Deely Compound was the
best-known engine on the M.R. and Is still useful for hauling short fast expresses. The
model accurately reproduces the character and atmosphere of its prototype.

Gauge " O." Clockwork 37s. 6d. Electric 45s.

MODEL LOCOMOTIVES of every
type-popular or individual-are the
daily work of our Northampton
works, and at Northampton, London
and Manchester-and our many
agents-we have a splendid array of
new models.

Our popular Standard Tank No. 5374, the
handsomest engine of its kind on the market,
the new L.M.S. MOGUL illustrated, the S.R.
" SCHOOL " Class locomotive " Merchant
Taylors " (out this season), in clockwork
E4 10s., in electric D.C. and A.C. ES 5s.

Then in Railway Accessories comes a new range
of all -metal scale model coaches complete with
internal fittings and fitted with our standard
bogies with cast-iron wheels, at 37s. 6d. each.
Also Upper Quadrant Signals from 7s. 6d.,
and Colour Light Signals, ordinary series, two
aspect 5s., three aspect 7s. 6d., and automatic
series 9s.

Full details of these in our new Model Railway
Catalogue (fresh from the printers and
even better than the last one).

New A 12. Price 6d. post free

L.M.S.. LOCO. COAVVVAGON. Finished in
wood. One of the vast series of BASSETT-LOWKE
Goods Rolling Stock In Gauge "0" from 2s. 9d. each.

Wagon Illustrated 9s.

 FOR MODEL E NTH USIASTS
Those who are keen model -makers and want the best castings,
parts and finished fittings should not be without our new
Section " B " list, which contains descriptions of thousands of
fittings, as well as finished engines, boilers, etc.

B 12. Price 6d. post free.
Those who make ship models or like to own them should
get the new Ships Catalogue, S12. Every lover of.Ships and
Models should keep it as a reference guide. The most compre-
hensive catalogue of model ships ever prepared.

S 12. Price 6d. post free.

Again this season, when the atmosphere of " presents " is
in the air, our London Branch have a Special Department of
High-class Toys, personally selected by our Managing Director
as good value for money. Take your young friends along there
and bring them away satisfied.

DINBURGH AGENTS:

AN DERSONS
Princes Street

BASSETT.LowKE LTD LIVERPOOL AGENT

C. LUCAS
17 Houghton Street

LONDON BRANCH : MANCHESTER BRANCH
112 High Holborn, W.C.I NORTHAM PTO N 28 Corporation Street
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A WORKING MODEL
TRAVELLING POST OFFICE
Below we give details of the model
travelling post office which was on

view at this year's Radiolympia.

T Euston Station every evening about
7.30 familiar scarlet post office vans
begin arriving with bags of mails for

the famous 8.30 p.m. " down special " postal
train from Euston to Aberdeen. This
travelling post office is made up of baggage
vans, stowage vans and postal sorting vans,
with the pick-up apparatus for dropping
and collecting mails, and is usually hauled
by a " Royal Scot " type locomotive.

Recently the Public Relations Depart-
ment of the General Post Office decided to
make this famous mail train the basis for
a great working model showing the opera-
tions of the well-known railway " post."
The designing and making of this huge

model was entrusted to Bassett-Lowke Ltd.,
who for years have made a speciality of
high-class exhibition models for publicity
purposes.

The Size of the Track
The complete exhibit is laid out on a

table 120 ft. long, and consists of 1 f -in.
gauge scale model double track, arranged
for continuous running, with loops at each
end, 12 ft. in diameter, so that the direction
of the train can be reversed. Practically
the whole of one loop is in the form of a hill
tunnel, giving scope for artistic scenic
effects, grass, trees, hedges, etc., and the
total length of the track is 320 ft. The
centre of the track is occupied by a modern
design station with the usual equipment,
booking offices, waiting rooms, station-
masters' offices, bookstalls, notice -boards,

and all those accessories which goto'make a
railway realistic.

At two positions along the track, scale
model wayside pick-up and delivery

A photograph showing the realistic appearance of
the engine and tender.

apparatus is fitted, which enables the model
pouches (mail bags) to be delivered and
collected while the train is travelling at full
speed. This operation has been very
skilfully reproduced in miniature, even to
the ringing of the bell as in real practice.

Showing the model running round the track at this year's Radiolympia.

The size of the model may be gathered by comparison
with the man shown in the photograph.

From the model point of view the exhibit
has several very special features. In the
first place, the whole of the locomotives,
rolling stock, signals and railway buildings
are made to the exact scale of 10 mm. to the
inch and run on the standard gauge track of
If in. The two locomotives, one as a
reserve in case of running trouble, are the
L.M.S. " Royal Scot," No. 6100, and the
" Black Watch," No. 6102, of the same type.

The Electric Motors
The electric motors in the models are of

special construction, made for long and
continuous running. The magnets are of
special cobalt chrome steel of exceptional
strength, and the armatures eight -pole type
with steel shafts running in ball bearings.
The collectors are of heavy gun-metal
arranged so that the shoes, which wear out

The model emerging from a tunnel. Note the realistic
appearance of the scenery.

quickly with constant wear, can be easily
replaced. The gearing is worm and wheel
type, the steel worm driving a bronze worm
wheel in a gearing ratio of 20-1. The motor
brush gear is of a special type with copper
carbon brushes and brake section easily
renewable. The commutator is of phosphor
bronze and the lubrication of the motor is
a special feature. Small tubes are laid to
each of the parts needing lubrication and
these are carried into a receptacle in the
dome, and the motor can therefore be
properly oiled from the outside through a
small hole in the dome. The control and
operation of the model is from a signal box
near the station, where the controller and
resistance are housed. The signals are of
standard upper quadrant pattern.

This attractive model was first seen at
Radiolympia, and during the short period
the exhibition was open attracted many
thousands of spectators, and, the locomo-
tives ran a distance of over 125 actual miles
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A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN
ELECTRIC MODEL RAILWAY

THE next
point to
be dealt

with is the sec- 1

tioning, so that
proper shunt-
ing can take
place. The
outer rails will all be joined together
for each main section of the layout,
but the third rail will be divided
into separate sections so that a train
can be stopped on any particular
line while another is running on
adjacent lines. The way in which this
can be done was shown in our August
issue. The diagram showed how a branch
line or siding is wired up to give proper con-
trol. The main line is divided on each side
of the point, and the third section is formed
by the siding. Three single -pole switches are
used to make any of these sections " live "
or " dead " as required, these being con-
nected as shown in the diagram. By this
means a train can be standing in section
1 while another train is run into the siding
from section 2.

In order to show which section a switch
controls it is a good idea to make the
control board a miniature plan of the section
which it controls. For the simple example
taken in Fig. 3 the control board would look
like Fig. 4 (see August issue). By this
means the operator can see at a glance which
switch to move to make any section " alive."

A Double -way Through Station
The sectioning necessary for a double -

way through station is given in Fig. 5-the
key diagram on the control board being
drawn underneath. It will be seen that
there is a separate section at each end of
the platform. This is very useful for
running the loco round a train when it has
brought it up to the platform. Or another
loco can be brought on to the other end to
take the coaches away while the first loco
is still standing at the platform ready to
go back to the engine shed. This operation
looks very well if the coupling and un-
coupling is done automatically. The small
lengths of third rail in the cross-overs

(Continued from page 534, August, 1934, issue)

PLATFORM UP LINE

6

PLATFORM

should be connected to
one of the sections as
shown in the diagram.

A very good alternative
method of control can be
arranged where a 12 -volt
battery is available. In
this case the centre point
of the battery is perma-
nently connected to the
running rails as shown in

Fig. 5.-Sections for a through station with two
trailing cross-overs.

Fig. 6. The positive and negative leads
from the battery are taken to each side of
a single pole change -over switch, and from
there to the live rail through the rheostat.
The actual section switches are not shown
in this diagram, but are put in between the
rheostat and the live rails, as was ex -

Fig .7 .-Ilow the fuse and
ammeter are connected.

DOWN LINE
different controls as are required
can be connected, if this method
is used.

The same control can be
arranged using the first method,
provided the running rails as
well as the third rail are divided

into sections. This sometimes makes mat-
ters somewhat complicated and does not
lend itself to further extensions as well as the
12 -volt system, with the centre point taken
to the running rails.

Laying Track
Brass fishplates are better than the steel

ones, although the latter will do if the enamel

FUSE

plained previously. A second control is
shown in the diagram, and as many

Fig. 6.-An alternative
method of control, showing the con-
nections when a 12 -volt battery is used.

ACCUMULATOR.

TO
CONTROLS

TO
CONTROLS

r is just scraped off
inside before they are put

on. The connections between the
wires and the rails should be
soldered, as otherwise it is difficult

to get a good contact. In some cases the
wire is put under one of the chairs, but
this is not really satisfactory, as the contact
works loose in time.

Especially where there are a number of
points, bonds should be connected across
the outer rails, as already shown. These
consist of pieces of wire soldered on, so that
both the running rails form the return path
for the current.

In order to avoid the battery being over-
loaded it is advisable to fit a fuse in the
circuit. This will prevent the battery
being run down in case of a short-circuit.
This can occur through some metal article
getting across the lines or through a derail-
ment. Another useful " gadget " is an
ammeter which will tell how much current
is being used. The connections for the fuse
and for the ammeter are shown in Fig. 7.
Both these should be fitted as near to the
battery as possible. The ammeter gives a
very good indication when anything is
wrong, as it will show whether any cur-
rent is being delivered to the loco, or,
on the other hand, whether the current
taken is excessive. In the latter case
the fault should be looked for and
remedied.
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FITTED CHESTS OF
GUARANTEED TOOLS

47 Strongly made
Standard Size Tools

British Made

50f-
F.O.R.

EVERY TOOL FULLY GUARANTEED

Free Gift to every purchaser of the
above a 6/6 Volume on

" Home Wood Work " will be sent free.

CONTENTS
I Hand Saw, 24" Blade
I Tenon Saw, 10" Blade
1 Keyhole and Pad Saw,

12" Blade.
1 Claw Hammer
I Pin Hammer
2 Files (Handled)
I Rule
1 Gouge (Handled)
3 Chisels (Handled)
2 Brad Awls
2 Gimlets

1 pair Pipe Grips
I pair Construction Pliers

(cutter, broad grip
and flat grip, and
wire cutter)

1 Oil Can
2 Pencils
I Soldering Iron
I Tool Chest

2

Smoothing Plana
Brace
Centre Bits
Set of 3 Gimlet Bits
Square
Axe
Oilstone
pair Pincers
Small Screwdriver
Large Screwdriver
Glass Cutter
Spokeshave
Punch
Level
Marking Gauge
Cork Rubber
Sheets Sand Paper
Rawlplug Outfit
Instruction Book
Croid Glue
Tin Fluxite

Complete in Fitted Chest

1.

2.

3.

Special
Notice

TOOLS

TOOLS

TOOLS

New Catalogues Just Issued

Catalogue of SPECIAL OFFERS FREE.
Post 2d.

Catalogue of Tools for Bricklayers,
Plumbers, Plasterers, Slaters,
etc. Postage 3d.

Complete Catalogue of Woodworkers'
and Metalworkers' Tools (243 pages,
fully illustrated), 2/- post free. The
amount of 2/- may be deducted from first
order of 10/-.

S.TYZACK & SON, Ltd.
(DEPT. P.1f.5)

341, 343 & 345 OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.1

*WATCH ES
GIVEN AWAY1,,,

MOST

AMAZING

XMAS GIFT

OFFER EVER MADE

This Genuine SWISS LEVER
WATCH-Shockproof, Heavily
Plated Dustproof case, Unbreakable
glass, Perfect Timekeeper with 5 years'
Free Repair Service-is included absolutely
Free to every purchaser of our latest model
leakproof press -button filling BRITISH
FOUNTAIN PEN, price 2/6 (Post, etc. 6d.). This
amazing offer is just to introduce to you our Big
Bargain List. Send NOW P.O. 3/-, when BY
RETURN you will receive this marvellous new high-
grade Pen with our wonderful Xmas Gift Watch.
Nothing more to pay-Money back if not highly delighted.

Vim. PENN (Dept. K
\ 623.627 Holloway Rd.,
J London - N.19

There was a
young lady
named Det

Owned a mar-
vellous radio set
But reception

was bad-
It made her

quite sad-
NOW it's

soldered with
FLUXITE -

you bet !

See that FLUXITE is !ways by you-in the house-
garage-workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in Government
Works and by the leading engineers and manufacturers.
Of all Ironmongers-in tins 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the Fluxite Small -Space Soldering Set-
compact but substantial-complete with full instructions
-7/6. Ask also for Leaflet on Case Hardening Steel
and Tempering Tools with Fluxite.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is a handy and economical tool that enables you to
put the Fluxite where you want it on the soldering
job, and is clean and simple to use. Nothing to
remove - no mess- no trouble.
Always READY FOR USE.
Also used to project grease
into grease cups, bearings,
etc. Just fill the nozzle
portion --half fill the cup -
put together and press as
required. PRICE I 6

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE\-

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. P.M.) DRAGON WORKS,
BERMONDSEY STREET, S.E.I

An Absorbing Hobby
Building a Stuart model is an
engrossing pastime, and the
result a continuous pleasure

We illustrate :

STUART
NO. 10.
High Speed
Steam Engine.

Bore -2-".

Stroke 1.
Each set is quite
complete - drawings
and instructions are
included.

If you have a lathe-
The rough castings 8/6

If not-
Fully machined set - - 18/6
Ditto, with all holes drilled and tapped 25/ -

This and many other Stuart engines are fully

described in the 8

post free.
S0 -page Catalogue No. 3.

6d.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES
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CHEMICAL REACTIONS AS A SOURCE OFLPARTY ENTERTAINMENT
SIMPLE chemical reactions are often

turned to good account by the profes-
sional magician in the performance of

his tricks, and even an amateur can give a
short entertainment with a few chemicals,
and as such a show usually " goes down "
well at parties a programme is worth
devising. In our last Xmas issue a complete
entertainment was given in detail and those
who followed it out will no doubt be
interested in further suggestions. It is to
be hoped that the following will " fill the
bill " when the party flags. For con-
venience the " Magic " is divided into two
categories-Tricks, and Jokes.

The Chameleon Pencil

Effect.-The magician requests a member
of his audience to write his name with a
copying -ink pencil on a piece of paper which
is handed to him. To the amusement of all,
the writing turns from purple to green as
the pencil passes over the paper.

Explanation.-The paper is damped
immediately beforehand with a dilute
solution of hydrochloric acid.

Magic Blotting Paper
A sheet of paper is handed to a member

of the audience who is invited to write a
query on it in ink. The audience gather
round the table and see the query written.
It is then blotted and on the removal of
the blotting paper the question is found to
have vanished and in its place is seen the
answer !

Explanation.-The trick requires a con-
federate who writes a question previously
decided upon, the answer being written
beforehand with an ink made by adding a
little potassium iodide to a solution of
starch. The blotting paper is well damped
with a solution of sodium hypochlorite
(Milton disinfectant may also be used). It
is advisable for the confederate to linger
for a moment over the blotting process in
order that the reaction may be complete
when the_paper is examined.

Snake Eggs
These are always a great favourite with

children and consist of small cones which
when ignited at the apex disgorge long
" snakes "-a curiously voluminous ash
which forms as the cone burns away.
Formerly these novelties were made of
mercuric thiocyanate but as this substance
is now deemed too poisonous they are made
as follows :-

Potassium bichromate 2 parts
Potassium nitrate . 1 part
Icing sugar . . 1 part

The first two ingredients are finely
powdered separately and then mixed well
with the sugar. Small paper cones about
1 in. long are tightly packed with the
powder and sealed.

Impromptu Dyeing

Effect.-The performer borrows a hand-
kerchief from someone in his audience and
to the horror of the owner and the amuse-
ment of everyone else drops it into a bowl
apparently containing water where it turns
black !

Explanation.-The handkerchief is pre-
pared beforehand by soaking it in a solution
of ferric ammonium sulphate and then
drying. The " water " in the bowl is a
solution of tannic acid and the " owner "
our old friend the confederate.

Chemical Vegetation

This is an interesting form of decoration
and the pretty effects attract a good deal of
attention. A little mercury is poured into
a glass jar and over it is poured a solution
of silver nitrate. After standing a few days
an impressive " tree " will have grown.
Carrying the idea still further a chemical
garden may be produced. A glass bowl or
trough is obtained and its bottom covered
with a layer of fine sand. This is studded
with crystals of the sulphates of iron,
copper, alum, magnesium and manganese.
A one in four solution of water glass is
poured in gently until the bowl is almost full.

The size of the Scoota-Car may be gathered by comparison with the racing car shown.

After standing undisturbed for a day or so
the " garden " will have developed most
interestingly.

Ghostly Effect in Darkened Room
Lights are extinguished and the room is

suddenly illuminated by a ghastly yellow
light imparting to everyone a corpse -like
appearance. As this dies away it is re-
placed by an unearthly green flair and then
darkness. After a few moments a gleaming
skull appears and floats about in mid-air.

Explanation.-The yellow light is obtained
by making a mound of common salt on a
plate and soaking it in methylated spirit.
It is ignited with a match. The green is
similarly obtained, using boric acid instead
of salt. The skull is a cardboard " cut out "
liberally painted with a solution of phos-
phorus in olive oil and produced from some
place of concealment when the room is in
darkness.

Three Mysterious Jars
Three apparently empty jars are shown.

The cover is removed from the first and an
unlighted taper inserted when it ignites
immediately. When transferred to the
second jar it burns with intense brilliance
and when plunged into the third it is
mysteriously extinguished !

Explanation.-The jars are not quite as
empty as they appear. They are prepared
as follows

No. 1.-Contains a little potassium per-
manganate and a small quantity of hydro-
chloric acid.

No. 2.-Contains a little potassium per-
manganate and a small quantity of 20 -
volume hydrogen peroxide solution.

No. 3.-Contains a little potassium per-
manganate and oxalic acid solution.

Each is covered with a vaselined glass lid
a moment or two after charging, and after
the experiment is performed the jars are
quickly removed from the' room. This
precaution must be taken as No. 1 contains
chlorine gas. The tip of the taper,is soaked
in turpentine.

MINIATURE CARS
THE small car shown on the right, and

known as the " Rytecraft Scoota-Car,"
is extremely novel, inasmuch as that it is
propelled under its own power. It is fitted
with a 1-h.p. Villiers engine, having the
crankshaft supported in ball bearings. The
engine is coupled to a clutch which comes
into operation when the engine speed
exceeds 800 r.p.m. A small cylindrical fuel
tank is fitted sufficient to give nearly eight
hours' running at full speed. The car's
maximum speed is 15 m.p.h., and it costs
£70.
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FOR THE BOY WHO WILL HAVE THE BEST

CHEMISTRY OUTFITS

7 HERE IS A
COMPLETE LABORATORY-
the pride and joy of every Student who is lucky
enough to own one ! Think of it -34 different
chemicals, Bunsen Burner, Rubber Tubing, a
Tripod and Gauze, a Flask, Test Tubes, Glass
Tubing, Filters, Test Tube Brush, Asbestos Paper
and Mil!board, Tray, Scoop, Test Tube Holder,
Corks and a splendid book ful' of instructions and

experiments.
10/6 each.

And there are other splendid Outfits, each com-
plete with Bunsen Burner, a good supply of
chemicals and apparatus and a book full of instruc-

tions and experiments at

2:6, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6, 15/-, 21/-,
35/-, 63/- and 105/- each.

The outfit illustrated below is the 2/6 one.

185
PRIZES

TO BE WON

No Entrance Fee

Look for
the announcement at

the bottom of this page

it4IW
TELEPHONES

NOT A TOY-
BUT A REAL HOUSE

TELEPHONE!

This is indeed a marvellous offer-a pair of real
House Telephones, full-sized, one-piece instru-
ments, each Bi" long-Easy to instal-Automatic
calling-Perfect reception-Working off ordinary

pocket -lamp batteries !

Each set is complete with 2 instruments 30 ft. of
twin wire and full instructions.

25/- set.

And there are cheaper sets too at

10,6, 15,'6 and 21/- set complete.

may
ELECTRICAL OUTFITS

EVERY BOY
HIS OWN ELECTRICIAN!

That is the motto for every proud owner of this
wonderful Electrical Workshop which contains
a powerful Electrical Induction Coil, a triple -coil
Electric Motor, 2 Bulb Holders, 2 Fancy Shades, 2
Bulbs a Turnscrew, Battery Tester Switch, 3 coils
of Wire, Battery Clips, insulated Staples, and a
splendid book full of instructions and experiments.

10/6 each.
And don't forget there are other outfits
at 2/-, 3/6, 5/6, 7/6, 12/6,
15/-, 21/-, 30/- and 50/- each,
the larger ones Including Dynamotors, Tapper
Sets, and Telephones In addition to Electric Bells,
Induction Coils, Electric Motors and Lighting

Equipment, etc.

Enter now for this Simple Competition !
10 First Prizes each a 21/- Kay Chemistry or Electrical Outfit. 25 Second Prizes each a 10/6 Kay Chemistry or Electrical

Outfit. 50 Third Prizes each a 5/- Kay Chemistry or Electrical Outfit, and 100 smaller Kay Outfits as Consolation Prizes.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO is to write, IN NOT MORE THAN 25 WORDS, the reason " WHY KAY CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRICAL OUTFITS ARE BEST."

Entries must be made on a POST CARD, which must bear a Id. STAMP, and competitors must also clearly state their FULL NAME AND ADDRESS and also
the name and address of their local Kay dealer.

The completed card must be sent to KAY (SPORTS AND GAMES) LTD., COMPETITION DEPT., PEMBROKE WORKS, LONDON, N.I0, to reach there not
later than 12 o'clock noon on December 31st, 1934, and the results will be announced in the March 1935 issue o " Practical Mechanics."

Kay Outfits are obtainable from all leading Stores, Toyshops and Sports Shops. If you have any difficulty please send direct to the manufacturers

KAY (Sports and Games) LTD., Dept. P.M., PEMBROKE WORKS, LONDON, N. 10
SEND FOR A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
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SHIPSERIE S
LEAGUE

-.1111.10111

SHIPSERIES
Provides a most fascinating Hobby.

The construction of waterline models.
Ships of the ROYAL NAVY.
Ships of the MERCHANT NAVY.

Scale 100 feet ----1 inch.

Sets from 1 6 to 4 6

SHIPSERIES ACCESSORIES are of a kind
never before provided ; they comprise Cast -
metal Guns, Life Boats, Derricks, Sub-
marines, Lighthouses, Lightships, Rocks,
Cliffs, etc., all at very moderate cost.

JOIN THE SHIPSERIES LEAGUE
For full particulars and list, also
address of nearest agent write :

A. J. H OLLADAY & Co., Ltd. (Desk P.M.)
3 Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C.2

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKEN HAM, LON DON, S.W.

JUST A FEW REAL LIVE LINES

Our New 72 page Catalogue will give you a wide choice of
selection for your Christmas gift. Send for it right away.
3d. post free. Dynamos, Motors, Electric Fires, Telephones,
Meters, Transformers, Stampings, Instrument and Resistance
Wires, Cables, Flex, etc., etc., etc. Here are a few items

of interest :

AERO OR MARINE ENGINE CASTINGS
DEVELOPS 1/8 H.P. WEIGHT I lbs.

With Finished Piston Ring - 12/6
Nuts, Screws and Plug - 23/6

Drawings form a complete key to building machine

MICROPHONES
Super Sensitive Type - 8/6
Announcers Mike - - 5/6
Best Quality Button - - 3/-
Second - - 10d.

Acts as Secret Detector, Baby Alarm, Telephone, Amplifier, etc.

Complete Home Broadcaster
provides endless fun 20/- post
free.

PERMANENT MAGNET
BOAT MOTOR Extremely
Powerful. Price 7:- post free.

GET A HOME CINE
FOR A FEW SHILLINGS DOWN!
Pay the balance over a further
8 equal monthly payments while
enjoying movies at home. Get
in touch with us now-Don't let
Christmas go by without this
splendid home entertainment.

PATHESCOPE HOME MOVIE
(as illustrated), embodies in miniature,
with the greatest simplicity, yet with
the maximum of working efficiency, all
the principles of professional motion -
picture projectors. A perfectly clear,
brilliant,flickerlesspicture,3 ft. by aft.
6 in. is shown at ro ft. from the screen.

£6/15/0 9
ymzenntthsl yo 15/9

EVERY [CINE [MODEL' IN STOCK

LISTS FREE AND POST FREE

THE LARGEST AND

BEST HOME ;CINE

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS in ENGLAND

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
(1929) LTD.

59 &50 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

Castings and Material for constructing the
"ATOM MINOR" PETROL ENGINE
as described in last month's and this issue of
Practical Mechanics may be obtained from the
Sole Concessionaires :

A. E. JONES LTD.
97, New Oxford Street, London, W.C. I
Either individually or collectively.
The price of set of Castings 17 - ; Working Drawings 5 6 ;
Balance Wheel Casting 2 6 ; Complete set of Castings

and Materials L3 5 0. Carriage Paid U.K.

How many MILES
have I walked?

The PEDOMETER
will tell you if you carry one
in your pocket-it records

miles up to 100 miles and
can be set to zero at anytime.

1816 Post free.
Catalogue No. PI570,255.

W. F. STANLEY & Co.
Ltd.286 HIGH HOLBORN

LONDON-W.C.1
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qk MANUFACTURE OF

The machine for glass -papering the surface of round pencils.

THE lead pencil of to -day is by far the
most used writing and drawing medium,
and yet it is scarcely five hundred

years since its first practical manufacture.
Prior to this, however, an instrument was
found in ancient Greece which, if one con-
siders the purpose for which it was used, can
be looked upon.as a forerunner of to -day's
lead pencil. This was a flat lead disc
which was used for ruling the papyrus rolls
and was called " Paragraphos," while the
Romans had a similar disc under the name
" Praeductal," or more commonly " Plum -
bum." The real forerunner of the lead
pencil in its present form appeared, judging
by historical notes, only in the fourteenth
century, and chronicles of this time report
that the celebrated Dutch painter, Jan van
Eyck, made drawings on chalked paper with
an implement similar to the lead pencil,
while in Italy it is proved that sticks made
out of a mixture of lead and zinc were used

0 0CI M
Expressing

one's thoughts
and words by

means of signs and
pictures dates back
to the dim past.
Pencils were in-
vented and per-
fected for writing

and drawing

for drawing at the time of Michael Angelo.
In Germany they were called " silver
style " (a name also used in Italy), and it
is recorded in
history- that
drawings with
such sticks were
made on planed
firwood covered
with calcined
bones.

A considerable
time elapsed,
during which
various forms of
pencil were pro-
duced, but it was
not until the end
of the eighteenth
century that a CEDAR

process was dis-
covered which

Grinding graphite mixture into paste form.

II

greatly improved their manufacture and is
followed in principle even to -day. The raw
graphite was cleaned by washing, and then,
by filtering and kneading, a dough was ob-
tained which was mixed with clay that had
been treated in a similar manner. The
graphite was then ground in a mill,and from
the substance thus obtained, soft sticks were
moulded. After a special treatment these
were used for the manufacture of lead
pencils. Thus at last a usable mixture was
obtained, whilst a large quantity of the
graphite, which had become expensive at
that time, was saved.
The First Process

" Lead," of which graphite and clay are
the principal ingredients, is the main factor
of the lead pencil. The raw material is
first subjected to a most careful refining
process, and after thorough washing and
chemical cleaning, the raw materials are
carefully mixed and the whole substance is
reduced to a consistency of thick cream by
adding water. All inequalities are then

CEDAR BOARD

BOARD WITH 4 LEADS

CEDAR BOARD WITH 4 GROOVES

INSERTED

MIXESmsiscassa,_

FOURFOLD CEDAR BOARD GLUED TOGETHER

CEDAR BOARD PLANED ON ONE SIDE WITH 4 LEADS

CEDAR BOARD PLANED ON BOTH SIDES WITH 4 LEADS

The process
of pencil
making
shown in -pictorial UNPOLISHED LEAD PENCILS

form.

POLISHED LEAD & COLOURED PENCILS
0
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The automatic colouring machine. Pencils are
carried on a slow -moving endless conveyor
on which they rest separately whilst drying.

eliminated by grinding the substance in
lead mills. This process takes weeks, and
in the finer grades of pencils it is as long as
two months before a sufficient degree of
refinement is obtained. When sufficiently
refined, the lead is passed through a filtering
process which drains off the water and
leaves the cakes of lead sufficiently solid to
permit of handling. These cakes are then
stored in underground vaults until required.

To obtain the leads for the pencils, the
cakes of mixed graphite are placed in a
cylinder with an opening of the required
diameter in the bottom. Hydraulic presses
are then brought into operation and the
lead is forced through the hole in long
threads. The threads are then placed on
boards and cut to the required lengths.
Durability and hardness are obtained by
baking, the leads being packed in air -tight
crucibles and placed in furnaces, where
they are left for varying periods.

The Saw -mills
The wooden casing for the manufactured

lead is made from American cedarwood,
which is cut into slats, the thickness of half
a lead pencil and the length
of the pencil. This is used for
the best quality type, but in
the cheaper grades it has been
found possible, after special
treatment, to utilise home-
grown wood, thus conserving
the supplies of cedar, which
are steadily becoming ex-
hausted. After leaving the
saw -mills, the slats are
examined and sorted accord-
ing to quality and softness of
the wood, and then taken to
the grooving department.
Here grooves to accommo-
date the lead are rapidly cut
by machinery. On an average
there are six grooves in each
board. They are then sent
to the gluing room, where the
grooved boards are
thoroughly coated with glue.
The leads are then inserted

Automatic machines for stamping the name,
degree, brand, etc. This machine will

stamp both sides simultaneously.

and covered with a correspondingly
grooved board. After being in presses for

The machine for grooving cedar slats,

An:automatic friction polishing machine
with drying apparatus.

some hours the boards are trimmed to
exact lengths and cleaned on a grinding
machine.
The Planing Room

The shaping of the pencils, hexagonal,
round, etc., is done by machine planes.
The glued boards containing the lead are
automatically run through the machines
and come out in the form of pencils ready
for polishing. Sandpaper is used to obtain
a thoroughly smooth surface, and the
pencils are then coated with the required
colour and run through the polishing
machines from seven to fourteen times,
according to the quality of finish required.
They then enter the cleaning and pointing
room, where the polished pencils are care-
fully cleaned at both ends, and, if required,
pointed. The general appearance is next
examined, and any that are imperfect are
rejected.
The Finishing Process

Finally, the pencil arrives at the stamping
room, where the imprinting is done by
machinery and by hand. Cheap and
medium qualities are stamped in silver,

gilt or blank by machinery,
but the finest grades are
done by hand with real
gold. After every pencil has
again been examined to en-
sure the standard of quality
they are packed in various
ways ready for dispatch to the
customers. The sketch on the
previous page shows the pro-
cess of lead pencil making in
pictorial form. Two cedar
boards are first grooved as
shown, the leads are inserted
and the two boards are then
glued together. The four pen-
cils produced are separated,
and they finally finish up
polished and stamped as de-
picted at the foot of the illus-
tration. We are indebted to
Messrs. A. W. Faber, the well-
known pencil manufacturers,
for the above information.
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Fig. 1.-The imitation vase which is
used to produce both vapour and

sound.

NO real Xmas would be complete
without a, ghost, but it is sometimes
rather difficult to get a real one to

walk at the required time. Here, however,
is a method by which not only will the
ghost walk, but he will answer questions
about the past, present and future, and
provided the party spirit is of the required
kind, everything should go well. The
simplest method of producing the ghost is to
use a rather heavy cloud of vapour, and to
project on this, by means of a cinema film,
a fairly good ghost picture. Drape yourself
or a friend with a good white sheet, but
make the eyes or other desired features
very much heavier than would normally be
necessary by means of grease paint. This
is desirous as certain details will be lost
on the vapour screen.

Use one of the modern home cinemas to
take a fairly long strip of film of the ghost
moving in a really ghostly manner, and
have this piece developed and join it up for
continuous projection. The method of
carrying out this part of the procedure will
depend upon the particular projector which
is employed.

The Magic Bottle
The ghost should appear from a magic

bottle and this is cut from plywood, but is
flat in shape. The method of building it up
is shown in Fig. 1. A loud speaker forms
the stand, and a hole is cut to permit the
sound to come through ; the material
covering the hole being afterwards worked
into the design of the bottle to com-
plete the illusion of a pattern. At the
rear two shelves are provided for the pur-
pose of holding the vapour -producing

THE GHOST
AT THE PARTY
A simple but effective method of producing a real talking
ghost at the Xmas party. For illustration of the complete

scheme see the cover illustration of this month's issue.

vessels. These may
take many forms.
A dish of hydro-
chloric acid and one
of ammonia placed
side by side will
form volumes of
vapour, but it is
rather pungent.
The two vapours
must be mixed, and
one way of doing
this is to place a
saucer of the spirits
of salts on one shelf
and the saucer of

ammonia on the other shelf. The vapours
will mix and give off a dense smoke.
Alternatively, damp blotting paper if lit
will give good but brief volumes of smoke,
although it is advisable to avoid real fire
if possible and to rely upon chemicals.
The lead from the speaker may be taken
beneath a convenient carpet.

The Projection Box
Behind the seats for the audience a screen

should be fitted up and in here must be the
projector, a microphone and a suitable
amplifier. Also a control for the lights of
the room will be desirable should some mem-
ber of the audience
be frightened and a
sudden light
become necessary.
Before the actual
production, some
experiment should
be carried out with
a view to finding
the type of lighting
which will produce
the most effective
ghost. Probably a
green bulb or glass
screen arranged in
one corner will AMPLIFIER
make the atmo-
sphere sufficiently
weird to heighten
the illusion, and
about 15 watts is
the maximum which should be used, and
this must be well screened from direct
rays.

The Production
The whole scheme is now apparent.

Arrange the bottle near one wall, the
audience being situated between it and the
projection box. Extinguish all lights, and
then through the mike and amplifier make
a suitable " ghostly " speech, dropping the
voice in order to produce a deep unrecog-
nisable tone. Then bring on the green light
and at the same time project the ghost on to
the vapour. The effect should be very good,
as the darkness preceding the production
sets all nerves tingling and practically any-
thing will be taken for a ghost, especially
when the green light accompanies it. As
soon as the vapour cloud is sufficiently
large, start the projector and endeavour to
keep the ghost from this on the vapour.
If the original picture was taken with a
light enough sheet, the vapour will appear
to form the ghost and any outside the
actual figure will be lost in the green light.
The effect is most realistic. Then the
ghost may be asked questions and suitable
replies may be made by the operator. If it
is desired to prolong the display, some
arrangement should be made for a second
supply of vapour, as it does not last a great
length of time. Keep windows and doors
shut whilst the display is proceeding to
avoid draughts dispersing the vapour, but
open them immediately afterwards to clear

HIDDEN GREEN LIGHT SHINING UPWARDS ON
TO CEILING

AUDIENCE

WIRE UNDER
CARPET TO

SPEAKER

---------
Fig. 2.-The arrangement of audience and projector for producing ghosts.

the fumes. Remember that if you use
ammonia it may set the eyes smarting and
therefore only a short display should be given.

War at Sea
A sketch of two warships in action is

made on thin paper. To the centre of one a
trace of photographic flash powder is
attached with a little gum. A line is
painted with strong solution of potassium
nitrate between the powder and the gun
of the other warship. When dry the paper
is placed on a plate and the gun " fired " by
applying to it a red-hot needle. The " shot 3'

quickly travels to the other ship, which
explodes with a flash.

The Ink Joke
Consternation at the party when an over -

SIMPLE AMUSEMENTS

turned inkwell and a pool of ink are seen on
the tablecloth. After enjoying the situa-
tion for a moment the culprit picks up the
" pool " of ink and puts it in his pocket !

The "'ink " is made by soaking gelatine
in water for an hour, transferring it to a pan,
melting it by gentle heat, adding a little
black dye, and finally pouring it out in an
artistic pool on to a piece of greased glass
where it sets.

The Tantalising Wineglass
The joker offers a glass of wine to his

victim, who after vainly trying to drink it
discovers it to be solid !

The " wine " is made in the same way as
the "ink" in the previous trick, but dyed red.

Thi Falling Feathers
The room is full of white feathers which

fall thickly upon everybody while the joker
smokes his cigarette.

" Meta " solid fuel is the source of the
feathers. A small pellet is placed on the
glowing end of a cigarette and it slowly
sublimes iu light, feathery crystals.
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THE PICK-UP AND THE PARTY
Some practical hints on the fitting, connection and operation of a gramophone pick-up will be welcomed at this time of the year when
many radio listeners are contemplating the purchase of this accessory, either as a normal extension to their existing equipment, or as a

Christmas present for the family.

T0 fit a pick-up, all that is necessary is
to remove the original sound -box from
the tone arm of the gramophone and

substitute the pick-up. In many cases,
however, it is found better to incorporate
a special tone arm, this being supplied
complete with the pick-up together with
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Fig. 1.-Diagrams showing various methods of con-
necting a pick-up.

full instructions for mounting. The diffi-
culty, for the amateur, usually lies in the
method of connecting the pick-up to the
receiver.

If a receiver employs two low -frequency
stages after the detector valve, both these
stages should be used for the pick-up, and
the pick-up connection must be made to
the grid circuit of the first low -frequency
valve. How this connection is made we
shall see later.

Many modern receivers, especially those
employing a pentode output valve, have but
one low -frequency stage. In such cases,

the pick-up must be connected to the grid
of the detector valve and provision made
for applying negative grid bias to the
detector valve so that it may operate
satisfactorily as a low -frequency amplifying
stage while records are being played.

In receivers employing one or more high -
frequency valves, these valves will not be
used.

Fig. 1 shows the layouts (but not the
circuits) of a number of typical receivers
and indicates at what points the pick-up
connection should be introduced, together
with alternatives.

Whatever the stage at which the pick-up
connection is made, one rule universally
applies. It is : One lead from the pick-up
to grid bias negative and the other wire
from the pick-up to the grid of the valve.
It is also desirable, but not always essential,
that the " normal " connection to the grid
of the valve should be broken when the
pick-up is in use. In Fig. 2 A and B,
diagrams are drawn to help make these
clear. It shows the theoretical connections
of a pick-up to a detector valve and to the
first low -frequency valve in a battery -
operated receiver. In the case of A.C.
mains sets where automatic grid bias is
provided, the arrangement is slightly
different, but we will discuss this later.

A Pick-up Adapter
The very simplest method of making the

connection and one which calls for no
alteration of the wiring whatsoever, is by
means of a piece of apparatus known as a
" pick-up adapter." This is a plug having
four pins in the base corresponding to the
four sockets in the top to take the pins of
the detector valve. Two terminals are
provided at the side, and to one of these,
usually marked " pick-up " or " grid,"
one wire from the pick-up is connected.
The other wire from the pick-up is
joined either direct to the correct
tapping on the grid bias battery, or
in the case of certain detector valves
which are operated at a low anode
voltage and therefore require no grid
bias when used as an amplifier, the
second pick-up wire is connected to
the second terminal of the adapter.

To fit the adapter, all that is
necessary is to pull out the detector
valve, insert the adapter with the

Figs. 3 and 4.-(Left) A simple plug-in adapter, and
(right) How bias is applied through the pick-up.

pick-up connections made in the detector
valveholder, and replace the detector valve
in the top of the adapter. Fig. 3 shows the
adapter with the appropriate connections for
this purpose.

It is far better to have the pick-up leads
connected permanently to a pair of termi-
nals at the back of the receiver and to install
a switch somewhere in the set to make the

Fig. 5. - Con-
nection of the
switch and
pick-up.

G B.-

changeover at any time without the in-
convenience of making additional connec-
tions or groping about inside the set. To
those readers who contemplate the use of a
pick-up for their Christmas festivities, it is
preferable for them to make the slight
alterations at the present time so that no

Fig. 2.-Two methods of fitting a pick-up switch.
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delay will occur during the festive season
when the pick-up may be required at very
short notice. As a temporary measure, one
lead from the pick-up can be joined direct
to the grid of the valve (detector or low
frequency, whichever is being chosen as the
first stage of the gramo-amplifier) as
indicated in Fig. 4.

Pick-up Terminals
If possible a pair of terminals should be

fitted to take the pick-up wires. One of the

Fig. 6.-Biasing an indirectly heated valve.

many neat terminal mounts designed to
accommodate two terminals may be fitted
to the baseboard at the back of the receiver.

Pick-up Switch
A good many listeners make a very neat

job by fitting a small compact changeover
switch of the push-pull type on the terminal
strip of their sets. Sometimes it is possible
to cut a slot at the back of the receiver and
insert a small plate of ebonite to carry both

Fig. 8.-A circuit for a scratch filter.

terminals and switch. Failing this, a
switch may be mounted on a small sub -
panel inside the set carried by brackets from
the baseboard or from the side of the
cabinet.

Types of Switch
Any form of single -pole change over switch

(see group in photograph, Fig. 9) is satisfac-
tory, but the best is undoubtedly
that of the " snap " variety. If
the switch is to be mounted on a
metal panel, see that the switch
is of the " bushed " type.

As an alternative to a switch, a
plug and jack may be employed.
This should be of the " two cir-
cuit " type.

Switch Connections
Fig. 5 shows the theoretical

connections for a switch to insert
a pick-up in the detector grid
circuit.

This arrangement holds good for battery -
operated sets and also for A.C. mains
receivers where battery bias is employed.
If, however, it is desired to use automatic
bias for the detector valve, the connections
are rather different and are as indicated in
Fig. 6.

The grid wires should pass to the switch
in such a way that there is no risk of
coupling between the grid wire and other
parts of the circuit. This is of special
importance in A.C. mains sets in which it is
essential that the grid wires are well spaced
from the low-tension leads carrying the
heating current, otherwise there is a con-
siderable risk of mains hum being induced
in the grid circuit and thus upsetting
reproduction.

Fitting a Volume Control
The method of control is to connect a

potentiometer across the pick-up, the lead
to the grid of the valve being taken from the
slider as indicated in Fig. 7. The correct
resistance for the potentiometer will be
between 50,000 and 500,000 ohms. Fig. 8
is a scratch filter circuit.

Fig. 7.-Connecting a volume control.

This is desirable if the record is of the
quiet type, and the noise of the needle
introduces above the item being repro-
duced. The control is effected by means of
the variable resistance of 50,000 ohms.
Movement of the arm will govern the
frequency of the cut-off and thus enable a
suitable degree of extinction to be given to
the scratch without seriously affecting the
reproduction of the higher notes of the
music.

A Hint
Many of the more sensitive pick-ups have

the needle arranged in such a manner that
it is possible to hear quite loud music or
noise direct from the instrument. Thus, if
it is placed upon a record without switching
on the amplifier, it is possible almost to
hear the material on the record without any
further amplification. A sort of chatter
arises with this type of pick-up, and may
sometimes intrude above the noise from
the speaker. To obviate this, a lid should
be fitted to the gramophone or radio -
gramophone, and it should be lined with
felt.

Fig. 9.-A representative group of suitable switches for
pick-ups.

ALFRED I.
BRITON,

Britain's
Prominent
Physical
Director,

Founder of
" Health and

Physical
Culture "
Magazine.

MAKE THIS TEST
TO -NIGHT!

BEFORE you hop into bed to -night try
this: Strip down to tour birthday

suit and stand in front of your mirror.
Look yourself over. What do you see ?
A fine upstanding specimen of a
MAN, splendidly proportioned, superbly
muscled, glowing with health and
vitality ? Or do you see a flabby, sickly
sort of fellow, with sunken chest,
bloodless -looking flesh, scrawny arms,
neck and legs ?

What I can do for you in just
30 days

TN the first 30 days I guarantee to add one
A whole inch of real live muscle on each
of your arms, and two whole inches of rippling
strength across your chest. I'll take the kinks
out of your back, strengthen and broaden
your shoulders, give you wrists of steel, and a
fighting, powerful personality that just yells
youth, vigour and vitality all over. I've done
it for hundreds, and I can do it for you

I want you for 95 days
WHAT I will have done for you in 30 days

will be nothing to what I shall do for
you in 95 days. I am not called the " Man -
Maker" for nothing. My system scientifi-
cally builds real muscle faster than you ever
imagined. I'll make you a healthy, forceful,
red-blooded he-man. I not only say this-
I'll guarantee it!

"The Secrets of Muscular
Strength"

THE GREATEST BOOK OF THE
CENTURY IS FREE!

NEVER before has any book created such a
sensation ; never before has it been

possible to show such over-whelming PROOF
in amazing photos, and letters and now you
may get this great Book FREE if you send
the coupon AT ONCE!

500 FREE BOOKS -POST NOW

I ALFRED J. BRITON (Dept. P),
8 Broadway, London, W.6.

i
Please send me absolutely FREE a copy of your
latest book, " The Secrets of Muscular Strength
-and How To Acquire It."

NAME

ADDRESS
I Enclose two lid. Stamps for Postage. Dec. 1934

 Um  11 1
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SOME SEASONAL suggEscrioNs
THE problem of what to buy for

Christmas is an annual one which
causes considerable thought, for not

only are manufacturers producing a greater
variety of goods from which to select, but

The combined model railway unit and battery charger
made by Messrs. Heayberd & Co.

prices are so low that the range of suitable
presents has been considerably expanded.
If you are at a loss to know what to buy,
a glance through the advertisement columns
of this paper may help you over your
difficulty. The following suggestions have
been selected at random, and most of them
are obtainable for a small outlay.

A Unit for Model Railway Working
If you wish to obtain best results from

your working models, you should run them
from the mains. Messrs. Heayberd have
introduced two new rectifier units par-
ticularly suited for working models which
can also be used as battery chargers if so
desired. The output is 12 volts at 11-5
amperes. Tappings can be made at 2, 4,
6, 8, 10, and 12 volts ; current regulation

The pocket -model humatagraph described in the text.

being by variable control and ammeter.
The unit is fitted with rubber feet, thus
ensuring perfect safety. Although mar-
keted at £5 178. 6d. it is definitely value for
money.

A Pocket -model Humatagraph
Sometimes the weather seems muggy,

close, and uncomfortable ; this is largely
due to the moisture in the air. On other
days it is fine and exhilarating. Perhaps
you have a thermometer to tell you how

hot or cold it is, but in a scientific age
every one is glad to dispense with " rule
of thumb " methods and obtain correct
information. The small accurate pocket
hygrometer shown will give you what you
want. The instrument is so sensitive that
if it is held between the palms of the hands
for two minutes it will be affected by their
moisture and go over several points. This
device introduces a new feature in register-
ing hygrometers, as it can be whirled and
gives very quick results. A folding arm or
whirler is provided which enables the opera-
tor to secure the rapid movement of air
over the sensitive absorbent fibre in the
instrument and thus determine the humidity
of the air in a few minutes. A few seconds'
rapid whirling will give a very accurate
reading. It can be obtained in a plush -
lined leatherette case for 14s. 6d. and the
folding pocket whirler costs 5s. 6d. It is
also obtainable without a ease at 128. 6d.,
and a chromium -plated pocket model in a

Showing the various positions in which the" chununy "
lamp can be placed.

case for 17s. 6d. Its novelty makes it an
acceptable present for Christmas.

The " Chummy " Lamp
Reading lamps generally find favour

during Christmas time, and a glance at the
illustrations shown in the centre of this
page will give you a rough idea of the
amazing possibilities of a multi -purpose
type of lamp of this character. This par-.

titular lamp can be used in a number of
different positions, clamps anywhere, bends
in any direction, and when packed as shown
in the illustration, it takes up very little
space. Its price is very moderate, being
only 18s. 6d., which includes a neat
torpedo switch and 3 yd. of the best silk

This pocket magnifier provides illwnination for the
object to be viewed under the magnifying lens incor-

porated in the head of the instrument.

flex. It is also fitted with the latest type of
universal adaptor for connection either to
a wall plug or lamp socket. The lamp has a
beautiful copper -oxidised finish and any
standard 15 or 25 -watt bulb can be fitted.
It is sold by Messrs. A. W. Gamage Ltd.

An Illuminated Magnifier
Most readers know that there is hardly

any novelty in a pocket magnifier as there
are a considerable number on the market.
That shown on this page, however, is both
ingenious and novel and will make an
acceptable gift. This device provides
illumination for the object that is to be
examined under the magnifier. By placing
it to the eye and pressing on the clip, light
is thrown on to the object so that it may
be examined when the light is rather dim.
It is sold by A. W. Beck & Sons, and
costs 218.

Realism in Models
The name of W. J. Bassett Lowke (the

well-known model makers of Northampton)
is synonymous with high-grade realistic
models of every description. The model
railway station shown at the foot of this
page will look well in an 0 -gauge layout,
and the design incorporates all the special
features of the new overground stations of
the underground railway. The length of
the platform is 52i in., is 31 in. wide, and
the height to the top of the tower shown is
9i in. The size of the main building is
11 x 4i in., and the covered portion of the
platform 21 in. It is priced at 25s. and will
no doubt be appreciated as an acceptable
gift by younger readers.

The realistic model railway station made by Bassett Lowke Ltd., of Northampton.
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An Acceptable Gift
What better Christmas gift could you

give than Success and Prosperity ? Imagine
the satisfaction of knowing that the re-
cipient would be grateful to you for the
rest of his life for having given him the

An accessory for the lathe marketed by T. Senior, of
Liversedge.

opportunity of qualifying for a well -paid
position in the Radio Industry. If you
have any relative or friend who is interested
in Radio, offer to pay the very reasonable
fee or first instalment for a Correspondence
Course of Training in Radio, as offered by
the TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL RADIO
COLLEGE. The T.C.R.C. specialises in
Radio training, and in addition to giving its
students a very thorough and up-to-date
knowledge of the subject, also teaches
them how to earn money in their spare time,
as well as helping them to find employment
should they require it. Perhaps you may
be interested on your own account ? In
any case, why not send for a free copy of
their interesting prospectus ? The address
is : To The Principal, The Technical and
Commercial Radio College, Cromwell House,
High Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

For the Mechanic
No doubt you have a number of friends

interested in lathe work, and the improved
wheel -cutting attachment shown will prove
a very satisfactory present. This device is
intended to be used in conjunctien with the
vertical slide made by T. Senior, Atlas
Works, High Town, Liversedge, by fasten-
ing to the slotted table of same, which is
fixed at right angles to the lathe centres in
which the cutters revolve. The division
plates have machine -cut teeth and are
accurately divided ; one mandrel and one
division base are included with each
attachment. It sells at 203., irk in. spindle
diameter ; 22s., 1 in. spindle diameter ;
and 25s., in. spindle diameter, This
vertical slide is also made by the firm
previously mentioned.

An ingenious gun-metal edged drawing board and
clamping T-square.

Books for Christmas
A book that will be fully appreciated by

your friends is the new revised and im-
proved 1934 edition of " Henley's Twen-
tieth Century Book of 10,000 Money
Making Formulas, Processes and Trade
Secrets," 'published by the Scientific Com-
mercial Publishing Co.' Artillery House,
Artillery Row, S.W. 1. It is impossible to
estimate the value of this wonderful book
which cost a large sum of money to compile
and it can easily be worth £25 upwards
each week to any ambitious man or woman.
The formulas of this book are relative to
every kind of business and will show, you
how to expand your trade and increase
your turnover.

A four -volume work by the Waverley
Book Co. Ltd., 96/7 Farringdon Street,
E.C. 4, is also to be recommended. It tells
you how to do, how to make, and how to
repair hundreds of jobs. By sending -id.
stamp to cover postage to the above firm,

A pocket magnifier marketed by W. F. Stanley, of
Holborn.

you will receive a free booklet giving you
details of these volumes should you desire
to purchase them.

A Vest Pocket Microscope
The simple little microscope shown on

this page satisfies the demand for an instru-
ment giving a greater magnification than
any pocket lens can give without the dis-
advantage of bulk and expense inseparable
from the simplest of standard microscopes.
The instrument can be adjusted for three
different magnifications -40, 50 and 60-
a range which makes it suitable for a great
variety of purposes. It is marketed by

Most cyclists will appreciate this illuminated direction
indicator which fits on the handlebars of the cycle.

W. F. Stanley & Co., 286 High Holborn,
W.C. 1, at 173. 6d., and can also be obtained
in a soft leather case for 18. 6d. extra.

Every draughtsman will appreciate the
great accuracy and convenience of the
Stanley gun-metal edged drawing board
and clamping T-square. The T-square
slides in the usual manner on the edge of
the board, but may be instantly clamped
in any position by a cam sliding in a groove.
It is sold in various sizes, the prices ranging
from £1 to £3.

For the Cyclist
The cycle director illustrated indicates, as

with a motor car, the direction in which the

MODERN
BOOKS

Clothette 1 s. net each, by post Is. 2d.
Paper cover 7d. net each, by post 8d.

THE STREAM OF LIFE
by Julian Huxley

CONTENTS : The Continuity of Life ; Heredity ;
Development ; Evolution : The Problem-Its
Solution ; Nature and Nurture ; The Evolution of
Man ; The Hope of Betterment.

WHAT IS EUGENICS?
by Major Leonard Darwin

CONTENTS : The Feeble in Mind ; Habitual
Criminals ; Birth Control ; Selection in Marriage ;
Hereditary Qualities ; Eugenic Methods.

MAN'S MICROBIC
ENEMIES

by D. Stark Murray
"This excellent book . . . will be welcomed by the
many . . . who wish to obtain a clear conception
of the bacteriology of human diseases." Prof. R. H.
Leitch in the SCOTTISH CO-OPERATOR.

HUMAN STERILIZA-
TION TO -DAY

by Cora B. S. Hodson
Evolution and Preventive Medicine ; The Beginnings
of Eugenic Sterilization ; Sterilization in England ;
Social Ideals and the Idea of Progress.

HEALTH BOOKS
by REDDIE MALLETT

NATURE'S WAY: A Means
of Health without Medicine
(235th thousand)

A pleasant and practicable system for the improve-
ment and maintenance of health.

Paper 1 is. net (by post Is. Id.).

THE WAY TO HEALTH
The subjects treated Include : Supposed Incurable
Diseases-Ignorance on Health Matters-Nature the
True Healer-Aperients as Factors in Disease-
Dietary Directions-General Treatment of Disease.

Cloth 3s. 6d. net (by post 3s. 10d.)

TOO MUCH
DOCTORING

The Author says : " Consider the common scourge
of civilization-would it exist if medical practice
were consistent with its claims t The cure of con-
stipation is assured by rational dieting."

Cloth 1 s. 6d. net (by post Is. 8d.)

FOOD THE PHYSICIAN
Shows the way to health by wisdom In feeding.
Contains a systematic dietary for the well and the
ailing based on the results of twenty years of study
and experiment. A cheerful and trustworthy guide.

Paper 1 s. net (by post Is. Id.).

OF ALL BOOKSELLERS

Send for complete Catalogue and FREE
Copy of THE LITERARY GUIDE
(monthly, 3d.) to :-

C. A. WATTS & CO. LTD.
Johnson's Court, Fleet Street

LONDON, E.C.4
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Run

Your

Models

from

the

Mains

if you wish
to obtain
the best re-
sults from

your working models, run them from the mains.
Heayberd have introduced two new Rectifier
Units for Model Railway Working. Fitted with
Rubber Feet, ensuring perfect safety.

Model T.V.5. Output 12 volts at I to 5 amps.
Tappings: 6,8, 10 and 12 volts. 1.5

PRICE IC

Nett.
Model 22c. Output 15 volts at 5 to 3 amps.
Fitted with Special Forward and Reverse Switch.
and Centre Zero Ammeter.

PRICE L5 17 6
Nett.

POST NOW
(Fill in coupon for full descriptive leaflet.)

Mr.

PM
F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.

10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

REALISM !
The aim of every Model Railway maker is

now achieved with the new 00 GAUGE. It
is possible to construct a scale layout in a
limited space.

Our Technical staff are always willing to
help you with any railway problems.

To introduce our new G.W.R. Coaches on
Solid bodies we are offering during December
completed Scale coaches at 9/6 each, post
Free. (List 10/6).

Our Showrooms are open from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. during
December. Call or write for lists (post lid.) to

HAM BLI NG'S
26 CHARING CROSS ROAD,

LONDON, W.C.2

Sold in 6d. and 1/- tins at all Cycle
Accessory Dealers, Tool Shops,

Ironmongers, etc.
Write for your free copy "Joining of Metals" to

S'IVA BURN ETTa TD
GREAT WEST ROAD, L.'.`f.prosri'Z

LINSLOw

cyclist is about to turn, the indication being
by means of a red light. It fits under the
expander bolt or on the handlebars, and is
swung to the
right or left.

An electric
greyhound race
game made by the

Kay Sports Co. The red
signal

lights automatically. It is a Pifco product
and costs 48. 6d., finished matt black with
nickel -plated fittings.

For Young Scientists
A really suitable gift and one that will

give endless enjoyment and instruction to
any intelligent boy, is a Lotts Chemistry
or Electricity set. In the chemistry sets
are all the necessary chemicals and appara-
tus for performing hundreds of experiments
with colour changes in liquids, secret* inks,
crystal formations, evolution of gases, fire-
proofing, oxidisation, dyeing, bleaching
and coloured fire. The electricity sets con-
tain materials for constructing instruments
and models such as a buzzer, relay, elec-
trically operated railway and traffic signals,
gold -leaf electroscope, electric motor, etc.,
with which a remarkable range of demon-
strations in magnetism, static and current

1.-11.`

An adjustable try -square for the
handyman by Moore & Wright Ltd.

electricity can be carried out. Every set,
in each subject, has plainly written instruc-
tions and explanations by an expert to
guide the young scientists along the most
instructive and interesting lines.

Chemistry and Electrical
Outfits

A gift of a chemistry or
electrical outfit is always
acceptable, and Kay Sports
Co., Pembroke Works,
London, specialise in this
type of outfit as well as a
number of interesting
games. The
induction coil
which we show
on this page
is also made
by this firm
and is capable
of producingharmless
shocks. A
conside r a b l e

amount of fun can be had at a party with
this type of machine. The fascinating race
game which is also shown is also made by
them. It is an electric greyhound racing
track with six greyhounds chasing a hare.

All of the colours flash up as
the greyhounds reach the hare
and all doubt as to who is the
winner is removed because the
colour of the winner will re-
main illuminated at the finish.
It is, of course, similar in
principle to the game of
roulette, and costs 108. 6d.
Youngsters and grown-ups

alike will no doubt find pleasure in playing
this interesting game.

Gifts for the Handyman
If you have any friends interested in

carpentry then you cannot do better than
send them an adjustable try square similar
to that shown herewith. This precision
square has all faces ground and hardened,

A pocket screwdriver made l'y Moore &
Wright Ltd., Sheffield.

the blade is 4 in. long and the stop 21 in.
It is a very handy tool and has a range of
usefulness not possible with an ordinary
fixed squttre. The stock of this square can
be instantly set at any position on the blade.
It is made in only one size and is obtainable
complete with one blade as shown for 8s 6d..
It is also obtainable with a narrow gradu-
ated blade in addition to the standard one,
which is obtainable for 10s. Another
interesting tool is the pocket screwdriver
shown, which is made from steel tubing,
knurled. The butt of the blade fits a solid
block in the tube which prevents it from
turning. It is prevented from coming out
by a slight turn of the chuck. To carry in
the pocket, reverse the blade, insert it in
the handle and give a slight turn of the
chuck to keep it there. It takes no more
room than an ordinary penknife, and the
blades are made of best cast steel and are
properly hardened and tempered. Costing
only 18. it is wonderful value for money.

Plenty of fun can be had
with this small induction
coil, also made by the

Kay Sports Co.
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Combination tools are always handy and
that illustrated combines a 9 -in. folding
rule, two knife blades and a wire gauge

j'arlitr=14====161%*

A combination pocket-knife, folding rule, and wire
gauge.

from 4-26 I.S.W.G. Costing only 78. 6d.,
it is definitely cheap at the price. All the
above tools are made and marketed by
Messrs. Moore & Wright (Sheffield) Ltd.,
England.

Scale Model Aeroplanes
Aviation is very much in the news just

now. A considerable interest was shown

which you can take your choice. The
prices of these models range from 18. 6d. to
5 guineas, and an illustrated catalogue is
available free, on request.

A Novel Gift
Whereas the ordinary table electric

fans simply fan the air, the new Ashton
" Airphilta," which is constructed on
scientific principles, purifies and filters the
air by passing it through fabric
impregnated with substances which
absorb and neutralise the

An ideal pocket compass
marketed by Messrs. Broad-
hurst, Clarkson & Co. at

the low price of 3s. 9d.

dangerous impurities of the air we breathe.
After a process of refrigeration, the air is
returned in a cool, fresh, and healthier con-

dition. In addition to this the
apparatus frees the air from infec-
tion. The deodoriser may be
switched on at intervals, as this
is a separately controlled attach-
ment and the apparatus may be
suspended from the ceiling as
shown, or placed upon a table,
shelf or wall bracket. The price
of this air purifier and deodoriser
is £4 158. Other sizes to order.

The three Comets. A composite photograph made with Skybird
models, representing the D.H. Comets entered in the Mildenhall-
Melbourne air -race. The winning machine, piloted by Scott and

Campbell, is seen climbing.

An air purifier for
the home.

in the recent London -
Melbourne race which
started from Mildenhall
Aerodrome on October
20th, and Skybirds have
now made it possible for
readers to obtain kits of
parts for making scale
models of some of the
aeroplanes that competed
in this race. The com-
posite photograph shows
models of the three D.H.
Comets made with Sky -
bird kits, and the winning
machine flown by Messrs.
C. W. A. Scott and T.C.
Black is seen climbing.
You cannot do better
than making your friend
a present of one of these
kits.

Flying Models
Warneford Flying Air-

craft, of Greenwich Rd.
possess a large stock from

but with im-
tion and
lens fitted
holder at the
machine and
whole outfit
self, costs
model worked

Your Own Movie Show
A present that should be in

large demand this Christmas is
the Bing British Home Cinema.
These projectors are not mere toys,
and complete safety is assured
when using the projector. It is
made in a number of models,
three working from pocket -lamp
dry batteries or accumulators and
two models direct from A.C.
mains, by plugging into an or-
dinary electric light socket. One
of the battery models with fixed
focus taking 15 and 30 ft. films
is remarkably cheap at 128. 6d.,

and a larger
model of the
12s. 6d. design,
proved projec,
sliding f ocus
with batteryrear of the
making the
complete in it -
1 7 8 . 6 d . A
by a clockwork
motor is ob-tainable at
258., and the
two models
worked from
the mains cost
22s. 6d. and 308.
each respec-
tively. They
a r e marketed

A bakelite lightning arrester for a wireless set, which
is sold complete with a galvanised iron bracket, massive
metal parts and a strong bakelite cowl. (Ward &

Goldstone.)

Things are happening to -day
which vitally affect you!

If you are about 18, perhaps you are
getting settled in your chosen work and
already feeling the strain of competition for
a better position. If you are in the 40's,
your family responsibilities are near the
peak, the necessity for money is tense-
and younger men are challenging your job.
And men of the ages between 18 and 45 face -
similar problems, in one form or another.

The most valuable employment security'
to -day is the security a man creates for
himself-in himself 1 Through training, he -
is able to adapt himself to new conditions.
to utilise experience without being handi-
capped by habit 1 He masters jobs and
makes new jobs. He meets emergencies
and is not overwhelmed by them. And
this is an age of emergencies.

For 43 years the International Corre-
spondence Schools have helped thoughtful
and ambitious men to acquire the training
they need. To -day with this need more
urgent than ever, this world-famous institu-
tion offers greater opportunities than ever.
Why not permit us to show you the way to
greater security and larger earnings ? Our
expert advice is free. Write to -day.

...COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
LTD.,

Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing
full particulars of the Course of Correspond-
ence Training before which I have marked
X. I assume no obligation.

[Accountancy
Advertising

DAeronautical Engineering
DArchitecture
E Bookkeeping
E Building
['Chemical Engineering
DCivil Engineering

Draughtsmanship
DElectrical Engineering
['Engineering Design

DMarine Engineering
DMechanical Engineering

Mining Engineering
[Motor Engineering
DPIumbing
DRadio
DRailway Equipment and

Running
['Salesmanship
DSteam Engineering
DTextiles
['Woodworking

DExaminations, state which ..

The I.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches, and have
a wide variety of courses of Study. If, therefore,
your subject is not in the above list, write it here.

Name

Address

Age
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TER
59I0 GREA

PERFORMANCE
Warneford Aircraft are famed throughout the
world for their unrivalled FLYING qualities.
Their design is based on sound, well -proved, aero-
dynamic principles and they are constructed of first-
class materials (no paper is used) by skilled craftsmen.
Maximum performance is thus assured.
Warneford Aircraft can loop or roll, and can be
successfully flown by novice and expert alike .. . .

At the " Les Ailles " Cup at Paris, Oct., 1934,
VVarneford's achieved 59% greater performance
than any other competitor !

The TERROR
516
Complete

A Superb New Fuselage
Model of a fighter Aircraft
with correct colours and
markings. Span 18- ins.,
flying speed 1,230 ft. per
min. Distance 300 ft.
Rate of climb 100 ft. per
min. Ceiling 30 ft.

The NIPPER
216

A full-sized model monoplane with an unrivalled
performance at the price. Span 15 ins. Flying
speed 1,098 ft. per minute. Distance 550 ft. Rate
of climb 160 ft. per min. Ceiling 40 ft.

THIS XMAS

0 sOORD
",0130- AIRCR°1

OTHER MODELS
1/6 to 5 gns.

And also these fascinating
and instructive

GIVE

WARNEFORD
ICONSTRUCTION SETS

Prices 2'-, 12/6 and 35/ -
From good Stores and Toy Shops throughout the world.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST, WITH PERFORM-
ANCE FIGURES AND DESCRIPTION OF ALL

MODELS, POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO:-

WARNEFORD FLYING AIRCRAFT
(DEPT. P.M.1), GREENWICH ROAD, LONDON, S.E.10

by L. Rees & Co.
Ltd., 12 Union Street,
London, E.C.2.

For Wireless Fans
If you have any

friends in-
terested in
wireless,
and you are
at a loss to
know what
to buy
them, you
cannot do
better than
consult the
catalogue of
Messrs.
Ward &
Goldstone, A pedometer for approximately mea-
who manu- suring distances by walking, recording
facture from a A mile up to 100 miles, with a
n e a r l Y zero setting arrangement. It is sold
every type by Messrs. W. F. Stanley & Co. of
of wireless Holborn, and costs 18s. 6d.
component.
The device shown on page 145 is made by this
firm and is a very efficient lightning arrester.
As may be seen from the complete and the
dismantled apparatus, a small galvanised
iron bracket is supplied together with
the bakelite enclosed spark gap, and the
latter is provided with large wing nuts to
facilitate the connection of aerial and
earth. The bakelite moulding is in the
form of a hollow cowl and the lower wing
nut is attached to a heavy gauge brass rod
which is screwed into the upper portion
of the cowl. The upper wing nut is
similarly attached to a piece of rod and
this is embedded in the bakelite and
is non -rotatable. The ends of both of
these rods are finished dead -flat, and before
the lower rod is screwed into position, mica
discs with a small central hole are dropped
through the moulding. It costs 2s. 6d.

Movie Cameras
City Sale and Exchange Ltd., 59 Cheap -

side, E.C.2, can supply movie cameras, home
tines, photo apparatus of all kinds at rock -
bottom prices to suit the needs of all classes of

purchasers. Londoners
are recommended to
call at any of their show-
rooms, whilst those of
our readers who are
unable to make a
personal visit should
write for their free
catalogue.

The City Sale and Exchange Ltd. have a large stock
of movie cameras from which you can make your choice.

EnginEEPS'alidE
3:11:
Rill

"AQUARELLO"

FOREIGN

WATER COLOUR

PENCILS
FOR

GRAPHS
DRAWINGS

AND ALL

COLOUR
WORK

Wonderful effects
easily produced in
unlimited rich shades
of colour.

"AQUARELLO "
24 colours, non -
fading. Colours can
be super -imposed
and blended.

4601 'A7. 6 colours and brush -
4601 Al2. 12 colours and brush -
4601, A24. 24 colours and 2 brushes

2/-
3/6
7/-

HAZELL,WATSON &VINEY LTD.
160 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

Increase Your Height
for the New Year
Extra inches means success.
Why not gain them quickly
and with absolute safety!

One box of Challoner's famous
tablets is what you want. No
strenuous exercises or old-
fashioned appliances. If one box
is insufficient we guarantee to
supply a further box FREE of all

charge. E. H. (Sutton) writes : " Results
beyond expectations and I am as pleased as
Punch." Act NOW ! Send I id. stamp for full
particulars in sealed envelope. Sample 70.
Book on height improvement 3d. P.O. or
stamps Only. Overseas, Return Air Mail 6d. extra.
THE CHALLONER CO. (late Bond Street), Dept. E72,
Laboratory and Works, Hyde Heath, Amasham, Bucks.

containing the widest
choice of engineering
courses in the world
Study at home with The T.I.G.B. for a
well -paid post. Become an A.M.I C.E.,
A M.I.Mech.E, , A. M.1 E. E.. etc. Training
until Successful is guaranteed.
WRITE. NOW for Free Guide
stating branch, poet or quali-
fication that interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
123 Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. Wounded 1917,
19,000 Successes.)

11111111111111M111111=111111111111111=111111111111
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MODEL AFRO TOPICS
" Power -driven Model Aircraft "

THE publication of " Power - driven
Model Aircraft " at the popular price
of 1s. (by post ls. 3d.) by George

Newnes Ltd., 8/11 Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2, is timely. It is the first and
only handbook on this latest and most
interesting development in connection with
model aircraft. Not only in England, but
in Germany, France and America, flights of
over thirty minutes' duration have been
made with models driven by minute petrol
engines. England, fortunately, has
pioneered this development. The author
of this handbook has done a vast amount of
work in the past fifteen years in designing
and producing minute engines driven by
compressed air, steam and petrol, and it is
worthy of record that there is hardly an
English-speak;ng country in which his
designs for these miniature power units
have not been made. Many firms are now
marketing miniature engines, and it would
seem that in the near future elastic as a
form of motive power will become obsolete.
" Power -driven Model Aircraft " contains
chapters on Types of Model Aircraft
Engines, The Two-stroke Principle, A Three -
cylinder Stationary Compressed Air Engine,
A Five -cylinder Rotary Engine, A Flash
Steam Plant, A Fifteen C.C. Two-stroke
Engine, The Ignition System, Carburetters,
A Beginner's Compressed Air Model, An
Advanced Compressed Air Monoplane,
More Advanced Compressed Air Models,

Method of arranging
automatic parachute -

dropping device.

Steam -driven Models, Designs for Petrol-
engined Models, Wheels for Engine -driven
Models, etc. It has no less than 130 illus-
trations within its 96 pages. It is written
by Mr. F. J. Camm, and should be in the
hands of everyone interested in model
aircraft.

" Elastic -driven Models "
But whilst there has been a remarkable

increase in interest in power -driven models,
there has been a corresponding increase in
elastic -driven models. These have reached
a very high standard of perfection indeed,
due to the fact that there are now firms
supplying high-class material and fittings.
Such firms as Model Aircraft Supplies Ltd.,
of 171 New Kent Road, London, S.E.1,
supply everything for the aeromodellist.
Accurately machined woodwork, bearings,
propellers, wheels, kits of parts, balsa
wood, high quality elastic, blueprints ; in
fact, everything which the aeromodellist
needs. They also supply in addition to the
complete kit of parts, models completely
assembled, and I recommend readers to

write to this firm for their lists. I can
personally recommend the quality of their
products.

It is not everyone, of course, who can
afford to build a power -driven model aero-
plane, for miniature petrol engines are not
so cheap as elastic, and it is not everyone
who possesses the necessary skill or equip-
ment to make an engine from rough castings.
Another point is that, whereas a large field
suffices for the rubber -driven model, the
petrol -driven model is likely to fly miles out
of sight unless an automatic throttle -closing
mechanism is incorporated or the petrol
supply limited. Elastic -driven models have
reached the peak of perfection. Flights of

PROPELLER
WASHERS

The delayed -action twin motor referred to.

many minutes' duration have been made by
spar models and also by fuselage models,
but they do not surpass in interest the
fascination of the power -driven model.

Developments in America
A great deal of experiment is being con-

ducted in America with the use of delayed
action gears. In this system, two skeins of
elastic are used, one consisting of a short
skein of a comparatively high number of
strands, which are wound to about 200 turns

PARACHUTE to give a burst of thrust so that the model
climbs to a fair altitude. When this skein
has become unwound, the loss of tension
causes it to drop out of place, and in so
doing to pull into place a second skein con-
sisting of a smaller number of strands
wound to a high number of turns. In this
manner, enormous duration may be reached.

Another development with gears which is
popular in America, is the use of gearless
motors employing links which couple the
two cranked shafts, which are hooked at
their extremities to embrace the elastic
skein. These consume very little power
and are probably more efficient than gears.

A NEW WORK !

POWER -DRIVEN
MODEL AIRCRAFT

By F. J. CAMM

96 Pages. 130 Illustrations.

If- from all newsagents or 1 /3 by post from

GEO. NEWNES LTD.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

LINK EXPANDS
-as you PULL UP
YOUR SLEEVE 1

No fuss with
cuffs for a washor odd job.
These ingenious
and guaranteed
links extend, en-
abling the cuffs
to be drawn up
without remov-

ing the links.

.

Rolled gold (single extension)
2/6. Double extension, 3/6.
Hand -enamelled (single exten-
sion) 3/6 and 4/6. Double
extension, 5/6. 9 -carat gold

from 30/- per pair.

This is the
4/6 hand -
enamelled.
Closed and
extended.

POPULAR
MODEL

I /- per pair

Obtainable from good Gent's Stores. In
difficulty send to Stratton & Co. Ltd. (Dept. P),

Balmoral Works, Birmingham.

EXINM LINKS

YOUR
OLD WATCH
TAKEN IN PART
EXCHANGE

GUARANTEED 7 YEARS
AGAINST BREAKAGES

Made by the suppliers to IMPERIAL
AIRWAYS & AIR MINISTRY CON-
TRACTORS.
The Ideal watch for hard wear, it can be
worn without fear of damage whilst at
work, or when camping or swimming I
Impervious to any climate. Floating non-
magnetic jewelled movement, shock, vibra-
tion, dust and sand proof.
Each watch time tested under water.
Chromium patent gland case, 24 hr. dial,
leather strop. Cash price 59/6, chromium
adjustable bracelet 5/- extra, luminous dial
2/6 extra. THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT !

THE ORIGINAL

orop ano
SPECIALLY BUILT FOR USE
UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

send your order to -day, or write for FREE Catalogue
of 75 models of Gents' Pe Ladies' watches from 25/-
G. & M. LA NE & CO. Ltd.,

Dept. P.M.4, 24-26 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
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5/- 'UNIQUE' SLIDE RULES 3/6
BRITISH MADE.
IilllttsltllllRllllllllllllllllluuulllltlllgllllllml sok og

llllllllllllllle'llmoll1ll essmusgsem lllllllllll

usitanammussinaimeassionnowsumnstostm

Milliiiilliaffil I lllllllllll Mifflin( irddi

Ten -inch Slide Rule in polished mall cetiuwid faced with
log- og wale in addition to Scales A. B, C and D. Flesild back.
Aluminium framed, view -free unbreakable cursor. Size of rule
11; um. a I; ins. Well made and accurate. Supplied wi h case
and full instructions, including Conversion Tables for Money
Calculations. Price 5/- each (Postage 3d., 3 post free). 5 -inch.
model 3/6 (Postage
FREE GIFT of a set of 12 -In. Draughtsmen's Scales, with each
10 -inch role purchased during current month.3in The TECHNICAL SUPPLY CO. (P),

Norfolk House, Carden Ave., Withde an, Brighton

1935

PRICE

116

WHY BE THIN ?

MANUAL
Fully illustrated with
constructional details
for building Battery
and Mains S.W. Re-
ceivers. 6v. S W.Super-
het with A.V.O. All
Wave Wavemeter. 5 -

meter Receiver Simple
5 - metre Transmeter.
Crosefeeder Aerial Sys.
tem. Battery and
Mains S.W. Converters.
Amateur Bands Re-
ceiver. 100 watt Trans-
mitter Eliminators, etc.

COMPILED BY THE LEADING
SHORT WAVE SPECIALISTS

Obtainable from your radio dealer, W. H.
Smith, or in case of difficulty, direct from

STRATTON & CO. LTD. (Dept. 25), Broms-
grove Street, Birmingham.

London Service Dept. ,-Webb's, 14 Soho
Street, W.1

BUILD UP YOUR BODY AGAINST ILLNESS
AND DISEASE. DON'T HIDE YOUR BONES

UNDER AN OVERCOAT!
Thousands have put on weight and muscular tissue with

the aid of

VITAE PO N ("LIONS")
A customer writes:-" After my illness I gained 15 lb. In

weight, and my nerves improved tremendously as the result of
nix weeks' coarse of Vitaepon.

Vitaepon is not a drug-simply take two tablets
with the morning and evening meal.

Ubiatnable only lrom :-
WESTCOTT & CO. (Dept. P.),

37 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.I.
For Week's Trial Supply send P.O. for 3/- or 15/- for
full ids weeks' course. Abroad by registered post, 3/6

and I6/-, post free. Sent in plain covers.
A new book, entitled "Thinness: Its Cause and Cure"

sent free with every six weeks' course.

BE A MAN
I positively GUARANTEE to give
you Robust Health, Doubled
Strength and 10-25" more muscle
in 30 days or return your money
in fall. The famous STEBBING
4 -in -1 Conroe consists of four
great coursesin one, yet costa only
5/- poet free. It has been proved
(1) The most effective HEALTH
and ENERGY System ever de-
vised; (2) It quickly builds NOR-
MAL WEIGHT and VIRILE
MANHOOD; (3) It develops a
Strong Will, rigid SELF-CON-
TROL; and (4) It includes an
amazing SUCCESS and PER-
SONAL MAGNETISM Course.

Complete Course, 5/-
No extras, no appliances to

Pupil S. Davey, (London) purchase.
Further details sent privately, under plain, sealed cover.
LIONEL STEBBING, STEBBINS) INSTITUTE,

Dept. C.P., 28 Dean Road, London, N.W.2.

The Book of Speed
PUBLISHED by B. T. Batsford Ltd. 5s.

Crown Quarto, Cloth -lettered, with
Coloured Wrapper. Including Colour

Frontispiece and 150 superb Plates in
Photogravure. This attractively -produced
volume includes chapters as follows :

The Quest for Speed, by Stephen King
Hall ; The Dawn of Flight, by Colonel
P. T. Etherton ; High Speed in the Air,
by G. de Haviland ; Four Hundred Miles
an Hour, by C. H. Stainforth ; Motor
Racing and Record Breaking, by G. E.
Eyston ; What It Feels Like, by Sir
Malcolm Campbell ; Speed Boats and
Racing, by H. R. Scott Paine ; Motor
Cycle Racing, by James Guthrie ; High
Speed by Rail, by Cecil J. Allan ; Speed on
the Ocean Routes, by Sir A. Rostron ;
Speed in Modern Warfare, by Major -
General J. F. C. Fuller, etc. The illustra-
tions naturally form a remarkable feature
of this excellent volume, which makes a
handsome gift.

History of British Aviation (1908-1914)
By R. DALLAS BRETT. Published by John

Hamilton Ltd. 388 pages. 21s. net. This
is the most important book on aviation
published in recent times, and is a really
authentic and accurate record of the
inception of British aviation. It tells again
the story of the work of such pioneers as
A. V. Roe, S. F. Cody, F. P. Raynham,
Handasyde, and all of the others who
created the industry. The book is packed
with incident, facts and figures ; it is
attractively illustrated and sets the present
advanced position of aviation in its true
perspective. The contents are excellently
and chronologically arranged, and the
indexing is perfect. No matter what fact,
what name, what date, or what place con-
nected with aviation prior to the War you
wish to consult, it is here. It is a book you
will read from cover to cover, again and
again.

Practical Handbook on Electro-plating
Twelfth Edition. Published by W. Canning

& Co., Great Hampton Street, Birmingham
18. 344 pages. (No price stated.) This
famous work, which now reaches its twelfth
edition and covers the subjects of electro-
plating, polishing, bronzing, lacquering and
enamelling, is probably the most exhaustive
treatise on methods of finishing metal yet
published. Its contents cover the subjects
of grinding, the polishing shop and its
equipment, tools for polishing, polishing
methods, burnishing and lapping, polishing
and burnishing by barrelling, cleaning,
pickling and dipping, stripping, scratch
brushing, the plating shop, the vats, the
dynamo, resistance boards, batteries, nickel -
plating, chromium -plating, copper -plating,
electrotyping, brass -plating, silver-plating,
gold-plating, cadmium -plating, zinc -plating,
tin-plating, lead-, rhodium-, palladium-,
platinum-, and cobalt -plating, barrel -plat-
ing, bronzing, lacquering and enamelling.
Everyone interested in the finishing of
metals should have this book, for the price
of which write to the publishers (address as
above).

KITS FOR BUILDING

FLYING SCALE
AIRCRAFT
HAWKER FURY

12" Span " National Kit "
Printed Balsa, Semi -finished Propeller,

Glue, Tissue, Full Size Plan.
3/- post free.

HOME -0 -CRAFT FLYING KITS

SE.S. PUSS MOTH 12" SPAN
Complete Kits 1/6 each post free.

NON -FLYING SCALE KITS
Over 60 Types.

DH. COMET. VICKERS JOCKEY.
SOUTHAMPTON. DH.4. DH. MOTH.
I Id. each, post free. Send for lists, I )d.

THE AEROMODELLISTS GREEN BOOK 1935.

Particulars of the S.M.A.E. and affiliated
clubs, 1935. Competitions and latest prices
of model supplies. 4d. post free.

MODEL AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES
LIMITED

171 New Kent Rd., London, S.E.

-IDEAL-LATHES " 3 in. S.C. LATHES
from E4.

3} in. S.C.B.G. from E7/18/6. LISTS, Stamp please.
J. WILLIMOTT & SON, Neville's Factory, Chilwell, Notts.

THE "INSTANTUS"
is a small folding chart for the
pocket containing 3,000 equiva-
lents arranged in a novel manner,
enabling quick reference to rela-
tive sizes of drills, gauges, tape
and dies, etc., and is invaluable
to Draughtsmen, Mechanics and
Model Rakers. Printed on dur-

able cloth-centred card.
PRICE 601. EACH

Obtainable from Tool Dealers or any branch of W. H. Smith &
Sons, or send P.O. and lid postage to C. Best (Dept. P3),

10 Forrest Gardens, Norbury, London, S. W.16.
SI% OR MORE COPIES FORWARDED POST FIPEE.

HIMELPI,-1:11)63 -GOOD IDEAS-
are often rejected because of uncon
vincing drawings !
Let us prepare attractive illustrations
which will convey your idea quickly and
clearly to Manufacturers, Editors,
Agents, etc.
We specialise in Patent 0.Xce and Techni-

cal drawings of all descriptions.
Write or 'phone us at

HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.

8/)S
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REPLIES TO QUERIES
& ENQUIRIES

Ica postal reply is desired, a stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed. Every query and drawing which is
sent must bear the name and address of the sender and be accompanied by the coupon appearing on page iii of
cover. Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-I I Southampton ,

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

MAKING IODINE
" Would you please tell me how to make

Tincture of Iodine ; strong and mild ?
Being a member of the St. John

Ambulance Brigade I use quite a consider-
able amount, and it becomes rather expen-
sive at the retail price, so I would be greatly
obliged if you would give me this informa-
tion." (A. B., Yorks.)

The following are the various official
formulae (B.P. 1932) for Iodine Solu-
tions :-
Liquor Iodi Fort. (Syn. = Strong Solution

of Iodine.)
Iodine . . . 100 grammes.
Potassium Iodide . 60
Distilled Water . . 100 millilitres.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) t) 1,000

Liquor Iodi Mitis. (Syn. = Weak Solution
of Iodine, Tincture of Iodine.)

Iodine . . . 25 grammes.
Potassium Iodide . 15
Distilled Water . . 25 millilitres.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) to 1,000

Liquor Iodi Simplex. (Syn. = Simple Solu-
tion of Iodine.)

Iodine . . . 90 grammes.
Alcohol (90 per cent.) to 1,000 millilitres.
Although I give the formula for the

iodines I am afraid that querist will not be
able to make use of them on account of the
prohibitive cost of 90 per cent. alcohol upon
which the Customs and Excise place a
stupendous tax. Actually the alcohol
would cost him about Is. 6d. per ounce, and
as he can already buy the tincture at pro-
bably 6s. per lb. (owing to Government
rebate to chemists on the spirit used in the
preparation of official formulae) it would
scarcely be economical to attempt to make
it.

A CHOKE FOR AN ARC LAMP
" I am told that mercury vapour arc

burners for A.C. must be in twin form ;
each side passing current in one direction
only, and that to keep the inactive tube

warm ' a choke is fitted between the
common electrode of the burner and the
centre tapping of the transformer. Could
you give me particulars of this choke to
carry, say, 5 or 6 amps. max. ? Could
this or a similar choke be used instead of
series resistance, or in conjunction with
latter, to regulate, or stabilise, an A.C. carbon
arc, so avoiding waste of power in the usual
resistance ? " (E. H., Bucks.)

We can give you details bf a choke suit-
able for an arc lamp if you send us par-
ticulars of the arc in question and nature
of the alternating supply. A good choking
coil absorbs very little power. The core
must be of a C section with a I -in. air gap,
and of 1 -in. square section with an outside
measurement of 6 in. x 4 in. Use stalloy
stampings.

The coil is wound along the long limb
with No. 18 enamelled wire to a depth of
11 in. including insulation. Insulate with
two layers of brown paper and shellac
varnish between each layer of wire. This
choke is for the mercury arc and is con-
nected in series with the transformer
primary to limit the starting current. The
point you mention goes straight to the
centre tap of the transformer, and no choke
is needed here.

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR QUERY
" I have an old electric motor which

works from 100 volts and is of the usual
four -pole type. I would like to know if I
could use it as a dynamo, and what altera-
tions if any would have to be made? Could
you also tell me what output I could expect?
Would a single cylinder engine of 4 h.p. be
strong enough to drive it ? " (A. T.,
Ayreshire.)

If the machine is shunt wound it will
operate successfully as a dynamo, a series
wound machine only operates well on
certain load conditions, such as a bank of
lamps, and should not be used for accumu-
lator charging unless an attendant is
present, as the polarity is liable to reverse.
You do not state the output of the machine,
only its voltage. A 4-h.p. engine will
drive a 2,000 -watt dynamo of normal
efficiency, that is, if your machine gives
20 amps.

TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
" I have been told of a person who

photographed the dome of St. Paul's
through a small portable telescope with an
ordinary camera. The dome could easily
be seen in the negative, but the photograph,
I am told, was a failure because of an error
in the time of exposure. Could you tell me
how to work out the time of exposure with
an astronomical telescope (a refracting
telescope) ? " (J. H., Surrey.)

The ordinary rules of focal length and
relative aperture apply to telephotography,
but the exposures are usually very long
because the focal length is generally speak-
ing much greater than on an ordinary
camera and the relative aperture conse-
quently small.

Assuming that the diameter of the work-
ing aperture remains the same, the exposure
will vary as the square of the magnifica-
tion, i.e., if the magnification is ten times,
the exposure must be 100 times the
normal.

CHARGING BATTERIES
" I have a 28-v. lighting set installed in

my house. I have only got eleven batteries,
however, as three need new plates. The
batteries are charged with a petrol engine
and dynamo at 15 amps. I wondered
whether I could charge my 120-v. wet H.T.
from the batteries overnight and not from
the dynamo.

" Will you please tell me if this is pos-
sible ? The H.T. batteries need charging
at a amp. per hour. How long should I
have to leave them on and what resistances
should I require ? " (W. B., Leeds.)

Charge your cells in parallel from the
whole battery with a lamp in series to pass
3 amperes. A better plan would be to
connect the cells as above to 14 volts of
the battery with a series resistance to limit
the current to 3 amperes at starting, a
better charging regulation is obtained this
way. It will take from ten to twelve hours
to charge the battery properly.

A TELESCOPE QUERY
" I have a 5 -in. Cassegrainian telescope

Equatorial mounting-that is to say, it
moves up or down and swings round. It has

GIFTS
for your constructor

friends
Eelex Testing Prods
avoid all danger of
accidental shocks and
shorts. They are com-
pletely insulated, the
testing points only
being exposed when
the point is in test
contact. Price 3/6
per pair.Eelex Spade

Terminals and
Wander Plugs
are specified for
the" Mechanics"
3 -valve Superhet.
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Eelex Wander Plugs and sockets can be used in
innumerable ways. Everyone with a mechanical
bent should have a supply of these invaluable
aids to simplified construction.
Buy a supply for yourself-and for your friends

Write for list P.M.1

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
118 BUNHILL ROW - - LONDON, E.C.1
so= (Met. 0314, 6 lines)

Study at home and qualify for
interesting and highly paid Radio
work.

Inventing, Designing, Laboratory work, Techni-
cal Journalism, Installation, Maintenance, Servicing,
Set building end many other specialised occupations
are open to the man who knows Radio thoroughly.

We can train you and teach you how to earn
money. We have helped others, we can help you.

Our Correspondence Courses are recommended
by leading manufacturers and the Technical Press.
We specialise in Radio, and our Courses are
conducted by Radio Experts with practical know-
ledge of the qualifications that lead to success
and a good income.

Why jog along in the same old rut ? Why fear
the consequences of losing your job ? Why waste
your valuable spare time ?

Send at once for free copy of our latest
Prospectus, and learn how we can put you on
the road to success!

Post coupon below now

"Cecluticat Cuivimercia

RADIO COLLEGE
CROMW ELL HOUSE, NIGH I4OLBORN LONDON WA I

Telephone Chancery 7059 e. 7055

Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp
Please send free copy of your latest Prospectus.

Name

Address
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USE"WILCO"MOTORS
IDEAL FOR MODEL DRIVING, ETC.

This fine 2-6 volt motor is very
speedy and powerful, will work
off batteries or accumulators.

If you use our Transformer
you can work it off the Electric
Light at practically no cost and
at the same time the speed

control arm will give you
perfect control over your

PRICE models. We are small
motor specialists and
stock various kinds to
work direct off the

Post 6d. Mains.
" WILCO " ELECTRIC GRINDER

There are many uses for a motor -driven Grinder, Priceboth In the home and workshop, sharpening
knives, scissors, drills, chisels, etc. Will work off 27
any electric light socket. A. C. only. 200/250 volts.
Supplied with a fine and coarse grinding wheel. Each.

Send for Electrical Catalogae, 4d. Post Free.
L WILKINSON (Dept. P.M.), 8 City Rd., London, E.C.

7/9

DEEPEES 35 BEAK STREET,

LIMITED REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1
PHONE : 2560 GERRARD.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN
ALL SCIENTIFIC IN,STRUMENTS

10 - in. Ebonite Plate Wimshurst
Machine, nickelled fittings. Every

possible refinement.
£3 . 10 . 0. Carriage extra.

SOME KNOW US. SOME DON'T
CALL AND MAKE OUR ACQUAINTANCE
YOU WILL BE SURPRISED AT OUR

UNIQUE STOCK.
AT HOME 9 to 7. I o'clock SATURDAYS.

" They laughed at first-
but when I began to play-a hush fell upon
the room. I played the first few bars of
Beethoven's immortal 'Moonlight Sonata.'
My friends sat spellbound. When the last
notes died away, the excitement on their
faces I" " Who was your teacher?" "How
do you get that lovely singing tone?" I
receive similar letters daily from students

of MY POSTA I. LESSONS for the PIANO, who
started without knowing a note. The lame de-
lightful experience can positively be yours, even
though you start at middle age I Or, if already a
player. I'LL MAKE YOU PLAY BETTER beyond
your dreams. Ordinary musical notation only used
(no freakish methods), enabling you to read and
play at sight any standard musical composition.
I am enrolling 50-100 Adult Pupils every week and
RAVE TAUGHT 40,000 during 30 years. over 2,000

these last 12 months, and I CAN TEACH
YOU. Send p.c. for FREE BOOK

//// fillhk\.,, and Advice. Say Advanced,
Moderate, Elementary

or Beginner.
-

MR. 1.1. BECKER,
(Dept. 158). 69 Fleet
Street, London. E.C.4

WHY NOT BE TALLER?
Yee can be-and I win show you how-FREE OF CHARGE
I will also send you, wherever you live, Presentation
Copies of my Three Illustrated Booklets: (r) How To
Build Stature, (z) Every Woman a Venus, and (3) The
Power of Evidence. Please mention Practical Mechanics.
No cost whatever, beyond postage, for full particulars of
my unrivalled system which will make you a new being-

Taller-Stronger--Healthier. Enclose 2d. stamp.
P. CARNE, RHIWBINA, CARDIFF, SOUTH WALES

GEORGE GROSE
8 New Bridge St., London

LUDGATE CIRCUS

TOOL CABINETS£3 0 0
Deposit 6/- and 10 Monthly Pay-
ments of 6/, Comprising '27 Tools.
Handsome Cabinet with Folding
Doors. Complete Gift Book on

Woodwork.
Send for Complete List,

speculum mirrors and a heavy tripod
mounting and has great magnifying power,
the sun taking three minutes to pass out of
view ! I have found, however, that a star
appears to go along at a terrific speed, and
suppose it is due to the rotation of the earth
and the angle of view. Although I get the
flaming edge of the sun sharp, a planet
always has a kind of flare or tail at the side
of it that will not focus out. Also is it pos-
sible to construct some sort of clockwork
motor so as to keep the telescope following
the object? How can this be done, and is
there any publication dealing with the
subject ? Every book on the telescope I
have fails to touch upon this item. I
could easily construct it-but how is it
arranged ? " (G. M., North Wales.)

If one of the axes of the mount is ver-
tical and the other horizontal, it is an
altazimuth, giving movement only in
altitude and azimuth, and a driving clock
could not be employed. If an equatorial,
the polar axis is at an angle with the base
(about 52 degrees for your latitude) and
capable of exact setting. The declination
axis is at right angles to this with a heavy
counterpoise to balance the weight of the
telescope. It would, however, be useless
to attach a clock unless the situation of the
instrument is a permanent fixture and the
polar axis accurately parallel, with the
axis of the earth and pointing to the celes-
tial pole. The slightest deviation from pre-
cision would cause an object to gradually
drift out of sight, notwithstanding that the
clock might be perfectly synchronised with
the speed of the earth's rotation. Given a
carefully constructed equatorial, working
easily without " backlash," a driving clock
could probably be mounted on your
tripod stand and connected to the polar
axis by suitable gearing.

In regard to the appearances of star and
planetary images, the " flares," " tails "
and " flaming edges " indicate that the
mirrors are either out of adjustment or not
properly " figured." Assuming the tele-
scope to be of the usual Cassegrain type,
the former defect can be corrected by ensur-
ing that the cone of light from the large
mirror is projected centrally up the tube
and that the smaller secondary mirror,
after intercepting the upper part of the
cone, reflects it down again through the
centre of the hole in the main mirror. As
you call them specula, they are presumed
to be of metal and, in that case, they must
be very old. They should both have their
surfaces silvered and highly polished by
those who understand how to carry out
this rather delicate work, but it would be
more satisfactory to replace with glass
mirrors than to re -figure. When in correct
adjustment, the discs of the sun, moon and
planets should be well defined and the
stars, except perhaps the brighter ones,
merely brilliant points of light without
rays. Much will depend on the quality
of the mirrors and, to a lesser extent, the
state of the atmosphere at the time. The
period occupied by a celestial object in
crossing the field of view of a telescope at
rest varies according to how much the
eyepiece magnifies the speed of the earth's
rotation. The lower the power of the
eyepiece, the slower the apparent motion,
and vice versa'.

THIS COM BONED ASH -TRAY AND CIGARETTE
HOLDER will be found ideal for smokers while reading or
relaxing. The tray will catch ash irrespective of the position
of the holder, its upright position being maintained by
gravity, and it will be found almost impossible to upset.
The " RELAX " is both light and strong, and is provided
with a small stand as shown. The tray is polished aluminium
and the support and stand stainless steel. The mouthpiece

is made in Black, Blue, Red and Amber.
Sole Manufacturers: BRYANT BROS., PRICE

Perseverance Works,
2a Brighton Road, LONDON, E.6 Poet Free

1/9

AIRCRAFT SUPER
SEND 1/6 NOW
Not a new watch but an old and
tried favourite in a modern style,
as supplied to members of Air
Force, Army and Navy. 1/6
deposit secures this watch-non-
magnetic, shock and vibration -
proof. Recoil Click spring prevents
over -winding. Unbreakable glass.
Silver or plain luminous dial aa
desired. Untarniahable Chrome
case and Chrome milanese adjust-
able bracelet. Not until this
watch keeps time to a minute a
month is it allowed to leave our
model factory. Guaranteed 10
years in writing. Send only 1/6. Test
for 7 days. If satisfied send 2/6 fort-
nightly until 37/6 is paid in all. Cash
prim 38/-. Ladies' solid silver model same price and terms.
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS LTD. (P.M. 100),

89 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
(Opposite Gloves' Central Entrance.)

7OURs
,stir

£770 VALUE for 65/-

A remarkable opportunity
to obtain a Real Piano
Accordion at a great-
ly reducedprlce.Triple
chord piano action, 14 -fold
bellows, 21 piano keys and
8 basses. Black polished.
Complete with shoulder
strap. Send only 3/- de-
posit. Balance 5, -month.
IY until 135/- is paid.

huh like a Piano with the
Power of an Organ
ILLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE

J.A.DAVIS & CO. I hip. I' 11.%

94-104 DENMARK HILL. LONDON. S.E.S.

`13AFFIX '
TRAINS THE
MOUSTACHE

Scott * Black-both wore Moustaches
RESUME THAT MANLY LOOK
Trained by Brush, no Grease, no
Waxy Points, best for Hot Climates.
16 sake of all Hairdressers, Chemist/

or the Manufacturers.
Colonies, 1/S. Foreign. 1/10.

Stamps may be sent. (P.M. Dept.)
CRISTALINE CO., 1-3 HOLLAND STREET, NOTTINGHAM

MICROSCOPES
Student's microscope, complete with adjustable lens and
foot, mirror, slides, and box. Every microscope guaran-
teed. Money refunded within 7 days if dissatisfied.

Usually 7/6. Our price 3/11 post free.

THE STANLEY TRADING CO.
(Dept. 9),78-80, Worcester Street, Birmingham,1

THE WORLD'S HANDIEST AERIAL
Apichki -guhpl coi ef n t self- a

interference.dhes
i v eF isxterdi r; nActe ii affly twhi at thogui tv etsooal sw ot,

Pressclerf

wonderful

anywhere you want to run it and it sticks. Lightning -proof, neat,
efficient, just the thing for a modern home. PIX, London, S.E.I.

21-
DOUBLE
LENGTH

36

PIX INVISIBLE AERIAL--
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AN AUTOMATIC FEED FOR A PRINTING
MACHINE

" I have a printing machine which I use
for notices, handbills, etc. The trouble
and delay in picking up separate sheets for
feeding the machine led me to devise a
simple suction apparatus, worked by a small
mains motor, which not only picks up the
top sheet but counts a tally. The device is
self -feeding, i.e., it will pick up every sheet
separately from a pile about 5 inches high,
and the ' exhaust ' from the vacuum motor
flutters the sides of the pile of paper to
prevent more than one being picked up at
a time. I am aware that some sort of
suction apparatus is used in big printing
works, etc., but I fancy mechanical means
have to be applied to feed down to the pile,
whereas my system is a gravity one and
perfectly simple and infallible. It seems
to me that if a cheap table model for office
use were produced, there might be a market
for it ? Addressing numbers of envelopes,
inserting handbills in envelopes (two
machines used in this case or one with two
lifters), etc., etc., are obvious instances to
which such an apparatus be of value.
The top sheet, etc., is always there lifted
ready to be taken.

'Is there any such apparatus already
on the market, and if not, do you consider
it worth taking out a provisional patent ?
The Patent Office, I understand, issues lists
of patents under classifications, but I
should be grateful if you could inform me
under which heading such an apparatus
might come, so that I may obtain a copy
and see what has already been done in this
direction." (V. Y., Kent.)

The suction feeding apparatus for small
printing machines would appear to have
commercial value. So far as is known from
personal knowledge there is not such a
machine at present on the market. As to
how far the invention is novel can only be
ascertained by making a search through
prior Patent Specifications dealing with the
subject. The Patent Office issue classified
abridgments of all British Patent Specifica-
tions.

The following are the abridgments deal-
ing with feeding apparatus for printing
machines, from 1855 to 1908, Vol. 100;
from 1909 to 1930, Vol. 100 (1), and from
1931 to date, Vol. XVI. These volumes can
be obtained from the Patent Office (Sales
Branch), 25 Southampton Buildings, Lon-
don, W.C.2. It is not possible to express
any opinion on the invention, since no
particulars have been furnished, but it
would appear to be worth while filing an
Application for Patent with a Provisional
Specification, which will give protection for
about twelve months, which period should
be sufficient time to ascertain if the inven-
tion is likely to be a commercial success.

A NEW CAKE TIN
" I have an idea for a cake tin that entirely

encloses the cake while it is baking. It is

SUGGESTED BY OUR READERS

made in two parts and allows hot air to
circulate all round the cake.

" Can you tell me if the idea is worth
patenting and also the best way to get it
on the market?

" I have had one made for myself and
find it very successful." (E. M., Oxon.)

The proposed baking tin for cakes forms
fit subject matter for protection by Letters
Patent, and the idea is novel so far as is
known from personal knowledge.

The inventor is advised to apply for a
Patent with a Provisional Specification,
which will give protection for about twelve
months and give sufficient time to ascertain
if the invention is likely to be a commercial
success before incurring any great expense.
After the invention has been protected, it
would be advisable to put it before a firm
specialising in kitchen wares who would
possibly be interested in the invention.
A COVERING FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS'

SHOES
" Can you advise me of the novelty and

possible commercial value of the following
idea ?

" After noticing the wear on motor
cyclists' shoes (both sole and upper), due
to constant contact with the foot control
of the gear -box, I thought of the advantage
of an easily detachable the
shoe. The device consists of a slip -over of
moulded rubber, to fit over the toe. A
recess is moulded in it so that the gear
lever can easily be gripped in wet weather.

" I estimate that the cost of production
would be extremely low." (G. M., Lincs.)

The probable commercial value of the
idea of a slip -over detachable covering for
the soles of motor cyclists' shoes must
depend very largely on the way the article
is marketed. It may be possible to obtain
a Patent for the specific construction, but
it is thought that a Design Registration
would probably give a certain measure of
protection for the device, since it would
not be possible to obtain any broad claims
in a Patent in view of known slip-on
coverings of moulded rubber, a species of
galosh, for protecting boots and shoes in
wet and muddy weather.
A GADGET FOR CYCLISTS

" I have just devised an idea for auto-
matically switching on the parking light
of a cycle when the cycle is stationary and
therefore not working the dynamo.

" It consists of a governor-such as is
used on a gramophone-driven either by the
front wheel direct or by an extension of the
dynamo shaft. When not rotating, the
springs are flat, thereby causing a connection
between the bottom and another segment in
the side, which is insulated from the case.
When set in motion the springs rise and
break the connection, leaving the dynamo
to light the lamp. The same idea can also
be used, when a dynamo is not used, for
automatically switching the light on and off.

" Would you advise me if this idea is
novel and worth patenting ? " (W. A.,
Sussex.)

The proposed form of switch for auto-
matically switching on the light of a cycle

MAXALDING

THE
METHOD

WITH
SOME-
THING

TO SHOW
and which
has published
more evid-
ence in proof
of its super-
iority overany other
method dur-
ing the last
25 years, than
all othermethods
combined.
Correspond -
ents constantly
remark on the
fact that up-to-
date evidence is
always being
published b y
Maxalding, in-
stead of the
usual method
of ancient
photographs
and m ere
claims.

Photo by
Lambert
Weston,

Folkestone,
Oct. 1934.

AND
THE

GREAT-
EST

TEST
in the teacher
is what he can
make of his
own son. He
has proved
that science
can overcome
heredity. My
father w a s
only 5ft. tins.
in height.Through
wrong and
strenuous
training in
youth I never

got beyond 5ft.
Sins. Yet my son
has reachedEft. and is
considered t o
have attained
physical per
fection. You
shall j udge,
and may
emulate.

A. Pit SALDO

C. SALDO,
Clerk,

Aged 23,
Height 6 ft.

THE ILLUSTRATION IS FROM AN
UNRETOUCHED PHOTOGRAPH

OF MY SON, AGED 23.

Investigate Maxalding
by Letter or Coupon. If the Coupon
is used Please delete the unneces-
sary items and post it together with
the following particulars to Mr.
Saldo : Name, Address, Age and
Occupation. No obligation involved.

COUPON
1. I suffer from and desire to be cured of Con-

stipation, Indigestion, Biliousness, Nervous
Debility, Lung Weakness, Liver Sluggish-
ness, Fatigue, Stomach Weakness, Lum-
bago, Obesity, Susceptibility to Colds,
Lack of Self -Confidence, Dizziness when
Stooping, Lack of Physical Development.

2. I desire to secure great nervous energy.

3. I desire to secure great speed and endurance.

4. I desire to secure great strength and heavy
muscular development.

NAME

ADDRESS

Occupation Age
Postage or reply coupon for 3 ounces appreciated

MAXALDING (Dept 862),
14 Cursitor St., London, E.C.4
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DON'T BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented, namely, JUJITSU.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS, Photo
ARTICLE, Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. 1/- for
FIRST PART of my course.
You will be more than
delighted.
Dept. P., Blenheim Housa.Bed-
font Lao e, Feltham, Middlesex.BLUSHING

FREE to all sufferers, particulars of
a proved home treatment that

quickly removes all embarrassment, and per-
manently cures blushing and flushing of the
face and neck. Enclose stamp to pay postage
to Mr. M. Temple (Specialist), " Palace
House," 128 Shaftesbury Avenue (2nd
Floor), London, W.I. (Est. 3o years.)

PATENTS,
TRADE MARKS
AND DES IONS

"ADVICE HANDBOOK"
AND CONSULTATIONS

FREE!
KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD.
Direotor: B. T. King, c.t.m.a., Reg. Pat. Agent 4. B..

U.S.A. & Can.
146a Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E.C.4
and 57 Chancery Lane Mein Patent Office), W.0.2.

49 Years GRAMS: GROLOGIC, LONDON.TELEGRAMS:
ONE: errs/ 6161.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON PATENTING
and the development of inventions.

Sent free on application.
THE IMPERIAL PATENT SERVICE
First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Principal: M. N. J. GREURY DR BRAY, F.P.S.
Preliminary Tele { phone : Holborn 9191.
Consultation Free grams: Imperatrix, London.

PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS
A VALUABLE GUIDE ON INTERNATIONAL

PROTECTION OF INVENTIONS.
100 Pages - - Post Free, 6d.

The TECHNICAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

FROST & CO.
70 Old Compton St., London, W.I

Engineers, Tool and Model Makers.
Models of all descriptions.

Inventors, Scale and Advertising.
Patterns, Castings, or Finished Parts, Small

Stampings and Press Tools.
Experimental and Repetition Work

MAKE YOUR OWN
LEAD SOLDIERS
Cowboys, Indians, Animals, etc.
Our CASTING MOULDS produce
thousands without previous experi-
ence, from any scrap lead, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue FREE.
Sample Mould 2/9 post free.
J. TOYMOULDS, 18 Kenyon Street,

Birmingham 3.
Mention " Practical Mechanics."

TALL
Your Height increased

cl 4. dayse o r money

Stabbing
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The first, original, and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Health and E fficiency.
Complete Course, 5/-, or Booklet free, privately,
STEBBING SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28 Dean Rd., London N.W.1.

Send to FOYLES
FOR BOOKS !

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.
119.125 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Telephone-Gerrard 566o (ten lines).

when it comes to rest is thought, so far as
is known from personal knowledge, to be
novel and forms fit subject matter for
protection by Letters Patent. It is, how-
ever, considered very problematical whether
it is likely to be a commercial success.

PATENTING AN INDOOR GAME
" I along with two others have got

provisional patents for an indoor game
which is very much in favour in the Orient.
We have filed Form No. 3 for a complete
patent. We have no idea as to when it
will be granted us. In the meantime I
wish to have your expert advice on certain
things apertaining to it.

" (1) Could we market the game now
under its provisional patent number, and
if so, what are our legal rights and titles ?
Also would we have to inform the Comp-
troller -General about it ?

" (2) If it is already marketed by another
firm not knowing that a patent is in the
process of being taken out, could we legally
stop him from marketing the same under
any such rights given by provisional patent-
ing ? It is, of course, understood that those
manufacturers have not already patented
it. Could we effectively stop him from
marketing it after we have received the full
patent number ? Could such a person file
a form of objection for granting a patent to
us on the strength that he has already put
the game on the market ? Are there any
chances of our being successful if we file
a suit against him ?

" (3) If for any reason the patent is not
granted to us, would the Comptroller -General
refund the stamp money already spent by
us ?

" (4) Could anyone file an objection that
the game is not a subject for a fit patent ?
Is it incumbent on us to prove that it is
otherwise. Could he claim that the idea is
not our original but brought from another
country ? " (J. S., Forest Hill.)

In reply to the various queries raised by
the applicant :-

(1) It is possible for the applicants, who
have two pending Patent Applications, to
market their inventions under the Pro-
visional Patent numbers, but articles made
under such Patent Applications must not
be marked " Patented " ; if marked at all
they should bear the words " Patent
applied for " or " Provisionally protected,"
preferably the former. It is not necessary
to inform the Comptroller -General about
such marketing.

(2) It is not possible to prevent another
firm marketing the same inventions under
a Provisional Application for Patent.
There is no such thing as a " Provisional
Patent." It is not possible to stop infringe.
ment of an article provisionally protected,
but it is possible to claim damages for
infringement after the Complete Specifica-
tion of a Patent has been accepted provided
the infringer has been notified of such
infringement, but no action can be taken
until after a Patent has actually been
sealed.

(3) If a Patent for any reason is not
granted on an Application for Patent, none
of the fees paid to the Patent Office is
refunded.

(4) Any person may at any time within
two months from the date of the advertise-
ment of the acceptance of a Complete
Specification, or within such further period
not exceeding one month as the Comptroller
may allow, give notice at the Patent Office
of opposition to the grant of a Patent on a
number of grounds, amongst which is fraud,
or that the invention has been published
in the United Kingdom within fifty years of
the date of application.

MODEL AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
SEND Ijd. STAMP KITS, BLUE PRINTS,

for lists of BALSA WOOD, etc.
CONDOR' KITS EVERYTHING FOR THEAND MATERIALS AERO MODELLIST
NORTHERN MODEL AIRCRAFT CO.,

I la HIGH ST., MANCHESTER, 4
(Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9.30-6.30. Sat. 9.30-2.0)

BAND
GUIDE

Giving hints on the Bugle,
Drum and Flute, also
Parade Formations, use
of Parade Cane, Staff,
etc., free and post paid.

Makers:

POTTER'S
36/38, West Street,
Charing Cross Road,

LONDON,

The WEEITY SERVICE AIR RIFLE. Mk. IT.
No Licence required to purchase

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
FOLDER Rooks, Rabbits. Rats,

Sparrows and similar vermin
tan be destroyed by this extremely

accurate and powerful Air Rifle.
Ideal for Target Practice.

alibre 22 or 177 With Leafsight and Peepsight.
WEBLEYB SCOTT, LA 106 Weaman St.. BIRMINGHAM 4

10,000 MOTORS (Spring and Electric) for
RADIOGRAMS and GRAMOPHONES in stock.
Thousands of components: Tone Arms, Sound -
boxes, Pickups, Horns, Pedestal -portable
cabinets, hinges, lidetays, springs, 0,71.easak,: ----)
needles, Gears, repairs. Portable-
Gramos. from 18/0. Violins, strings,

!I'4' '''''-eTn'Nt.......te-
-how to make them 2d. 1935 , ' '
all.Brands Radio Catalogue 70 page

Accordeons, etc. 64 -page Catalogue
, ,i;N:'...

'± ', l'.(-!7!___Liif
4d. Established 30 years
THE REGENT FITTINGS CO.,

D289, 120 OLD STREET
LONDON E.C.I.
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BE TALLER !!
RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Pupil, age 191, gains 5 ins. in 6 wits.

21, 5 ins, in 5 mhs.
20, 31 ins. in 16 dye.
30, 2 ins. in 4 wits.40. 11 ins. in 6

Increased my own height to 6' II". ROSS SYSTEM
Testimonials from all over Use world NEVER PAILS
Fee : E2 2s. complete. Convincing Testimony ltd.

stamp. Mailed privately.
L. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Specialistcarborongh,

England. lP.O.Box 15.)
,40,

BATTERY
,Increase your output with

dry cell manu-
facturing equipment.

DOLLY PRESS, Type V/2,
output 400 per hr., £6 10s.

CELL CHARGING MACHINE, £3.
(These two machines will turn out a complete I20v. battery in
1-11 hrs., at a cost of 2/9) DOLLY PRESS, Type H/3S. Semi-
automatic. Output 600 per hr., £10. Easy payments arranged
for machinery. All dry cell materials supplied, in any quantity,

at rock bottom prices. Send for detailed price list.
E. H. GI LES (Dept. P.M.), 310 Markhouse Rd., London, E.17

MAKERS

YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME
to start a Mail Order Business that quickly brings you a
full time income. Follow the lead of others who are
averaging £12 per week net profits. Get away from a
drudging routine job-join the big -money class. No.
previous experience necessary. Few pounds capital only
needed. No samples or outfits to buy; no rents, rates
or canvassing. New method makes success certain.

Write to -day for FREE BOOKLET to
BUSINESS SERVICE INSTITUTE, Dept. 606a,

6 Carmelite Street, London, E.C.4.

ERVOUSNESS
Every sufferer from " nerves" should read my interest-
ing book describing an inexpensive treatment for
Weak Nerves, Depression, Morbid Fears, Insomnia,
Self -Consciousness, Blushing and similar nervous dis-

orders; sent privately free of charge.
HENRY J. RIVERS (Dept. K.D.3),
40 Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.1

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE P
Send a stamp to pay postage, and you will
learn how to rid yourself of such a terrible

affliction free of charge.
Address in confidence-

P. TEMPLE, Specialist,
" Palace House," 128 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1

(Est. 30 pears.)



Splendid value in Model

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
at Half Usual Prices.

Also WIRELESS ACCESSORIES, MICROPHONES,
TRANSFORMERS, etc.
Write for complete lists.
UTILITY SALES

Faeritone Corner, 57 Praed Street,
Paddington, London, W.2

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Private or trade announcements can be inserted in
this column at the price of THREEPENCE per word
PREPAID.
All communications should be addressed to
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
8, is SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2.

DECORATIVE COLOUR TRANSFERS for
Furniture. Novelties, Lampshades, House Decoration.
Applicable to wood, metal, parchment and all sur-
faces. List & Selection I/O.

DOLLS HOUSE PAPERS for walls, lino, carpets
brick, slate, etc. 12 assorted sheets, 2/6. Sample,
33.-PM. Axon, Jersey, Eng.

SPARE -TIME SALESMAN wanted. Experience
unnecessary. 211/- weekly easily earned.-Apply
"Salesman," Richfords Ltd., Snow Hill, London.

MAKE LEAD TOYS ! Easy, profitable, with
" SUCCESS" Moulds. List Free.-LEE'S, BEN-
T1NCK ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

SUPER A.C. MOTORS. }, 1 and 1 h p. 35/ -
to 70/-.-A. IVIusham. 397 Killinghall Road. Bradford.

TO BECOME a Sanitary Inspector, Weights -
Measures Inspector, Woodwork or Metalwork Teacher,
School Attendance Officer, etc., write, Chambers
College, 335, High Holborn. W.C.1.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.-Standardsize front
61. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films.
1/- and 2/6 post free. Catalogues free.-"Filmeries,"
57 Lancaster Road. Leytonstone, E.I I.

MECCANO No. 7 with En's worth extras, perfect
condition-E12, offers.-Kendall, 55 Park Avenue,
Hull.

CONSTRUCTORS OF COILS, Chokes, Trans-
formers and Electrical Apparatus will find our lists of
great assistance. Send immediately.-Lupien Electric
Coy, 9 Searisbrick Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool 21.

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION HANDBOOK "
1/-.. Free Television Lists sent to Constructor,.
Complete Television Receivers 70, -and 75/d. Agency
applications invited.-Bennett Television Co., Redhil
Surrey.

STAMMERERS should write for toy Free 13,9;64
Curing Stammering Nature's Way. Under Royal
Patronage.-VINCENT KIRKE, (Dept. F.) 0 Radnor
Road, CARDIFF.

USED TOY RAILWAYS, EivzineA, Electromotors,
bought, sold. Catalogue with particulars 414I. -
Central " Handl " Supplies, 11 Friars Street, Ipswich.

INDEPENDENT LIVING, anybody-anywhere.
Rennmerative Manufacturing I ormulat, all lines List,,
23, stamp. Start your own Business. .Get "Mai -
Order" Ideas anti " Buyers' Guide," 31- post paid.-
" Technoeraft," 411 Longford Place, Manchester, 14.

THE ONLY BOOK of its kind. Compiled by an
acknowledged expert, this V01111110 forms a complete
guide, its alphabetical order, to the construction,
operation, repair, and principles of every type of
wireless receiver, with a special section on television,
and complete instructions on the making of various
wireless components. 392 pages, 493 Illustrations.
"The Wireless Constructor's Encyclopedia." By F.
3. Camm (Editor of "Practical Wireless").
Obtainable at all Booksellers, 5/.., or by post 5/4 from
George Newnes 1,td., 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

FULLY ILLUSTRATED throughout. Mr. Ralph
Stranger, who is a master of lucidity, has produced in
this book a valuable and fully explained synopsis of
technical terms that everybody can understand.
"Dictionary of Wireless Terms," by Ralph Stranger.
Obtainable at all Booksellers, 2!6, or by post 2/0 from
George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.U.2.

++++++44+444++++-+++.1.04.4.44..................-1-14.44.
FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
This coupon is available until December 31st,
1934, and must be attached to ail letters cull -

tai ning queries.
TRACT !CAL MECHANICS, DECE3IBER, 1931

 ............ ---.1.044-N4-1,.....-94..1-.,- ........-1. a

CLUB NEWS
STREATHAM CDMMON

RAILWAY CIA'11
OUR clubroom kill 1):, closed (luring

December, but wilt re-oi om in the
New Year.

We had a very interesting 'Mitre by our
Vice -Chairman early in October on " Possi-
bilities in Model Electric Signalling." He
had made some. ILO. gauge signals that
worked elect rica l I y, and grave them
numerous trials. :\ nother very interestina
lecture was held on October 26th by Mr. j.
Pells, Secretary of the West Essex M.R.C.,
on " Road Rail Containers."

A list of meetings, together with lectures,
will be sent post free to anyone interested.
Ask for a copy of " Concerning Ourselves "
and quote PM12. For all particulars apply
to the Secretary, Brooke House, Rotherhill
Avenue, Streatham, SAV.16.

LANCASHIRE MODEL AIRCRAFT
SOCIETY

THIS Society, which furthers the science
and sport of model aeronautics in the

north, is growing, and no aeromodellist
should be content to play a " lone hand "
when he can benefit by membership to such
a body. Flying contests are arranged
throughout the year. and meetings held each
month at the Y.M.( Manchester.

Forthcoming events are as follows :-
December lst.-Hot Pot Supper and

Prize Distribution.
December 5th. -- Royal Aeronautical

Society Lecture, College of Technology,
Manchester, 7.30 p.m.

January 2nd to 12th.--" Hobbies and
Models Exhibition," City Hall, Manchester.
The Society will exhibit all types of machines
on their stand at this annual exhibition.

For details of membership apply to the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. Hem psall, 81 Queen's
Road, Cheadle Huhn°, Cheshire.

INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH

(IN Friday, November 2nd, a visit was
paid to Meadow Lane Gas Works,

Leeds, and on Saturday, November 3rd, a
meeting was held at which P. W. Berry.
Esq., gave a lecture entitled " Gyroscopes-
Commercial and Scientific."

The next meeting, at which R. Nathan,
Esq., will give a lecture entitled " Military
Explosives," will be held on December 1st.

We are now forming a branch at Canter-
bury. All persons interested should com-
municate with J. H. Potts, Esq., 26
Whitstable Road, Canterbury.

May we once more remind readers of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS that a Correspond-
ence Section, for all persons interested in
any branch of science, has been formed in
conjunction with the Club, and we invite
them to avail themselves of the benefits
which this section offers?

For further information, please communi-
cate with the Secretary, Mr. D. \V. F. Mayer,
20 Hollis Park Road, Roundhay, Leeds 8.

THE JUNIOR OLYMPIC CLUB,
AVIATION AND TECHNICAL SOCIETY

THE Technical Sections of the club are
now being formed, and there are

vacancies for a few more members interested
in Flying, Model Engineering, Photography,
Experimental Radio and Television, etc.

The recently acquired premises for club-
room and laboratory -workshop will be
officially opened as soon as redecorations,
etc., are completed. Those interested
should write at once to the Secretary,
4 North Way, Ickenham Road, Uxbridge,
Middlesex.

ELECTRADIX
SCIENTIFIC

MOTORS AND GENERATORS. 220 volts to 500 volts
000 £5. S.51.0. Co. 12 volts to 800 volts 80f100
to.a., £4. D.C. 71 li.p. 411(1 volts 12 amps. to 100 volts
66 amps., 1,700 revs. by E.C.C., £15. 14.C. 115 volts
3 h.p. 23 amps. :Motor coupled to 110 volts 14 amps.
50 cycle 11 IV .W. A.1.'. I len., £12. 220 D.C. to 310 wits

300 mini and 12 volts 10 amps.,
Mi. Ditto to 480 volts 200 tn.a.
and 1S volts 20 amps., S13/10/-.
The best bargains ever offered.
1,000 others in stock.
DOUBLE CURRENT GENER-
ATORS, I/ C , 600 xiilts 100
ma. and 6 s ilt, amps, 40:-.

DYNAMOS, CHARGING OR LIGHTING. 240 watt
Enclosed I )y1);11110, 12'211 stilt; 12 amps. Ball Bearings,
Vee Punt y, C, AInriue Tyre SuittIII/Ilarll with

maximum and minimum
Aid,/ I'1110111 Main alld
Field IIrgulal or. etc.,
SWITCH BOARDS. Full auto cutout
and in, field reg. switch. meter, fuses,
O., Dom 22,6. 251 'outaet.

ay Relay Switches, as illnstrntrd, 7;6.
1,44. us 111011, you.
LESDIX BATTERY CHARGERS. Latest
designs, all steel motor per circuit.

tichi,eil slide control,. armoured plugs and 25 types
tor 2 to 200 cells. Prices from 35 -.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS replace f11 -es now. Magnetic
'Trip (I\ ,r1.3,1 or D.C. mains. 2 to 4

snip,., 7 6 : 6 amps., 10'-; IO
imp... 12'-; l5 snips.. 14'-:20
:nips.. 16,-. Trips may he remote
cunt culled. l llu. shows wit h eloN er
ronu,yed. D.P. and triple pole:
with trips and thermal
Cheap.
Reynille Power Plugs. 13 amp.
shrouded [yowl wall. two 1fitirs on
iron box, unused, 10,-.

ENGINEERING. Morse Silent Ciuiius, tic's,,, 29 ill. 1,12.
wills large and small sprocket, and Rai Ca,e,. ', 1411.

rating. for 11101 -Of drive, 35'-, quarter price. skew
drive warm Gear Boxes for to 1 11.1).. 14'-. Rubber
Diaphragms. IS in. dia.. 1'16 in. thick, new. 2/6.
S. G. BROWN'S BATTERY SUPERSEDER makes
11.1'. from your L.T. 2 -volt battery, rectified and
smoothed. 3 tappings. .\ boon to this, who are not
on the mains. Reduced from £3 15s. New and
Guaranteed, 37;6.
Our Sale list," P.M.," post free, will save you pounds.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone : Central 4611.

FREE SERVICE FOR READERS

IAFADERS requiring information concerning
goods or services advertised in PRACTICAL

MECHANICS should give names of Advertisers
from whom particulars are desired. Any number of
names may he included and we will obtain for you
catalogues, lists and any other information you may
be wanting. THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR
THIS SERVICE.,
Readers desiring particulars from a number of
Advertisers will, by this method, save time and
postage. Half -penny stamp only is required if your
envelope is left unsealed. If any Advertiser stipu-
lates that stamps or postal orders are necessary
before samples or catalogues are sent, please enclose
the necessary amount with your instructions. You
are cordially invited to make full use of this service.

Post to

ADVERT. SERVICE DEPT.,
NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

8 - 11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, W.C.2

Please obtain and send to me particulars from the
Advertisers in your December issue whose names I gwe
on the list attached.

Advertiser. I Pape No. I Information Required.

Attach sheet of paper, with particulars, and your name
and address (written in BLOCK letters), with date.

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be atkressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES 1311.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Tea ple Bar 776)1.



Books for the Handyman
NEWNES'

HOME MECHANIC
SERIES

Each 11- net
(by post 1;'2 each)

THE HOME WOODWORKER
The various examples of woodwork described in
this Handbook have been designed by practical
craftsmen. They are modern in style, and their
construction is well within the powers of the average
home -worker who follows the instructions given.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
All designs shown in this book have been actually
niade and tested. All work well and each type is
quite simple to make, no elaborate equipment being
necessary. Both sailing and power -driven boats
are featured.

THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE
WITHIN

hundreds of Practical Ideas and Hints-many not
hitherto published. Classified according to the
subjects dealt with, an Index being provided to
facilitate speedy reference.

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
Over 200 illustrations. Instructions and diagrams
are given for the construction of innumerable toys
of all kinds, from the simplest to the more compli-
cated mechanical sorts.

25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
All the models described in this book can be con-
structed from the simplest materials and with very
modest equipment. None requires lathe -work.
147 illustrations.

MOTOR CAR OVERHAUL AND
UPKEEP

There are many to -day who by undertaking their
own repairs can afford to run a car, and it is the
purpose of this generously illustrated handbook to
explain how the owner -driver may carry out most
of the adjustments and repairs which every car sooner
or later needs.

ACCUMULATORS
An accumulator (whether for Wireless or the Car),
if properly used and cared for, is an extremely
reliable piece of apparatus. Proper care and proper
use can only follow a possession of the knowledge
which study of this book will impart.

MODEL AEROPLANES AND
AIRSHIPS

This Handbook is intended as a guide to the beginner
in model aeronautics. It presents in clear language
the first principles of aviation and incorporates these
in various forms of simple flying models. Copiously
illustrated.

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Interesting and useful apparatus, easily constructed,
with which the student is enabled to test for himself
the theory and practice of Electricity as laid down
in the text -books. 138 illustrations.

Note.-A complete List of subjects dealt with in this series will be forwarded on request.

From all Booksellers or by post, from

GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED
8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Geo. Newnes Lt 1.
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